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Zusammenfassung
Kraftspektroskopie auf der Mikro- und Nanoskala unter annähernd physiologischen Bedin-
gungen ist eine besondere Herausforderung, da unter diesn Umständen kleine Bewegungen
von nanoskaligen Objekten von thermischen Fluktuationen dominiert werden. Mit optis-
che Pinzetten ist es möglich Kräfte von wenigen Pikonewton (10−12 N) mit hoher Auflösung
in Raum und Zeit zu messen. Um eine noch höhere Sensitivität für kleine Kräfte zu er-
reichen, wurden in dieser Arbeit neue Konzepte entwickelt, die auf einer Kombination des
Lock-in Prinzips und optischer Kraftdetektion beruhen.
Im Vergleich zu chemischen oder mechanischen Manipulationstechniken sind optische
Methoden sowohl vielseitig anwendbar als auch reversibel. Sie besitzen zudem einen hohen
Grad an räumlicher und zeitlicher Auflösung. In dieser Arbeit wurde demonstriert, dass es
möglich ist, ein biologisches Modellsystem mithilfe photoschaltbarer Phospholipide optisch
zu kontrollieren. Es wurde gezeigt, dass die mechanischen Eigenschaften von Vesikelmem-
branen, die vollständig aus solchen Photolipiden aufgebaut sind, mittels optischer An-
regung im UV-Bereich stark beeinflusst werden können. Beispielsweise ermöglichte das
optische Schalten einer Vesikelmembran zwischen einem ”harten” und einem ”weichen” Zu-
stand kontrollierte Formveränderungen des ganzen Vesikels. Darüber hinaus wurde eine
Methode entwickelt, um mechanische Arbeit lokal zu speichern, die bei Bedarf mithilfe
eines Lichtimpulses abrufbar ist.
Im nächsten Schritt wurde der Einfluss der mechanischen Eigenschaften ganzer Zellen
auf die umgebende Mikrofluidik untersucht. Hierzu wurden einzelne Zellen mit holo-
graphischen optischen Pinzetten periodisch geschüttelt. Ein in der Nähe der Zelle po-
sitioniertes, optisch gefangener Partikel diente zur gleichzeitigen Detektion des fluidischen
Feldes. Die Trajektorie des Partikels wurde dazu im Fourierraum analysiert. Ein Ver-
gleich der charakteristischen Fourierspektren einzelner Zellen ermöglichte so, Veränderun-
gen mechanischer Parameter der Zelle oder des umgebenden Fluids zu analysieren.
Um die Grenzen der Kraftauflösung mittels optofluidischer Detektion zu quantifizieren,
wurde ein optisch gefangenes Goldnanopartikel als Kraftdetektor verwendet. Durch Beleuch-
tung mit Licht, dessen Wellenlänge in Resonanz mit dem Partikelplasmon gewählt wurde,
konnte der Partikel um wenige Nanometer gegenüber seiner Gleichgewichtsposition aus-
gelenkt werden. Grund für die Auslenkung sind optische Streukräfte, die mittels einer
spektralen Analyse der Brownschen Bewegung des Partikels mit einer Genauigkeit von
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weniger als 3 Femtonewton (3× 10−15 N) bestimmt werden konnten. Laut Fachliteratur
ist dies die kleinste schaltbare Kraft, die in Fluid und bei Raumtemperatur gemessen
wurde. In einer ersten Anwendung wurde diese sensitive Methode eingesetzt, um fluidi-
sche Kräfte im Umfeld einer lichtgetriebene Mikroschraube und eines optisch gefangenen
Bakteriums zu bestimmen.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit könnten dazu beitragen, intra- und interzelluläre Kraftmes-
sungen mit einer Auflösung von wenigen Femtonewton und in Gegenwart thermischer
Kräfte zu realisieren. Die gezielte Anwendung und hochaufgelöste Messung kleinster Kräfte
bietet außerdem eine vielversprechende experimentelle Grundlage für optomechanische Ma-
nipulation auf der Nanoskala.
Abstract
When approaching physiological conditions, force spectroscopy on the nano- and microscale
becomes challenging as small deflections of nanoscale objects are usually overwhelmed by
thermal fluctuations. Optical tweezers have become an established tool to investigate
forces down to a few piconewtons (10−12 N) with high spatiotemporal precision. In this
thesis, optical force detection is combined with a lock-in approach in order to reach even
lower force regimes. The novel concepts presented are more sensitive compared to the
state-of-the-art technologies.
Compared to chemical or mechanical manipulation of matter, light is a versatile and
reversible type of stimulation with a high level of spatiotemporal control. Here, optical
switching of a biological model system was demonstrated using photoswitchable phospho-
lipids. It was shown that UV light excitation of vesicle membranes entirely made of such
photolipids can significantly change the mechanical properties of these bilayers. Photo-
switching the vesicle membrane between a rigid and a soft state enabled controlled shape
transitions of the entire vesicle. Furthermore, a strategy was devised for locally storing
mechanical energy that could be released on demand by irradiation with visible light.
Moving from the investigation of vesicles to entire cells, the impact of the mechanical
properties of moving cells on the surrounding microfluidics was explored. With the use of
holographic optical tweezers, individual cells were shaken periodically. At the same time,
the microfluidic field was detected by an optically trapped detector particle in close vicinity
to the cell. Its trajectory was subsequently analyzed in Fourier space. By comparing the
characteristic Fourier spectra, changes in mechanical parameters of either the cell or its
fluidic environment could be discerned.
Finally, to quantify the limits of force resolution in optofluidic detection, an optically
trapped gold nanoparticle was used as a sensitive force detector. Illumination of the
particle with light resonant with its plasmon frequency resulted in a displacement of the
particle of only a few nanometers from its equilibrium position. The reason are optical
scattering forces that could be revealed to be less than 3 fN (3× 10−15 N) by a spectral
analysis of the particle’s Brownian motion. To date, this is the smallest reported switchable
force that was measured in fluid at room temperature. In a first application, the method
was used to quantify fluidic forces around a light-driven micro-screw and an optically
trapped bacterium.
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The results of this thesis are valuable, e. g., for the realization of intra- and intercellular
force measurements that require fN resolution in the presence of thermal forces. The
possibility to apply and measure small forces provides a promising experimental platform
for optomechanical manipulation on the nanoscale.
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Chapter1
Introduction: Welcome to the Mesoscale!
The definition of a mesoscale, literally meaning ’in-between-scale’, clearly depends on the
scientific field of interest. For example, the metereological mesoscale lies between 2 and
2000 km [1], whereas the mesoscale of condensed matter and biological physics, illustrated
in Fig. 1.1, ranges between the size of an individual atom (Å) and a single cell (10 µm). It
is this regime which will be considered in the following.
1 m 1 cm 10 µm 10 nm 1 nm 1 A
mesoscale microscalemacroscale
medicine atomic physics
quantum physics
biophysicsbiology chemistry
Figure 1.1 – Illustration of the mesoscopic regime. The mesoscale ranges roughly between
the size of an individual atom (Å) and a single cell (10 µm). Each length scale corresponds to
a certain field of science and associated techniques.
Techniques to perform physical measurements usually correspond to characteristic
length scales, indicating wether an approach is macroscopic or microscopic. For various
scales, the underlying principle of many investigations is a coupling of optical means of
manipulation to mechanical degrees of freedom. Here, applications range from the ability
to cool down atoms and ions in atomic physics [2], gravitational wave interferometry in
cavity optomechanics [3], and single-molecule force spectroscopy in biophysics [4, 5]. The
difficulties in force spectroscopy of mesoscale systems, however, cannot be underestimated.
Many approximations providing simplified models that are valid either on very small or on
very large scales, fail. To give an example, for a description of light-matter interaction of
objects whose diameter is comparable to the wavelength of visible light, neither ray geo-
metric optics nor the Rayleigh approximation can be considered alone. Furthermore, for
mesoscopic particles, both classical and quantum effects can play a role. Hence, while on
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the subnanometer scale and the large microscale, optomechanical manipulation is already
an established technique that enables precise force determination, in between, quantitative
force measurements are not as well explored [3, 6].
The goal of this work is to develop novel optical techniques that are useful to detect
and quantify small changes in mechanical parameters on the mesoscale. Optical tweezers,
which are generated by tightly focused laser beams that can hold a particle in the focal spot
of highest laser intensity [7], have turned out to be the method of choice when it comes to
reaching the detection limits [4, 8]. Most approaches investigated in this thesis are based
on using an optically trapped nano- or microscopic particle as a sensitive force detector.
Interestingly, this idea dates back to A. Einstein who already suggested Brownian particles
as versatile molecular probes of the environment more than 100 years ago [9]. The sensitive
detection of nanoscale vibrations using an optically trapped gold nanoparticle (optofluidic
detection) [10] was recently applied to record characteristic vibration spectra of biological
[11, 12] and microfluidic systems [13]. In the present work, I take a step further and extend
the technique of optofluidic detection by introducing active mechanical manipulation to
the system.
When dealing with biological samples, it is desirable to carry out the experiments close
to physiological conditions. This means that rather high temperatures (at least room
temperature, T ≈ 300 K) and the presence of ions in the liquid medium should not be in
conflict with the respective measurement conditions. Also, experimental time scales and
laser powers must be chosen appropriately to avoid photodamage of the samples. For most
biophysical applications, the dynamics can be assigned between the microscopically fast
and the macroscopically slow as
kBT ≈ 4 pN nm and kBT/η ≈ 4 µm
3
/s, (1.1)
with η being the viscosity of the liquid environment for room temperature [14]. The regime
where Eqs. (1.1) are applicable is however dominated by fluctuations and thermal forces.
These fluctuations are literally quite vital here, since living systems function out of equi-
librium [15]. At the same time, these circumstances do not only complicate biological
communication on a molecular level but also impose challenges on the experimental reali-
zation and theoretical description of quantitative force measurements at the mesoscale.
In this work, it is demonstrated that analytical modelling based on the Langevin equa-
tion enables a successful measurement of biologically relevant periodic femtonewton (fN,
10−15 N) forces below the Brownian noise threshold.
This thesis is organized as follows: In the theory chapter, the fundamentals of op-
tomechanical manipulation of small particles are reviewed. Fluidic and optical forces are
introduced from a theoretical point of view, giving the most important equations. In Chap-
ter 3, experimental setups as well as evaluation routines will be presented. Chapters 4 to 6
form the Results part of the PhD thesis.
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In Chapter 4, it will be demonstrated that shape transitions such as budding or pearling
of vesicles made from azobenzene containing phospholipids can be induced by optical stim-
ulation. The observations are explained with a decrease in bending rigidity of up to 1.5
orders of magnitude on UV-A illumination. Commonly, shape and other mechanical pro-
perties are tuned by parameters like temperature or chemical composition, which suffer
from long ramping times, irreversibility or lack in physiologic compatibility [16, 17]. The
use of light as a stimulus allows for switching phospholipid vesicles mechanics within sec-
onds and thus represents a promising model systems for shape and mechanics of biological
membranes.
In Chapter 5, I turn from the investigation of material properties of cell models towards
cell-fluid coupling experiments. This is a rather unexplored field even though it is known
that cell movement is strongly depending on the rigidity of substrate [18, 19] and a similar
effect might be possible for the surrounding fluid. The fluid-mediated transduction of
the cell’s mechanical response to a mechanical stimulus is described in terms of signal
processing. Optical tweezers were used to both detect and create a microflow around
an individual cell. In proof-of-principle experiments, red blood cells and two different
cancer cell lines were tested. As fluctuations dominate in fluid at room temperature, in-
fluid measurements require a subtle strategy to distinguish directed forces from ubiquitous
thermal forces.
In Chapter 6, the quantitative resolution limits of optical tweezer based force mea-
surements in case of a periodic stimulus are investigated. At the example of a plasmonic
nanoparticle exposed to optical scattering forces, a force resolution of only 2.2 fN could be
demonstrated. To the best of my knowledge, this is the smallest force ever measured by
optical tweezers [6, 20]. The strategy is then applied to determine force fields around a
colloidal micro-screw and a single bacterial cell.
Every chapter concludes with a discussion of the results where the applicability of the
developed strategies to biological systems is carved out, and an outlook to possible future
experiments is given. In Chapter 7, all findings are summarized.
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Fundamentals: Optomechanical
Manipulation of Small Particles
Though its large importance for biological systems, the mesoscale is difficult to handle
from both an experimental and a theoretical perspective. The main reason is that at
all times, mechanical stimulation is in competition with thermal fluctuations. A thermal
equilibrium can hardly be assumed in these systems where dissipation plays a crucial role.
Furthermore, at small length scales, fluid dynamics is strikingly different compared to the
macroscopic world [21, 22]. A famous example is the ’scallop theorem’ [23] stating that
a mesoscopic swimmer must deform time-invariantly in order to achieve propulsion in a
Newtonian fluid. In order to qualitatively capture the characteristics of flow for a given
flow speed v and length scale L, the dimensionless Reynolds number,
Re = ρ · L · v
η
, (2.1)
is an extremely helpful quantity. It describes the ratio of inertial and viscous forces [24, 25].
Thus, for small Reynolds numbers (e.g. Re < 0.1), a flow can be assumed laminar. The
condition of low Reynolds numbers is assumed throughout this thesis (cf. examples given
in Table A.2). Inertia is then unimportant compared to viscous damping, as in most
optical manipulation applications.
In the following, theoretical fundamentals of both hydrodynamics and optics will be
reviewed with a strong focus on the coupling of mechanical and optical degrees of freedom
and finally, its application in optical tweezers.
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2.1 Types and magnitudes of forces at small scales
The mechanical world at small scales is substantially different from the macroscopic world.
To get an idea of manipulation at small scales, it is important to be aware of the magnitudes
of the forces acting on the systems of interest: A bar of chocolate causes a weight force of
1 N whereas the weight force of E.coli equals 1 femtonewton (10−15 N). Gravitational forces
of micro- and nanoparticles particles are smaller. A single gold nanoparticle of a diameter of
80 nm causes a weight force of 1 attonewton (10−18 N), which can be neglected. In contrast,
due to thermally-induced motion or external flow, the same gold particle experiences a
drag force (or viscous force) in the order of a femtonewton (10−15 N). Thermal forces are
caused by collisions of the particle with water molecules, leading to Brownian motion of
the particle. The net thermal force associated with this random movement is a result of
a huge number of random collisions (see Appendix A.1), summing up to a force that is
comparable in magnitude to the drag force. Photons colliding with the particle exert a
tiny optical force corresponding to the momentum of a single photon (e.g. 1.0× 10−27 N
for λ ≈ 532 nm [26]). In laser microscopy, a huge number of photons is focussed so that
optical forces can indeed be used as an external manipulation of small particles.
For a motivation of the use of light to manipulate small particles, it is interesting to
recognize some similarities and differences of fluidic and optical forces. One of the most
interesting results of quantum mechanics is that light can be described as both waves and
particles. Here, the latter description is the more intuitive approach to the concept, since
then, both optical and fluidic forces can be classified as collisional. For green light, a single
photon then possesses a momentum of 4.5× 10−26 kg m s−1. The momentum of a single
water molecule at room temperature is substantially higher with 1.8× 10−23 kg m s−1.
In order to move a microscopic or nanoscopic particle, a huge amount of impacts is
necessary for both photons and water molecules, that are summing up to a measurable net
force. Thermal impacts of water molecules are random and cause a stochastic trajectory
of their target. In contrast, incident photons can be guided in a directed fashion and
thus push an object in a designated direction. Compared to thermal forces, light provides
the advantage that it can be reversibly tuned in strength on a fast timescale and that its
energy per quantum can be chosen by the wavelength and not by temperature.
2.2 Fluidic forces on small particles
As a starting point, a small particle of mass m and velocity v immersed in fluid and at
room temperature was considered. As Reynolds numbers are low, gravity does not play a
significant role and inertia becomes irrelevant. Though, the particle will never be at rest
even in the absence of external forces. The reason for the particle trajectory are collisions
with molecules stemming from the fluid. This phenomenon was first systematically studied
by the botanist R. Brown, in 1827, who observed the movement of small particles contained
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in the pollen of Clarkia pulchella [27]. It was about eighty years later, that Brownian
motion was linked to the phenomenon of diffusion on a quantitave level by A. Einstein [9],
M. Smoluchowski [28], and P. Langevin [29]. Historically, this insight turned out to be an
important milestone as the confirmation of the molecular-kinetic theory of heat brought
forward by Nobel laureate J.P. Perrin [30] based on Einstein’s paper from 1905 [9]. Since
more than 100 years, the theoretical description of fluidic forces on small particles has
remained a topic of current interest [14, 31, 32].
Brownian motion
Whenever an object is surrounded by a liquid at T > 0, the molecules of the liquid will
collide with the object (Fig. 2.1). In water, a rough estimate of the collision frequency
(cf. Appendix A.1) provides a number as high as 1.5× 1019 water molecules per second
hitting the surface of a 1 µm sized SiO2 sphere. It will serve as a reference system in the
following. The consequence of the collisions is a random walk of the object called thermal
fluctuations or Brownian motion.
Figure 2.1 – Brownian motion of a fluid-immersed particle. A spherical particle (grey)
immersed in water is subject to multiple collisions with water molecules causing a net move-
ment (dashed trajectory). The water molecules’ velocities are orders of magnitude higher than
the particle’s velocity.
Any particle moving through the fluid will experience nonisotropic collisions with
molecules leading to frictional resistance. This dissipative force, also known as drag or
viscous force, can be imagined as leaching kinetic energy from the particle and converting
it into heat. This leads to a damping of the motion and is thus proportional to the velocity
itself:
Fdrag (t) = −γ · v (t) (2.2)
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Provided laminar flow and a spherical bead, Stokes’ law [33] states a simple expression for
the proportionality constant γ in Eq. (2.2):
γ = 6πηr (2.3)
This expression has a strong dependence on external parameters such as temperature,
which are given implicitely, e.g. by η (T ). Since the drag coefficient is associated with
a particular surface shape it will vary significantly for a particle geometry other than a
sphere [34]. The movement of the particle under the influence of the dissipative force is
described by a set of differential equations:
ẋ (t) = v (t)
m
(2.4)
v̇ (t) = Fdrag
These equations are solved by
v (t) = v (0) e−t/tmom
with tmom = mγ being the momentum relaxation time. Typical values (0.1 µs for a 1 µm
sized silica bead in water) are much shorter than the used acquisition times. For this
reason, no momentaneous velocity can be resolved. Following an exponential decay, on
the long term, the drag force alone would necessarily lead to an extinction of any motion.
This is however in contradiction with the equipartion theorem [35]:
m
2 〈v
2 (t)〉=
3
2 · kBT (2.5)
⇒ 〈v (t)〉 =
√
3kBT
m
The last equation states that the mean velocity of a Brownian particle will assume a finite,
temperature dependent value. The resolution to this seeming contradiction is the presence
of a second, stochastic net force acting on the particle. It stems from the individual
water molecules that can be seen as particles themselves, constanly pushing the Brownian
particle. As detailed in Appendix A.1, water molecules reach speeds of up to 586 m s−1
and for a micron sized bead, each second more than 1.5× 1019 collisions take place that
sum up to an appreciable high net force.
In consequence, the particle diffuses through the surrounding liquid with speeds of
the order of µm s−1, which was estimated using Eq. (2.5). It is driven by a multitude of
collisions adding up to a stochastic force ξ (t) that must be described by the means of
statistical mechanics. Here, the means of variables over an appropriate time interval will
be considered instead of the momentaneous values. For the averaged stochastic force it is
assumed that
〈ξ (t)〉 = 0 (2.6)
〈ξ (t1) · ξ (t2)∗〉 = 2γkBTδt1t2 , where δt1t2 =
 1 for t1 = t20 for t1 6= t2 (2.7)
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This implies several assumptions: (i) ξ (t) is an independent, stochastic variable, (ii) ξ (t) is
independent of v (t) and varies rapidly compared to v (t). Then, the central limit theorem
[36] is applicable, stating that the mean of a sufficiently large number of independent
random variables will be approximately Gaussian distributed.
Hot Brownian motion
A special case of Brownian motion occurs in case of particles persistently hotter than the
liquid environment [37, 38]. Hot Brownian Motion happens, for example, in case of light-
irradiated metallic nanoparticles. Due to the limited capacities of water to distribute heat
to the entire volume, these particles can be maintained at temperatures that are several
orders of magnitude higher than the temperature of the surrounding liquid [39]. Hence, the
particle movement can no longer be described by the temperature T0 of the surrounding
liquid. Instead, an effective temperature that lies between the particle temperature and
the temperature of the liquid has to be assumed. Falasco et al. have provided a simple
formula to calculate the effective temperature THBM of a heated particle trapped in a
harmonic potential [40]:
THBM = T0 +
5
12∆T. (2.8)
Equation (2.8) is valid for optical trapping of a gold nanoparticle. Since the velocities of
Hot Brownian nanoparticles are Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed according to nonuniver-
sal effective temperatures [40], using this temperature allows for an effective equilibrium
description of Brownian motion.
Figure 2.2 – Hot Brownian Motion. If a liquid immersed particle is persistently hotter than
its fluid environment, Brownian motion is increased close to its surface. For calculations,
the bulk temperature T0 of the surrounding liquid must then be replaced by an effective
temperature THBM.
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Fluctuation dissipation theorem and diffusion equation
The stochastic trajectory of a small particle in water is due to the interplay of a fric-
tional and a random force and represents a very descriptive application of the fluctuation
disspipation theorem [41]. Being one of the most fundamental results of statistical me-
chanics, the theorem states a general relationship between the response of a given system
to an external disturbance and the internal fluctuation of the system in the absence of the
disturbance. It applies both to classical and quantum mechanical systems [41].
Originally, the fluctuation-disspation theorem was formulated for electrical circuits by
Nyquist in 1928 [42], but later, in 1951, generalized by Callen and Welton [43]. The Stokes-
Einstein relation [9, 44] is one of the most comprehensive formulations of the fluctuation
dissipation theorems (and probably the earliest):
D = kBT
γ
(2.9)
Here, D is known as diffusion constant and relates the variance of the stochastic, thermal
force to the damping constant, or drag coefficient, γ. At the same time, a link between
microscopic properties and macroscopic observables D and γ is created via the temper-
ature, T . Expanding on this point leads to a probabilistic derivation of the diffusion
equation for a species of concentration c, first performed by A. Einstein in 1905 [9]:
∂tc (r, t) = D∇2c (r, t) (2.10)
This partial differential equation relates the spatial and temporal derivatives of the time-
dependent variable c via the diffusion coefficient, and thus describes density fluctuations
of a material during a diffusion process. The concept of diffusion is not at all restricted to
Brownian motion [45, 46], but can be translated to many other physically relevant systems
such as electrical circuits [42, 47], transport in condensed matter physics [48], or even
economics [49, 50]. The value of the diffusion coefficient D depends on the dimensionality
d of the problem:
D = 〈∂r (t)
2〉
2 · d · t (2.11)
This linear case however applies to normal diffusion, only. Otherwise, anomalous diffusion
[51] must be considered, described by a more general diffusion coefficient Dα:
Dα =
〈∂r (t)2〉
2 · d · tα (2.12)
For α = 1, normal diffusion is retained. Anomalous diffusion predominates, e.g., in the
context of subcellular processes and intracellular diffusion [52, 53], where obstacles slow
down (subdiffusion, 0 < α < 1) or molecular motors accelerate (superdiffusion, α > 1)
mean particle displacements.
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The numerator of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) is the mean squared displacement (MSD) for
the respective dimension of the problem. It is the most common measure for the spatial
extent of diffusion processes involving N particles:
MSD (τ) = 〈(x (τ)− x0)2〉 =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(xn (τ)− xn (0))2 (2.13)
by following its dependence on the time lag τ usually using a log-log-plot, the kind of
diffusion taking place in a certain frequency interval can be derived easily. In case of
an optically trapped particle in water, the assumption of normal diffusion is valid mak-
ing optically trapped particles a convenient tool for vibration sensing. For extending the
techniques to intracellular measurements, anomalous diffusion and memory effects of the
cytosol must be taken into account in order to derive quantitative physical material pa-
rameters and dynamics.
The Langevin equation
The original Langevin equation [54] is the equation of motion describing the apparently
random movement of a particle in a fluid due to collisions with the molecules of the fluid.
In statistical mechanics, a more general form is also termed Langevin equation, which
allows for using it in a broader context. The one-dimensional dynamics of a free Brownian
particle, or Wiener process [55], can be described by a second order differential equation
mẍ (t) = −γẋ (t) + ξ (t) (2.14)
In a next step, the presence of an additional potential, and thus, a force following its
negative spatial derivation, can be considered in the equation of motion. The Einstein-
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck theory [56] of Brownian motion describes the motion of a Brownian
particle in a harmonic potential:
mẍ (t) = −κx (t)− γẋ+ ξ (t) (2.15)
In order to use Brownian particles as force sensors, as I seek to do in this work, another
force term is added to the Langevin equation (2.15):
∑
i
Fi (t) = Fdrag (t) + Fharmonic (t) + Fthermal (t) + Fext (t)
mẍ (t) = −κx (t)− γẋ+ ξ (t) + F (t)
(2.16)
In the low Reynolds number regime, the inertial term can usually be neglected, so that
Eq. (2.16) can be rewritten as overdamped Langevin equation:
ẋ = −κ
γ
x (t) + ξ (t) (2.17)
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For most problems considered here, Eq. (2.17) is sufficient as a description. However, for
the sake of completeness and illustration, the solution of the driven Langevin equation
(2.16) will be presented in the following. An elegant solution of Eq. (2.16), and forming
the basis for the results of Section 6.2, can be derived in frequency space. Assuming a very
long measurement time tm, the Fourier transformation is defined as
X̂ (f) =
∫ tm/2
−tm/2
x (t) · e2πifdt. (2.18)
In Fourier space, Eq. (2.16) then reads
m
¨̂
X = −κX̂ − γ ˙̂X + ξ̂ (f) + F̂ (f) (2.19)
Using that ˆ̇X (f) = i2πfX̂ (f), the variable X̂ (f) can be isolated. With the definitions of
two designated frequencies of the system, that are
f0 =
1
2π
√
κ
m
(resonance frequency) (2.20)
fc =
κ
2πγ (corner frequency) (2.21)
the expression for the solution of the Langevin equation in frequency space reads
X̂ (f) = ξ̂ (f) + F̂ (f)
κ
(
1 + i ffc −
f2
f20
) (2.22)
Due to the small momentum relaxation time tmom = mγ ≈ 0.1 µs (for an 1 µm silica bead
in water) compared to the trap relaxation time ttr = γκ ≈ 0.1 ms and thus
f0
fc
=
√
ttr
tmom
≈ 103  1,
using Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21), the last term in the denominator can be neglected. This
is equivalent to the neglection of the intertial term (mẍ) in Eq. (2.16) and defines the
overdamped Langevin equation in the regime of low Reynolds numbers. Finally, the back-
transformation of X̂ (f) provides the general solution of Eq. (2.16) in real space:
x (t) =
∫ tm/2
−tm/2
X̂ (f) · e−2πitdf (2.23)
For a quantitative evaluation based on the analytic expression, the expressions for the
Fourier transforms forces need to be determined (see Section 6.1 and Appendix A.2).
Flow and hydrodynamic coupling
With the introduction of diffusion, a spatial dimension was introduced to the problem of
small particle movement (see Eq. (2.10)). For the modeling of velocity fields of the liquid,
the particle picture of fluid molecules provided by the Langevin equation, Eq. (2.16), is now
left behind and a momentum equation is now applied on a continuum, opening the field
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of hydrodynamics [57]. Here, the Navier-Stokes equations [58] provide a solid theoretical
basis for practical calculations of flow for all kind of applications.
For low Reynolds numbers, the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible Newton-
ian fluid simplify to the Stokes equations [59] describing slow viscous flow
−∇p (r) + η∇2v (r) = −Fδ (r) (2.24)
∇ · v (r) = 0
and are, as a linearization of the Navier-Stokes equation, accessible to standard solution
methods for linear differential equations [34]. In the context of this work, the solution of
the flow caused by a point source is of interest, which is the reason for the delta-like force
term on the right hand side of the first Eq. (2.24).
The fundamental solution to this set of equations is called stokeslet. A derivation of the
solution of Eq. (2.24) e.g. via Fourier transform can be found in the textbook of Zapryanov
and Tabakova [60]. As a result, the following expressions for velocity and pressure fields
are obtained:
v (r) = G (r) F8πη (2.25)
p (r) = F · r4πr3 . (2.26)
Here G is called Oseen tensor,
G (r) = 1
r
+ r · r
r3
, (2.27)
with 1 denoting the identity matrix, and describes the spatial propagation of a point force
in a viscous liquid that can be describes by the Stokes equations (2.24). In Chapters 5
and 6, processes related to hydrodynamic coupling between cells will be investigated and
discussed. In Section 6.3, Eq. (2.27) will explicitely be needed for the calculation of a
point-source force field.
2.3 Interaction of small particles with visible light
In a classical picture, light-matter interactions are a result of an oscillating electromagnetic
field resonantly interacting with charged particles. Quantum mechanically, light fields act
in order to couple quantum states of the matter. In consequence, light-matter interaction is
by far not limited to momentum transfer, but leads to various processes of different quality
determined by object size and chemical composition. Further, the irradiation wavelength λ
and its ratio to the oject size play a crucial role. Comprehensive reviews on the theoretical
foundations of the interaction of light with small particles are available in the literature,
see e.g. the books by C.F. Bohren and D.R. Huffman [61], L. Novotny and B. Hecht [62],
A. Ashkin [63], the text by H. Rubinsztein-Dunlop et al. [64] or relavant PhD theses on
this topic [65–69]. In the following, a short general overview of optical processes and forces
occurring for visible light incident on small particles will be given.
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Overview of optical processes
When light is incident on an object, a part can be reflected while the remainder propagates
through the object. Depending on the material and structure of this object, different linear
or nonlinear processes may lead to absorption or deflection of photons so that only a part
of the incoming light will be transmitted:
R+A+ T = 1 (2.28)
R is the reflectivity and describes the efficiency of interaction between photons and matter.
For a perfectly absorbing medium, R = 0, whereas for a perfectly reflecting medium, R = 1.
Together with the absorption A and the transmission T , it amounts up to unity.
REFLECTION TRANSMISSION
PROPAGATION
electronic
chemical
mechanical
absorption/emission
isomerization
chemical reaction
scattering
refraction
luminescence
reflection
incident light
Figure 2.3 – Optical processes. Overview of possible interactions between visible light
incident on particles characterized by their size and materials. Qualitatively, the processes
are divided in light-induced mechanical, electronic and chemical responses.
Figure 2.3 illustrates different classes of interaction of visible light with matter, roughly
divided in mechanical, electronic and chemical processes, associated with different physical
and chemical phenomena. All of these are based on photons incident on the surface or
propagating through the bulk material of the considered object. Mechanical interactions
are characterized by a momentum transfer of the incident photon to the particle interface
or its subunits down to the atomic level. Reflection and refraction are interface effects
between media of different refractive index n. These can well be described by the solution
of the Maxwell equation for a light ray, known as Fresnel equations. More generally,
the deflection of light from a straight path is defined as light scattering, which does not
necessarily follow the laws of reflection. A very general description is provided by Mie
scattering, describing a full wave solution of the scattering of an electromagnetic wave
with a homogeneous sphere. Light scattering has a strong dependence on both particle
diameter and incident wavelength.
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Optical spectroscopy is often done on the basis of a spectral analysis of scattered
light. If a change in wavelength (Stokes shift) and thus in detected photon energy can
be stated, photons have either been absorbed or emitted and the scattering process was
therefore inelastic. The process of photon absorption is related to a change in the electronic
configuration of matter and describes the conversion of incident electromagnetic energy to
other forms, including thermal energy. Depending on the electronic energy levels of the
material, photon absorption can lead to luminescence, which is the re-radiation of photons
after photoexcitation.
In a photochemical reaction, not only the electronic configuration of atoms or molecules,
but also the chemical structure is changed due to incident photons. This includes both
photo-induced chemical reactions (e.g. phototoxic reactions) or pure structural changes
such as photoisomerization. Photochemical paths access high energy intermediates that
cannot be generated thermally.
It is important to note that the optical processes listed in Fig. 2.3 are usually not
restrictive. An example are Raman or Brillouin scattering, where a photon is scattered at
optical or acoustic phonons, respectively, resulting in a detectable Stokes shift of the emit-
ted photons. In this work, a strong focus lies on optomechanical manipulation and optical
forces in connection to photochemical processes (Chapter 4) and mechanical (Chapter 5
and 6) processes. These are derived as solutions of Maxwell’s equations using formalisms
of varying complexity. At the end of the present section, a review on the photochemistry
of azobenzene is provided, which will later be used as a photochemical switch on fast time
scales.
Optical forces
In the framework of classical electrodynamics, the basis of optical forces lies in the con-
servation of linear momentum, which is a direct consequence of Maxwell’s equations [62].
Using some vector analysis and the Lorentz force law,
F (r, t) = q[E (r, t) + v (r, t)×B (r, t)], (2.29)
where q is a charge, an elegant relationship between the world of electromagnetism and
the world of mechanics can be expressed via Maxwell’s Stress Tensor
T = ε0εEiEj − µ0µHiHj −
1
2
(
E2 +H2
)
1. (2.30)
It is valid for surrounding media that can be described sufficiently well by a dielectric
constant ε and a magnetic susceptibility µ.
∫
∂V
T · n̂ dA = d
dt
[Gfield +Gmech]
= d
dt
1
c2
∫
[E×H] dV + F
(2.31)
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Here, Gfield and Gmech denote field momentum and mechanical momentum. In order to
express the average optical force on an arbitrarily shaped object, 〈F〉, it is noted that the
time average over one full period is zero for the field momentum and thus
〈F〉 =
∫
∂V
〈T (r, t)〉 · n (r) dA (2.32)
This force is thus entirely determined by the electric and magnetic fields incident on an
aribitrary surface enclosing the object of interest. One important restriction here is that
the body is rigid since otherwise, magneto- and electrostricitive force would have to be
considered. Importantly, then neither material nor size of the body play a role so that
Eq. (2.32) remains valid for arbitrary objects. In the following, two different cases are
presented where forces are derived first using Maxwell’s stress tensor and second, a less
formal approach.
Radiation pressure
In the simplest case, optical forces arise due to the interaction of an electromagnetic wave
with a large object. As a starting point, an infinitely extended surface irradiated by
monochromatic light propagating in z-direction is considered:
E (r, t) = E0 · Re
[(
eikz + re−ikz
)
e−iωt
]
n̂x
H (r, t) =
√
ε0
µ0
E0 · Re
[(
eikz − re−ikz
)
e−iωt
]
n̂y
Since for these fields, the first two terms in Eq. (2.30) give no contribution to the stress
tensor T, Eq. (2.32) yields for the force on the considered object
〈Frp〉 =
∫
A
〈T (r, t)〉 · n̂z dA =
ε0
2 E
2
0 (1 +R) ·A · n̂z, (2.33)
where R is the reflectivity from Eq 2.28 and A the irradiated surface. With the intensity
I0 =
ε0c
2 E
2
0
of a plane wave, the radiation pressure prp is defined as
prp =
〈|Frp|〉
A
= QI0
c
· (1 +R) . (2.34)
Q is a quality factor describing the efficiency with which photon momentum is transferred
to the object and is determined entirely by the geometry of the scattering. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.4, for Q = 0, all light is transmitted through the object, while for Q = 2, all light
is reflected back and Q = 1 represents a perfectly absorbing surface. On all length scales,
radiation pressure can be used to accelerate or trap particles and objects in a medium [70].
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Figure 2.4 – The quality factor Q. Three limiting cases of light-particle interaction.
Dipole approximation
The second limiting case are particles whose diameter is much smaller than the wavelength
of the incident light (Raleigh particles). In this approximation, the particles are uniquely
characterized by their dipole moment and each dipole can be seen as two oppositely charged
particles at locations r1,r2 connected by a certain binding energy. Using center-of-mass
coordinates and the dipole moment p = q (r1 − r2), the Lorentz force equation, Eq. (2.29),
can be expressed as follows:
F = (p · ∇) E + ṗ×B + ṙ× (p · ∇) B (2.35)
In the time average, the last term vanishes and the average force thus results in
〈F〉 =
∑
i
〈pi (t)∇Ei (t)〉. (2.36)
In case of a monochromatic incident wave,
E (r, t) = Re
[
E (r) e−iωt
]
and
B (r, t) = Re
[
B (r) e−iωt
]
,
so that
〈F〉 = α
′
2
∑
i
Re [E∗i∇Ei] +
α′′
2
∑
i
Im [E∗i∇Ei]
= 〈Fgrad〉 + 〈Fscatt〉
(2.37)
with α′ and α′′ being the real and the imaginary part of the complex polarizability α,
which only depends on the material. The denotation of the first part as gradient force
origins from the fact it could also be written
〈Fgrad〉 =
α′
4 ∇ (E
∗ ·E) (2.38)
Since any gradient force is rotation-free (∇× 〈~Fgrad〉 = 0), this force field is conservative.
〈Fscatt〉 =
σscatt
c
〈S〉+ cσscatt [∇× 〈L〉] (2.39)
Here, σscatt denotes the scattering cross-section, S stands for the Poynting vector, c is
the speed of light and L the angular momentum. The large electric dipole polarizability
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associated with plasmon excitation results in optical forces and torques that are enhanced
to such extent that gold nanoparticles as small as 10 nm can be trapped [71]. The plasmon
excitation also leads to strongly enhanced electromagnetic fields within the metal nanopar-
ticle leading to photothermal heating that can be orders of magnitude stronger than for
dielectric particles of similar size [39].
Generalized Lorenz-Mie theory (GLMT)
The two limiting cases for either particles much larger or much smaller than the incident
wavelength demonstrate that approximations are helpful for a description of electromag-
netic forces on particles. At the mesoscale, however, the wavelength is comparable to the
particle diameter requiring full wave solutions for the light-matter interaction problem.
A description of the scattering of a linearly polarized plane wave by any object of
arbitrary size, shape and refractive index is provided by Lorenz-Mie theory [72]. It is
based on a solution of the Maxwell’s equations and expresses the scattered field in terms
of an infinite series of spherical multipole partial waves. Later, the approach was extended
to incident waves of arbitrary beam shape coefficients so that GLMT could then be applied
to focused Gaussian beams [73].
Photochemistry of azobenzene
So far, it was discussed that mechanical manipulation of matter can be achieved with
optical forces. In Chapter 4, a photochemical approach is shown to reversibly manipulate
vesicle mechanics. In the following the basic concept of the light-sensitive response of a
photoswitchable molecules at the example of azobenzene will be introduced.
Since the discovery of cis-azobenzene by Hartley in 1937 [74], the photochemistry of
azo-components such as azobenzene has been investigated in great detail using optical
spectroscopy techniques [75]. Due to the geometry of the azo-group, azobenzene can exist
in either trans- or cis-state (Fig. 2.5A). The trans-conformation of azobenzene is 10− 12
kcal/mol more stable than the cis-isomer [76], so that, in the dark at equilibrium, it is
the dominant isomer (> 99.99%) [75, 77]. A substantial amount of the cis-isomer can
be produced by irradiation with UV-A (320 - 350 nm) light. A regeneration of the trans-
isomer can be achieved either by dark-adapting the solution on a timescale of days at room
temperature [78] or by irradiation with visible light in the blue wavelength region (400 nm
- 450 nm).
A feature of all azo-components is the low-energetic (n, π∗) molecular electronic transi-
tion (Fig. 2.5B). It manifests as a weak absorption band at visible wavelengths near 440 nm
in UV/vis-spectra of azobenzene [82]. The spectra of trans- and cis-azobenzenes are dis-
tinct but overlapping. Due to steric reasons in the molecule geometry [83], the (n, π∗) -
transition is more pronounced for cis-azobenzene compared to trans-azobenzene. A dis-
tinct and stronger band near 320 nm for trans- and 280 nm for cis-azobenzene represents
the allowed (π, π∗) - transition. Associated with even higher excitation energies, a third
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Figure 2.5 – Characteristics of the azobenzene group. (A) Chemical structure and trans-cis-
isomery of azobenzene. (B) Rough energy levels of azobenzene in molecular orbital theory, see
e.g. Ref. [79], and associated bands in typical UV/vis-spectra of both isomers, see e.g. Ref.
[80]. (C) Energy scheme of ground state and excited levels of trans- and cis-azobenzene after
Ref. [81]. The isomerization mechanism is not yet fully understood.
band appears at wavelengths around 230 - 240 nm, respresenting electronic excitations of
the σ-electrons of the azo-group, unlikely to be involved in photochemical reactions of
azobenzene [79]. The mechanism of the trans-cis-isomerization and the reverse process
are still not very well established (see Fig. 2.5C and Refs. [84, 85]), even though the iso-
merization process has been assessed with single molecule precision [86, 87] by ultrafast
time-resolved spectroscopic techniques [81, 88–90] and dynamic simulations [91, 92]. The
sum of the quantum yields is different to unity, which indicates multiple pathways for
isomerization [93]. In literature, at least four different mechanisms have been proposed
(a summary is given in Ref. [84]), based on either the reversal of one of the N− C bonds
involving the (n, π∗) - transition or by the rotation of the N = N double bond involving
the (π, π∗) - transition, or combinations of both.
Interestingly, a modification of the aromatic rests at the azobenzene seems to have,
except an eventual redshift in wavelength, only minor impact on the spectral properties
of the azogroup [94]. Most optical properties remain preserved so that the results on
azobenzene can be used as a basis to understand any azobenzene-containing species.
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2.4 Theory of optical tweezers
In the low Reynolds number regime, optical forces can easily dominate thermal forces. In
the 1970s, A. Ashkin and coworkers discovered that a gradient force can hold a single par-
ticle by means of radiation pressure [7, 70], which opened up the field of Optical Tweezers.
Comprehensive reviews on optical trapping can be found in Refs. [95–100].
Principle of optical tweezers
Optical tweezing is the ability of a tighly focused laser beam to confine a small particle in
the focus due to optical forces (Fig. 2.6A). There are two qualitative explanations for the
working principle of optical tweezers, that are both based on the existence of a gradient
force (see Section 2.3). The first explanation is that the electric field induces a dipole
moment in the trapped particle, which is then attracted to the region of highest electrical
field density (Fig. 2.6B). The second is based on momentum transfer of a converging or
diverging beam. A typical particle with a refractive index that is higher than the one of the
surrounding liquid can be considered as a weak positive lens. If the beam is converging, it
will thus converge even further and be pushed towards the focus (see sketch in Fig. 2.6C).
If the beam diverges, this divergence will as well be increased even more and the particle
is pulled towards the focal spot. In both cases and for both explanations, a small particle
reaches the position of minimal energy at the point of highest laser intensity.
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Figure 2.6 – Principle of optical tweezers based on the existence of a gradient force.
(A) Sketch of an optical tweezer. (B) An electric field induces a dipole moment p in a polar-
izable particle, which is then attracted to the region of highest field strength. (C) Motivation
of a gradient force by momentum change in ray optics.
Optical trapping is applicable in a very wide size regime and also for different shapes
and materials [6]. Several examples for this are shown in Fig. 2.7, which divides the
applications of optical trapping into atom trapping, nanotweezers and optical tweezers.
For particles smaller than the wavelength of the light (L  λ), Rayleigh theory can be
used to simplify the description, while simple geometrical optics suits for particles much
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Figure 2.7 – The three size ranges of optical trapping. Objects of different sizes can be
trapped within three main regimes: atom trapping (Å to nm), nanotweezers (nm to 100 nm)
and optical tweezers (> 0.1µm). The horizontal scale bar shows the average object size and
the corresponding light wavelength. After Ref. [6], Fig. 1.
larger than the wavelength (L λ). The following paragraph introduces a practical way
of calculating optical forces and an appropriate computation method.
Optical tweezers offer an ideal platform to study Brownian dynamics as the focused
laser field introduces deterministic optical forces and torques [8, 101, 102]. Applica-
tions of optically trapped particles to probe environmental properties range from vis-
cosity measurements [103, 104] to local temperature determination [105] to the control of
biomolecules [4, 106]. For precise measurements, an accurate calibration is crucial. Please
note that throughout this thesis, a one-dimensional description in the plane perpendicular
to the trapping beam direction is used. Even though the existence of forces in three spatial
direction affects the dynamics of particle trapping, in the simple picture of a harmonic trap
as used here, an independent description is already sufficient [98]. The most important
parameter characterizing an optical tweezer is then the trap stiffness, κ, or, more precisely,
the radial spring constant, which will be treated equivalently throughout. The restoring
force of an optical trap is thereby assumed as a Hookean spring,
Ftrap (t) = κ · x (t) . (2.40)
The rate of increase of the force Ftrap is described by a change in position x. Together
with the laser power, which is related to the trap strength, trapping of a spherical particle
can be explained.
There are several passive and active characterization methods for a determination
of the trap stiffness κ [96, 107], such as the power spectral density method [108, 109],
the equipartition method, velocity auto correlation [110], the drag force method [107] or
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the mean squared displacement method [111] to name a few. Those are either exclusively
relying on thermal motion of the trapped particle or utilize an external manipulation [112].
In this work, mainly the equipartition theorem is chosen for the determination of κ as it
is the most intuitive method.
The position distribution W (x) of the particle derived from the overdamped Langevin
equation, Eq. (2.17), including the harmonic potential U (x), turns out to be a Gaussian
distribution [113]:
W (x) = A · exp
(
−U (x)
kBT
)
= A · exp
(
− κx
2
2kBT
)
(2.41)
In this expression, A defines the trap strength. Application of the definition of the standard
deviation σ of a Gaussian distribution1 provides the conversion
κ = kBT
σ2
. (2.42)
For a known temperature, the trap stiffness can then be derived by analysis of a video-
recorded particle trace.
Calculation of optical forces
Probably the largest difficulty in the theoretical treatment of optical trapping is the fact
that for most trapping applications, the size of the particle is comparable to the laser
wavelength (cf. Fig. 2.7). The determination of local force fields for arbitrary objects is
thus a highly nontrivial task. Both gradient and scattering forces result from the fact that
the particle changes the direction of the beam. Hence, a description of optical trapping as
a scattering problem provides a good starting point for theoretical modeling.
In the easiest case, optically trapped objects are homogeneous and isotropic spheres
and the incoming light is monochromatic. The interaction of such objects with light still
has an analytic solution applying electromagnetic theory. However, Generalized Lorenz-
Mie theory must be applied (please see Section 2.3 for a short introduction). The difference
to Lorenz-Mie theory and the major difficulty is the integration of the shape of the tightly
focused laser beam into the solution of the scattering problem [114]. Though possible,
still immense computational effort is required to obtain analytic solutions even in the
simplest cases. Moreover, the mathematical complexity of Generalized Lorenz-Mie theory
reasonably prevents most experimentators from solving the equations by hand. For this
reason, theoreticians worked hand in hand with experimentators to develop convenient
toolboxes for the computation of optical forces for practical applications. One of these
is the toolbox by Nieminen et al. [115], which has been designed for deriving forces and
torques both on spherical and nonspherical particles and for different beam shapes. The
code relies on the T-matrix method [116, 117] which is closely allied to Lorenz-Mie theory.
1It is important to note the difference between the standard deviation σ and the line width at half
macimum σFWHM of a Gaussian distribution. Both are related by the formula σFWHM = 2
√
2 ln 2 · σ =
2.3548σ.
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The T-matrix method is based on a description of calculating optical forces and torques
as a pure scattering problem [98]. The method by Nieminen et al. uses a least squares
fit to produce a Helmholtz beam with a far field that matches the one expected from the
incident focused beam [115]. Mathematically, the foundation of the T-matrix method is
given by
P = TA or pk =
∞∑
n
Tknan, (2.43)
where T is a diagonal matrix for spherical scatterer. T relies only on the properties of the
particle and the incident wavelength. This means that for a known particle, or a known
T-matrix, the effort of computing different positions within the trap reduces significantly
making the method fast. The elements pk and an are determined, together with a set of
vector spherical wavefunctions Ψn as a basis, by
Uinc =
∞∑
n
anΨ(inc)n (2.44)
and
Uscatt =
∞∑
k
pkΨ(scatt)k (2.45)
Both Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45) solve the Helmholtz equation and describe incoming and
scattered electromagnetic fields. Finally, the forces associated with incoming and outgoing
fluxes of electromagnetic momentum can be calculated by integrating Maxwell’s stress
tensor T from Eq. (2.30), which reduces to an analytical problem for spherical particles.
Nieminen’s toolbox was used to derive optical force fields for 1 µm (diameter) SiO2
spheres and 80 nm gold particles and for different laser wavelengths (532 nm and 1064 nm)
that were used in this thesis (see Section 3.1). The resulting force fields are plotted in
Fig. 2.8. It is shown that for a metal sphere, in contrast to the dielectric sphere, both
attractive and repulsive potential landscapes are possible. In the latter case, the laser
wavelength is matching the particle plasmon resonance. Strong forces of tens of pN push
the particle away from the focus. This property has found applications in optical printing
and single particle lithography techniques [118, 119]. For a laser power that is off-resonant,
attractive forces dominate repulsive forces on the considered particles (Fig. 2.8B–D). In
this case, optical trapping is achieved. Comparing Fig. 2.8B with Fig. 2.8D, the optical
gradient forces are two orders of magnitude higher for silica spheres compared to gold
nanoparticles. This explains why optical trapping of plasmonic nanoparticles, that was
first performed by K. Svoboda and S. Block in the 90s [120], is far less established compared
to trapping of dielectric microspheres [99, 121].
It should be noted that the calculation of the optical force field does not describe the
full problem of optically tweezing of a small particle. Fluidic and thermal forces, also
including convection and diffusion phenomena, complicate the situation. It is therefore
easier to derive characteristica of an optical trap from a measurement of the real particle
displacement and fit a model to it rather than solving the full problem by means of theory.
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Figure 2.8 – Calculated optical forces. Calculated force fields in water for an 80 nm (di-
ameter) gold nanoparticle (A,B) and a 1 µm fused silica sphere (C,D). Results are given for a
focused Gaussian laser beam in negative z-direction with a wavelength of 532 nm (A,C) and
1064 nm (B,D). As a laser power, we deliberatley chose 50 mW. The numerical aperture of
the objective was 1.0. For the silica sphere, a constant refractive index of fused silica, 1.458
[122], was assumed. For the gold nanoparticle, the dielectric function measured by Johnson
and Christy [123] was employed.
Power spectral density analysis of particle dynamics
For the analysis of stochastic trajectories, it is advantageous to switch to Fourier space.
Here, a brief motivation for this approach is given. An excellent rewiew on useful techniques
and correction methods was written by Berg-Sørensen et al. [109]. In frequency domain,
the Power Spectral Density (PSD) represents a normalized physical quantity that can be
used to compare and analyze the tracked movement of a diffusing particle. The PSD is
defined as
S (f) = x̂ (f) · x̂ (f)
∗
tm
, (2.46)
including the total measurement time tm. Using the general solution of the Langevin
equation in Fourier space, Eq. (2.22), the PSD reads for particles following the dynamics
of the Langevin equation, Eq. (2.16):
Sx (f) =
1
tm (2πγ)2
ξ̂ (f)2 + F̂ (f)2 + 2ξ̂ (f) · F̂S (f)
f2 + f2c
(2.47)
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In order to deal with the stochastic variable, the expectation value of Eq. (2.47) can be
considered. This requires to calculate the expectation values of all involved variables.
Assuming ξ (t) as an independent stochastic force this implies that〈
ξ̂ (t)
〉
= 0 and (2.48)〈
ξ̂ (f1) · ξ̂ (f2)∗
〉
= 2γkBTtmδf1f2 (2.49)
Consequently, Eq.(2.47) can be rewritten
〈Sx (f)〉 =
kBT
2π2γ · (f2 + f2c )
+
〈
F̂ (f)2
〉
tm (2πγ)2 · (f2 + f2c )
(2.50)
Here, the first part of the equation denotes the undriven Langevin equation (F = 0) of the
damped movement of a Brownian particle. For F = 0 and a vanishing corner frequency
fc = 0, the 1/f2 - behaviour of normal diffusion is recovered. At low frequencies (f  fc)
and without the scattering force the power spectrum is independent on frequency:
S0 =
2πγkBT
κ2
(2.51)
Though, the plateau does depend on the force constant. It is thus possible to measure
the trap stiffness even though the time resolution of the detection is below the corner
frequency.
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Figure 2.9 – Characteristic PSD plot. Sketch of an idealized power spectrum of an optically
trapped particle. The axes are given in typical units.
A schematic of a typical PSD of an optically trapped particle is shown in Figure 2.9.
It also follows the derived characteristics, see Eq. (2.50). Measured examples and an
application of the equations derived above can be found in Section 6.2. Experimentally,
the detection system often limits the data acquisition by noise in the low frequency regime
and a noise floor in the high frequency regime [109, 113]. In between, a constant plateau
represents the confinemnt of the particle in the optical trap. At the corner frequency, the
PSD transforms to a diffusive fall-off.
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Chapter3
Experimentals: From Particle Trapping to
Cell Tracking
3.1 Laser microscopy and optical spectroscopy
Optical trapping has become an increasingly important technique to control and probe the
structure of matter covering all length scales from nanometers to millimeters [8]. In this
section, technical details of the laser microscopy setups are given, while application-specific
changes are introduced in the respective results sections. Sketches of the optical beamlines
of the specific optical setups used are shown in Fig. 3.4.
Lasers and light sources
For optical trapping experiments, a near-infrared (NIR) laser is appropriate for a wide
range of materials. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1A, this wavelength regime lies in the second
biological window [124]. Here, scattering and absorption of biological tissue, cells and
vesicles are lowest and thus offer a maximal penetration depth at minimal photodamage.
For the dielectric and the metal nanoparticles used, no resonances are expected in the NIR
region (Fig. 3.1B). In consequence, for sufficient laser power and focusing of the free NIR
laser beam, gradient forces dominate the scattering forces (see Section 2.4). A 1064 nm
diode pumped continuous wave (CW) laser (Cobolt AB, Cobolt RumbaTM, 05-01 Series,
3W) was chosen for most trapping experiments and for the realization of holographic
optical tweezers. In case of dielectric microparticles, a 532 nm CW laser trap (Coherent,
Verdi 10) is applicable, as well. In contrast, for 80 nm gold nanoparticles, an incident
wavelength of 532 nm is resonant with the particle plasmon, leading to plasmonic heating
and strong scattering forces (see Fig. 3.1B).
Power modulation of the lasers was realized in different ways and depending on the
application. In the simplest case, laser intensity was decreased by inserting a gray filter
into the beam. A periodic modulation of the laser intensity can be achieved by rotating a
glass cover slide that was half sputtered with a layer of gold palladium (AuPd) in the beam
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path at frequencies of up to 60 Hz (for the experiments in Section 6.3). Alternatively, a
spatial light modulator (SLM) was used to control the laser intensity. For the creation of
a step-like intsity profile (see Chapter 6), a chopper wheel (Newport, New Focus Optical
Chopper 3501) was employed.
Illumination with UV-A and blue light (see Chapter 4) was performed using fiber
coupled light-emitting diodes (LEDs, Prismatix, λ = 365 nm and λ = 465 nm) with a
maximum total output power of 70 mW measured at the end of the fiber. Typical power
densities varied between 0.1 kW cm−2 and 5 kW cm−2. For light microscopy, a 100 W halo-
gen lamp coupled to the sample holder from below using an adjustable mirror served as a
source of illumination.
Microscopes and spectrometers
Microscopy was performed with conventional upright microscopes (ZEISS GmbH, Axiotech
100 or Axiovert). Figure 3.2 shows a sketch of the setup and pictures of typical experimen-
tal configurations. The microscope was customized for laser microscopy applications by
removing the original illumination path through the objective and guiding the illumination
from below the sample using mirrors. For imaging, water immersion objectives (ZEISS
GmbH ) of different magnifications were applied. The use of a dark field oil condensor
(ZEISS Ultra condenser, NA = 1.2/1.4) and white light illumination enabled detection of
vesicle membranes and gold nanoparticles because of their large scattering cross-section
in the visible wavelength regime (Fig. 3.1B) [125]. The position of the sample relative to
the objective could be adjusted with a piezoelectric step motor (LINOS, PiezoController
CU30) connected to a magnetic sample holder. The motor was controlled with a gamepad
accessed by a custom-made Labview program.
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Figure 3.1 – Wavelength ranges relevant for laser microscopy. (A) Attenuation of
irradiation for biological tissue and blood, taken from Ref. [124]. (B) Spectral properties of
an 80 nm gold particle in water at room temperature calculated with Mie theory (software:
MQMie). The two used laser wavelengths, 532 nm and 1064 nm, are indicated in both plots.
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Video detection of the sample was performed by using either a digital camera (Canon,
Canon EOS 6D) or a scientific high speed camera (PCO AG, pco.dimax HD). Alternatively,
a grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, Acton Spectra Pro 300i) connected to a
liquid nitrogen cooled CCD (Princeton Instruments, MicroMax) allowed to perform single
particle scattering spectroscopy in dark-field mode.
For optical spectroscopy of bulk samples, the liquids were kept in quartz cuvettes.
UV/vis spectra were recorded with a Cary 60 UV/vis spectrometer (Agilent Technologies).
The dynamic light scattering (DLS) data was obtained by using a Zetasizer Nano Series
”L” instrument (Malvern).
Optical tweezer setups
In the simplest case, an optical tweezer is generated by focusing a laser beam through a
high numerical aperture (NA) objective lens (Fig. 3.2A). The setup is centered around the
modified ZEISS Axiovert microscope. Removing the original illumination path allowed
the insertion of a beamsplitter cube in the imaging path of the microscope. The cube
can be mounted in two different configurations so that laser beams could be coupled into
the objective either from the side or from the back of the microscope. A notch filter for
both laser wavelengths (532 nm and 1064 nm) was positioned in the imaging path to avoid
artifacts and damage caused by laser reflections.
For some experiments, two laser beams were necessary. For this purpose, the outcoming
laser beam was split into two beams by cube-mounted beam splitter plates. The separation
distance between the two optical beams could be adjusted on the micron-scale by two
mirrors. If necessary, additional illumination of the sample was achieved by guiding light
from a fiber on the sample perpendicularly to the trapping beam (see Fig. 3.2A for a
scheme and Fig. 3.2B,C for two different experimental configurations). A beam expander
(Edmund Optics/Thorlabs, 1X–10X) was mounted in the laser beampath for two reasons:
• A better trap quality is achieved if the back aperture of the focusing objective is
filled or overfilled.
• A slight defocusing of the trapped object due to scattering forces or the influence of
gravity can be balanced by moving the trap focus with respect to the imaging plane
with relay optics, such as a beam expander.
Similarly, a defocusing caused by chromatic aberration of the objective can be balanced.
Alternatively, a 1000 mm lens was inserted to prefocus the NIR laser beam.
Optical tweezers can be combined with dark-field microscopy [126]. Here, unscattered
(i.e. directly transmitted) light is excluded from the imaging process. In this way, the
localization of diffraction-limited spots is achieved if trapped objects are either strong
scatterers or possess luminescent properties. Dark-field microscopy, however, requires the
numerical aperture (NA) of the condenser exceeding the NA of the light-collecting objetive,
NA (condenser) > NA (objective) . (3.1)
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Figure 3.2 – Optical tweezer setup. (A) Schematic view of a 1064 nm laser guided through
a water immersion objective used as an optical trap. Additional filters (NF, P) are inserted in
the illumination paths depending on the application. (B) Picture of the setup for measuring
the scattering force on an individual gold nanoparticle used (see Section 6.2). A 532 nm laser
beam is coupled to the sample through an optical fiber. (C) Picture of the setup for switching
vesicle mechanics (Chapter 4). A 365 nm LED is fiber-coupled to the sample.
Otherwise, directly transmitted light would be collected by the objective and thus disturb
the observation. The condition of Eq. (3.1) imposes an additional challenge on the technical
realization of a dark-field optical tweezer. Good trapping objectives would require a high
NA while the NA of dark-field condensers is typically chosen to be rather small. In this
work, for optical trapping of gold nanoparticles, a combination of a NA = 1.0 water
immersion objective and a dark field oil condensor with a NA between 1.2 and 1.4 was
used.
Holograhic optical tweezers (HOTs) use a computer-designed diffractive optical element
to split a single collimated laser beam into several separate beams, each of which forms
an optical tweezer when using a strongly focusing lens [127]. The principle of holographic
imaging is illustrated in Fig. 3.3A. The first step is the calculation of a computer-generated
hologram (CGH) from an 8-bit image. Several methods have been suggested for this to
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Figure 3.3 – Holographic Optical Tweezers. (A) Principle of holographic imaging. An 8-
bit image is transformed to Fourier space computationally. The resulting computer generated
hologram is used as an optical grating. After focusing the deflected beam through an objective
lens, the image is retained in working distance from the objective. The microscopy image shows
the reflection of the NIR laser beams detected by the Canon EOS camera. (B) Sketch of the
optical setup. (C) Holographic images of an array of single beams and a snail shell recorded
under the objective.
date [128, 129], however, the development of efficient algorithms for the computation of
phase holograms has long prevented HOTs from tapping their full potential [127]. The
CGH is sent via a digital visual interface (DVI) signal from the PC to a liquid crystal
display, where a phase modulation of the wavefront of the incident laser light is performed
pixel by pixel. A modulation of only the phase (but not the amplitude) is sufficient
to form any desired intensity pattern in the focal volume of the objective and thus any
pattern of traps [130]. Furthermore, spatial light modulators (SLMs) have also been used
to implement light pattern carrying angular orbital momentum for stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy [131, 132] or for the generation of flat-top beams [133].
A HOT was implemented in an upright microscope with a 63x water objective (ZEISS
GmbH ), see Fig. 3.3B. Holographic laser patterns are created by sending a NIR beam from
a 1064 nm Cobolt Rumba laser via a Liquid Crystal on Silicon Spatial Light Modulator
(Hamamatsu, LCOS-SLM X10468-07) and coupling it through the objective. For the
computation of holograms, an Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm (IFTA) provided by
the manufacturer is used [134]. The experimental configuration allows for the creation of
arbitrary patterns of NIR beams either consisting of a defined image of separated traps
(small image in Fig. 3.3B) or extended holographic images (Fig. 3.3C).
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Figure 3.4 – Optical setups used in the present thesis. Sketch of the arrangement of
the optical paths on the optical table at the DFM1 setup. Using flip mirrors, all experiments
shown in this thesis could be integrated into the same setup. The SLM setup is arranged on a
higher level compared to the optical table. L1,L2 denote lenses with focal lengths of 750 mm
and 500 mm, respectively. The optical paths for the experiments in this thesis (denoted by
1,2,3 in circles) are simplified by omitting several alignment slopes, additional setups and
additional components not relevant to the results presented here.
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Setup overview and optical paths
Figure 3.4 summarizes the arrangement of the laser beams on the optical table as used
in the experiments of this thesis. In Chapters 4 and 6, single beam optical tweezers
with additional fiber-coupled illumination from the side were used (Fig. 3.2). For the
setup shown in Fig. 3.4, a chopper wheel was positioned in the green laser beam and
synchronized to the high speed camera via an Arduino microcontroller.
To achieve a dynamic change of the laser array, the HOT setup was used together
with a single beam optical trap (532 nm). Please note that for setting up the holographic
imaging path, the distances between SLM display, the lenses L1, L2 and the sample plane
have to match the focal lengths f1, f2 of the lenses. These fulfil the optical image equation
f1
f2
= D1
D2
, (3.2)
with D1 being the diameter of the display of the SLM and D2 the back aperture of the
microscope objective. The lengths of the optical paths were chosen appropriately.
3.2 Data acquisition and processing
Accurate tracking of particles, vesicles or cells from recorded videos was either done with
a digital camera or a scientific highspeed camera as detailed in the previous section. In
the present section, the software and custom routines will be introduced. For the analysis
of cell deformation and the determination of bending rigidities, an evaluation algorithm
was developed.
Particle trapping experiments
To ensure single particle trapping, a several controls were applied. During the entire
experimental procedure, the appearance of the trapped object was controlled by observing
the measurement through the ocular. In general, a very low concentration of particles
was used so that within the measurement time, on average, no or only a few additional
particles would enter the trapping beam. If indeed a second particle entered the trap, this
could not only be seen by observing the process, but also in the change of intensity of the
trapped particle, the amplitude of the fluctuations or the focus of the diffraction-limited
spot now consisting of two particles.
For metal nanoparticles, which can often not be distinguished by eye using the ocular,
one could additionally make use of the fact that our microscopy setup comprises alternative
detection pathways by a Rayleigh scattering spectrometer or by a camera. Using a Rayleigh
scattering spectrometer, single particle scattering spectra can be compared to the spectrum
of a trapped particle. With this information, the color of the particle seen in the ocular of
the microscope or a sensitive digital camera can be associated with having indeed a single
particle in the trap (and not, e.g., an aggregate) [135].
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Tracking software and data analysis
In order to process data, customized scripts were written using MATLAB, C++ and
Python code. Different tracking routines were applied depending on application. In the
following, the tracking software used for the experiments is listed and referenced:
1. The Video Spot Tracker program (National Institute for Biomedical Imaging and
Bioengineering, University of North Carolina) can track either image stacks or videos
of most common formats and offers different tracker types [136]. A symmetric tracker
was applied for the tracking of micrometer sized silica beads (see Chapters 5 and 6).
It operates by locating the minimum variance in concentric rings around the bead
center. Using this routine provides the advantage that the tracker can follow the
particle over large distances but comes with the drawback that it often fails if the
particle exhibits jumps in its trajectory.
2. For tracking gold nanoparticles in an optical trap, the Radial Symmetry Center
software published by Parthasarathy [137] was used. It is based on an analytic, non-
iterative calculation of the best-fit of any radial symmetric intensity distribution,
similarly to Gaussian fitting and provides sub-pixel resolution.
3. In order to track the center-of-mass of a cell (see Section 5.2), the open-source ’Cell-
Evaluator’ software by Youssef et. al. [138] was used. The ImageJ plugin was orig-
inally developed for bacteria tracking and includes the possibility of considering not
only shape changes but also division or annihilation events and multiple cell tracking.
4. For a more efficient center-of-mass tracking of cells (Sections 5.2 and 5.3), a versatile
2D Fourier Tracking algorithm based on the publication by Kristensen et al.
[139] was implemented in MATLAB. Here, the displacements of trapped objects are
determined directly from the phase shift between the Fourier transform of subsequent
images.
5. Fitting of the temporal evolution of vesicle contours recorded as image series or
videos (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2) is based on a custom-made algorithm for ellipsoial
fitting developed by Christian Roeske [140]. The combination of a MATLAB prepro-
cessing (’vesikelmesser.m’) and a subsequent fit of the raw data using a C++ routine
(’hquick.exe’) leads to an accurate ellipsoidal fitting even for a modest image quality.
To facilitate the evaluation process involving particle tracking and subsequent Fourier
analysis, custom-designed graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were programmed in MATLAB
(Fig. 3.5). A snapshot of the GUI of SweepAnalysis is shown in Fig. 3.5A. Two of the
above mentioned tracking algorithms are implemented to work with different data for-
mats, namely the Radial Symmetry Center MATLAB code and 2D Fourier Tracking. The
tracking function provides a displacement time series that can subsequently processed. The
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analysis function includes a power spectral density analysis, periodic averaging and a his-
togram evaluation. The latter is a tool to derive trap stiffnesses by using the equipartition
theorem. FTAnalysis (Fig. 3.5B) covers a broad range of possibilities to mathematically
process a time series, such as correlation analysis, Fourier and Hilbert analysis or averaging.
A
B
Figure 3.5 – Custom graphical user interfaces. (A) GUI for particle tracking following
either the radial symmetry center algorithm [137] or the implementation of 2D Fourier tracking
[139] and quick data analysis. The GUI provides a function for the determination of trap
stiffness using the equipartition theorem. (B) GUI for complex data analysis of time series,
including Fourier transforming, Hilbert transforming and correlation analyses.
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Calculations of optical forces were done using a toolbox published by Nieminen et al.
[115] based on the T-matrix method (see Section 2.4). For convenience, a GUI corres-
ponding to the MATLAB source code was designed and implemented by Felix Winterer
[141].
Optofluidic measurement of vesicle deformation
Cell deformability and bending rigidity of vesicle membranes was measured using a home-
built routine based on measuring vesicle deformation in elongational counter-flow (see
Fig. 3.2A for a setup sketch). Individual vesicles were fixed in the imaging plane several
tens of micrometers away from the cover slide. Using a piezo stage, a microflow of up to
60 µm s−1 was induced leading to a deformation of the trapped vesicle. While stepwise
varying the stage speed, the increasing deformation of the vesicle was video-recorded at a
framerate of 30 - 60 fps. Note that the length of these steps was chosen such that the vesicles
evolved into their new equilibrium shapes. In order to verify that vesicle stretching did not
take place, the circumference of each vesicle was measured. The resulting 2D projection
of the vesicle was fitted with an ellipse [140].
The method was applied to measure maximum vesicle deformability, e.g. by a chem-
ically induced change in vesicle membrane stiffness (see Section 4.1, Fig. 4.3). For each
measured vesicle, the flow speed was increased until the deformation of the vesicle satu-
rated at a maximum deformation value,
Dmax =
|a− b|
a+ b . (3.3)
Here, a and b are the half-axes of the fitted ellipse. Only those vesicles were considered
where a steady state elongation was confirmed. To ensure comparability, vesicles between
1 and 5 µm were considered.
A fundamental macroscopic property of lipid bilayers is the bending rigidity, κ, which
is closely related to shape, stability, strength, and structural phases of the lipids [142]. In
principle, a bending rigidity can be derived by measuring vesicle deformation caused by a
constant flow speed. However, a better control and statistics is provided when a series of
different flow speeds is measured. In order to determine a bending rigidity for the closed
surface of a vesicle, the expression for curvature energy developed by Helfrich in 1973 was
used [143]:
F = κB2
∫
S
(c1 + c2)2 dA+ κG
∫
S
(c1 · c2) dA. (3.4)
Here, the spontaneous curvature c0 is neglected. In this equation, κB and κG are the
bending moduli for mean and Gaussian curvatures, c1 and c2 the principal curvatures and
dA a surface element. Without the application of an external force, any vesicle appears
spherical with constant, size-independent curvature energy F = 8πκB + 4πκ̄G. The me-
chanical work W acting on the vesicle by the flow of a known speed is calculated in a
numerical simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics) of a prolate spheroid defined by two half
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axes a and b. The resulting flow profile is shown in Fig. 4.6A. With this, Eq. (3.4) can be
simplified and rearranged to
κB =
W
1/2
∫
S (c1 + c2)
2 dA− 8π
, (3.5)
which relates the mechanical work W acting on a spherical membrane causing it to bend.
For intense illuminations and flow speeds, an increase of the vesicle’s circumference was
observed. For other cases no significant increase could be found and Eq. (3.5) was appli-
cable. To determine the nominator, the total force acting on the vesicles (simplified as
prolate spheroids) was simulated for a given flow speed and vesicle shape. The simulations
were done by numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equations by the finite element method
using the software COMSOL Multiphysics. Due to small lengths and velocities (Re 1),
a model of laminar flow could be applied (incompressible fluid, no turbulences, a fluid
dynamic viscosity: 1.6 mPas, fluid density: 1055 kg m−3 for 0.3 M sucrose solution). The
actual work done by the flow to bend the vesicle was estimated to be the simulated total
force multiplied by the change in length of the vesicle with respect to its original spherical
shape. An alternative, already established method of measuring mechanical parameters of
vesicle membranes is the use of a micropipette aspiration setup [144].
3.3 Samples and materials
In the present thesis, different biological models and optofluidic detectors were used that
are listed in the following. Many samples were provided by cooperating scientists. In the
subsequent Results part (Chapters 4 to 6), footnotes provide their names and affiliations.
If not indicated otherwise, the chemicals are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Micro- and nanoparticles
In the experiments using optofluidic detection (Chapters 4 and 5), either silicon dioxide
microparticles (SiO2, micro particles GmbH, diameter 1 − 2 µm) or gold nanoparticles
(Nanopartz, AccurateTM Spherical Gold Nanoparticles, series A11, diameter 40 − 80 nm)
were used, as shown in Fig. 3.6. In dark-field illumination, the size of gold nanoparticles
can be distinguished by their scattering intensity and their single particle spectrum [126].
Colloidal micro-screws with a diameter of 530 nm and a length of 2.35 µm were fabri-
cated from silicon dioxide (SiO2) by glancing angle deposition by Dr. D. Walker in the
research group of Prof. P. Fischer (MPI for Intelligent Systems, Stuttgart) as described
elsewhere [145, 146]. The resulting structure consisted of a helical part and a ’head’,
formed by a silica bead with a diameter of 500 nm.
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Figure 3.6 – Dark-field microscopy images of detector particles on a coverslide.
(A) Gold nanoparticles with diameters of 40, 60 and 80 nm and their typical single particle
scattering spectra. (B) Silicon dioxide particles with a diameter of 1.3 µm.
Preparation of vesicles
Artificial membranes made of phospholipid molecules are an established model system to
emulate certain functionalities of cell membranes [147]. They can easily be doped with
different surfactants and produced in different shapes, such as vesicles. In this work, small
unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs), vesicles made from cell
membranes and vesicles made from photoswitchable lipids were produced and used.
SUVs (10 - 100 nm) were prepared with a method based on tip sonification [148].
100 µL of the azo-PC lipid solution was diluted with CHCl3 to a final volume of 1 mL. The
solvent was removed under reduced pressure, depositing layers of lipids on the wall of the
round bottom flask. The flask was filled with 2 mL ddH2O. The flask (Elma Schmidbauer
GmbH ) was sonicated briefly until the solution appeared milky and was then transferred
to a centrifuge tube. Tip sonication (BANDELIN electronic GmbH & Co. KG) was
performed for two times 30 s on ice. Finally, the sample was centrifuged for 10 min at
10.000 rpm. The supernatant was stored at 4 ◦C until further use.
GUVs are cell-sized vesicles that can be seen in the light microscope under dark-field
or phase-contrast illumination. For the formation of azo-PC GUVs used in Chapter 4,
the electroformation method [149, 150] was adapted using a homebuilt electroformation
chamber. Two Pt wires, 3 mm apart, were run through nine reaction wells with a volume of
1.5 mL each. A few µL of the lipid solution was pipetted onto the wires. After evaporation
of the CHCl3, the wells were filled with 1.5 mL of a 300 mM sucrose solution or 1 mM of
sorbitol solution. Before starting the electroformation protocol, the chamber was sealed
and heated to 70 ◦C. Then, a voltage was applied to the wires with a function generator
for 180 min. The solution containing GUVs was stored at 4 ◦C until further use.
A further step towards the simulation of a cell membrane is to use cell membrane vesi-
cles that are made from cellular vesicles. All steps of the preparation of cellular vesicles
were done by the group of Dr. Simone Braig and in cooperation with Prof. Angelika Voll-
mar (LMU Munich) [151]. SKBR3 cells were grown in 40 mm dishes and stimulated with
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Soraphen A for 72 h. Culture medium was discarded and cells were washed twice with phos-
phate buffered saline (PBS). To induce vesiculation, 600 µL of buffer solution containing
150 mM NaCl, 10 mM 2-(4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazinyl)-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES,
2 mM CaCl2, C5080), 8 mM di-thiothreitol (DTT, Roth, 6908) and 1 M paraformalde-
hyde (PFA) was added and the cells were incubated in a shaker (37 ◦C, 5 % CO2 and
60 cycles/min) for 2 h. After shaking, the upper 3/4 of the solution was removed and used
for analysis.
The photolipids were synthesized and provided by Dr. James Frank from the research
group of Prof. Dirk Trauner (Department of Chemistry and Center for Integrated Protein
Science, LMU Munich). azo–PC was synthesized from the photoswitchable diacylglycerol
PhoDAG-1 [152] in high yield. Phosphoramidite chemistry was used to install the phospho-
choline headgroup. A reaction scheme can be found in Appendix A.5 and more details are
given in Ref. [153]. azo–PC could be isomerized between its cis- and trans-configurations
on irradiation with UV-A and blue light, respectively. In Chapter 4, photophysical prop-
erties of photoswitchable azo-PC lipid molecules in a membrane were investigated.
Preparation of cells
For experiments with red blood cells (RBCs), a blood sample was taken from a healthy
adult and diluted 20-fold in an isotonic medium based on PBS with 2 mM ethylenedi-
aminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). Just before every experi-
ment, the cell suspension was diluted and mixed with a suspension of 1.76 µm silica beads.
Hypotonic media were prepared by replacing a known volume of PBS by deionized water
(18.2 MΩcm) while keeping the concentrations of EDTA and FCS constant.
Cultured cancer cells were used in a proof-of-principle study in Chapter 5. Cell culture
was done with Dr. I. Fernandez, in the group of Prof. O. Eickelberg (Comprehensive
Pneumology Center, LMU Munich).
Bacillus subtilis were cultured with the help of Dr. A. Mader from the research group
of Dr. M. Opitz (Chair for Biophysics, LMU Munich) as published in Ref. [11].
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Chapter4
Manipulation of Phospholipid Vesicle
Mechanics with Light
Many cellular processes are closely linked to mechanical factors and force regulation [154].
While intrinsic forces mostly arise from the polymerization and contraction of cytoskele-
tal networks or intracellular pressure of osmotic origin, extrinsic forces are mainly due to
adhesion to neighboring cells or the extracellular matrix [26]. GUVs are a versatile model
system to emulate the fundamental properties and functions associated with the plasma
membrane of living cells. Deformability and shape transitions of lipid vesicles are closely
linked to the mechanical properties of the bilayer membrane itself and are typically difficult
to control under physiological conditions. Here, a protocol was developed to form cell-sized
vesicles from azobenzene-containing lipid molecules (azo–PC) that undergo photoisomer-
ization on irradiation with UV-A and visible light. Photoswitching within the photolipid
vesicles enabled a rapid and precise control of the mechanical properties of the membrane
and with it, its shape.
The chapter starts with a short introduction onthe use of vesicles as biophysical model
systems1. In the following, the response of photosensitive azo–PC GUVs on a light sti-
mulus is analyzed. Changes in the vesicle mechanics and shape could be initiated and
controlled by light with high temporal and spatial accuracy. In the third section, an
example of light-controlled local storage of mechanical energy is realized. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of biological situations where a light switch is of great value
to further investigate the role of membrane forces.
1A corresponding article, entitled ”Light-Controlled Membrane Mechanics and Shape Transitions of
Photoswitchable Lipid Vesicles” by C. Pernpeintner, J.A. Frank, P. Urban, C.R. Röske, S.D. Pritzl,
D. Trauner, and T. Lohmüller, was recently published in Langmuir (2017) [153].
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4.1 Vesicles as a biomechanical model system
The tight regulation of cellular mechanical properties can lead to a controlled deformation
of the cell membrane which is crucial for many cellular functions [155]. Examples for
force-driven fundamental biological functions are cytokinesis [156], endo- or exocytosis
[157], cell migration [158, 159], or formation of membrane protrusions such as lamellipodia
or filopodia [160, 161]. Being the boundary between the cell’s interior and exterior, the
cell membrane takes part in any transition as it must adapt to the resulting cellular shape.
Hence, cellular membranes undergo complex morphological changes such as budding [162],
invagination [157], tube formation [163], pearling [164], or division [165].
The plasma membrane consists of a fluid bilayer of lipid molecules and membrane com-
ponents that display a high level of lateral mobility [166]. From a biochemical perspective,
altering the cell shape or triggering membrane deformations involves the reorganization of
the lipid molecules and membrane proteins [167]. In the following, it will be investigated
wether the mechanical properties of the plasma membrane alone could also drive cellular
shape transitions.
Vesicle assembly
The assembly of artificial bilayers made of phospholipid molecules is a widely used method
to mimic the shape and outer plasma membrane of living cells [147, 168]. Their formation is
based on the attractive van der Waals interaction between the hydrophobic fatty acid tails
and the hydrophilic headgroups, respectively (Fig. 4.1A) [169]. The shape and structure
of a lipid bilayer depends on the lipid type, the water/lipid ratio and the temperature of
the surrounding medium [170]. The bilayers can assume arbitrarily complicated lattice
structures [171]. In the simplest case, the self-assembly of micelles is observed (Fig. 4.1B).
Still at relatively low concentrations, lipid molecules assemble in bilayers whose thickness
is of the order of 4 nm (Fig. 4.1C) [147]. Lipid bilayers may extend up to millimetres in
the lateral direction. Vesicles or liposomes are membrane bubbles formed by bending and
closing up a lipid bilayer (Fig. 4.1D).
Various experimental techniques have been developed for preparing liposomes of dif-
ferent size (from nanometers to tens of micrometers), for a review see Ref. [170]. Small
unilamellar vesicles measure only a few tens of nanometres so that for their observation,
indirect methods such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) could be applied. Vesicles in the
intermediate size range (100 nm - 10 µm) have been termed large or medium unilamellar
vesicles and the largest vesicles (1 - 100 µm) are called giant unilamellar vesicles [172]. As
these have the size of cells, they are well visible under a light microscope (Fig. 4.1) and
allow for direct manipulation.
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Figure 4.1 – Structures of artificial lipid layers. (A) Sketch of a phospholipid consisting of
a hydrophilic headgroup and a hydrophobic fatty acid tail. (B) In case of micelle formation,
the hydrophobic fatty acid tails aggregate. (C) Supported membranes are extended structures
of lipid bilayers on a substrate. (D) Vesicles are lipid layers of spherical geometry that exist
in various sizes. (E) LUVs and (F) GUVs made of 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DOPC) lipids observed with dark-field microscopy.
Modelling vesicle shape
The basis of any theoretical shape calculation is the fact that a vesicle will always assume
the shape of minimal surface energy with respect to the appropriate constraints, such
as temperature or flow [173]. For a theoretical description, vesicles are seen as a two-
dimensional fluid defining a thin membrane of a certain surface energy. Using variational
approaches, it is then possible to calculate resulting liquid membrane shapes by summing
up relevant energy contributions, that are e.g. bending and stretching energies. Interfacial
terms would only become relevant for the surface energy of a solid membrane. As long as
external force gradients remain small and the thermal fluctuations are relevant for shape
transitions only, the approximations remain valid even for the application of external force
fields. In 1973, Helfrich proposed the so-called spontaneous curvature model [143], which
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is based on the curvature energy per unit area of a closed lipid bilayer, which can be given
as:
fc =
κB
2 (2H + c0)
2 + κG ·K (4.1)
Here, κB and κG are bending rigidities, c0 is the spontaneous curvature and H and K
are the mean and Gaussian curvature, respectively. Application of an osmotic pressure
∆p and the introduction of a surface tension λ leads to an expression for the equilibrium
shape of bilayers [174],
∆p− 2λH + κB (2H + c0)
(
2H2 − c0H − 2K
)
+ 2 · κB∇2H = 0. (4.2)
A parametrization of the solution of this expression results in experimentally confirmed
shapes (Fig. 4.2). Equation (4.2) still forms the basis of theoretical work [173, 175].
Later, a number of alternative models including the bilayer coupling model [176] or the
area-difference elasticity model [177] were proposed, predicting a large catalogue of vesicle
shapes. A different approach are molecular dynamic simulations, where SUV shapes can
be predicted with molecular accuracy [178].
rotational symmetry
axisymmetry &
reflection symmetry
axisymmetry
limit shapes
axisymmetry &
reflection symmetry
Figure 4.2 – Bifurcation scheme with stationary vesicle shapes and their symmetry [179], taken
from the review by U. Seifert, Ref. [173], Fig. 11.
To test and validate theoretical models experimental parameter studies must be con-
ducted. GUVs provide the possibility for systematic measurements of mechanical and
rheological properties of bilayers as a function of membrane composition and temperature,
as well as hydrodynamic and other external interactions.
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Soraphen modulates stiffness of SKBR3 membrane vesicles
The identification of drugs that cause a rigidification of the cell membrane are of high
interest for cancer treatment since cancer cells are assumed to be less stiff than their non-
malignant analogues [180]. As an example that the composition of cellular membranes
might affect mechanical cell properties like cell deformability, it was tested whether the
drug Soraphen A modulates the mechanics of SKBR3 cells (Fig. 4.3).
Membrane vesicles gained from Soraphen A treated SKBR3 cells2 were used, which
are entirely made of biomembrane after a protocol described in Ref. [151]. To assess
mechanical properties of the cell membrane vesicles, their deformability was measured as
described in Section 3.2: The Vesicles were optically trapped and a constant counter-
flow was applied (Fig. 4.3A,B). The maximum deformability of a vesicle was achieved by
increasing the flow speed. After Soraphen A treatment the deformability of large vesicles (1
- 5 µm) was significantly reduced (Fig. 4.3C). Interestingly, as a general trend the maximal
deformability of vesicles gained from SKBR3 vesicles was reduced with increasing vesicle
size indicating that deformability of vesicles is dependent on the membrane curvature of
the vesicles.
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Figure 4.3 – Chemically-induced vesicle deformability. (A) Sketch of experimental setup
for deformation measurements. (B) Dark-field microscopy image of an optically trapped
vesicle in counter-flow. A dashed orange line indicates an elliptic fit of the vesicle cross-
section with half axis a and b. (C) Maximal deformability D of vesicles with and without
Soraphen A treatment for 72 h. The number of cells is given in the columns.
Regulation of vesicle shape using external stimuli
Apart from changing the chemical composition, physical stimuli such as force, temperature,
and pressure can be used to tune mechanical properties of vesicles [17, 181, 182]. In
response to these, GUVs display complex shape transitions that resemble the shape changes
observed in living cells [183]. Experimentally, the regulation of temperature [16] or osmotic
conditions [175] provides efficient control of vesicle shape. Also, nanoparticle adhesion [184]
or the application of electromagnetic force fields [185–188] have been used. However, these
methods lack reversibility, physiological compatibility or the possibility to control vesicle
2Cell culture was run and membrane vesicles were made by the group of Dr. Simone Braig (Department
of Pharmacy, Center for Drug Research, LMU)
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shape in a spatiotemporally defined manner. In addition, many experimental parameters
can only be controlled indirectly and isolated from external parameters such as pH or
temperature. To name an example, Yuan et al. [175] have suggested in a theoretical model
that not only the intensity, but also the time dependent rate change of a stimulus could be
a possible regulation factor for vesicle shape. The experimental confirmation would require
a quick and homogeneous method for manipulating membranes under tightly controlled
experimental conditions. Therefore, sights were set on developing an optical switch for the
control of mechanical vesicle properties.
4.2 Controlling vesicle shape and mechanics with light
Light provides the possibility of applying reversible parametric changes to vesicle mem-
branes with a high spatiotemporal precision [4, 8]. For optical stimulation, the studied
system must first be made photosensitive. To this aim, a large catalogue of synthetic pho-
toswitchable molecules with highly tunable properties is available that can be incorporated
using (bio-)chemistry. The new field of synthetic photobiology involving applications of
photoswitchable surfactants on biological systems, usually cells, is known as photophar-
macology [189, 190]. Among the class of photoswitches, which are chemical compounds
that undergo reversible photochemistry, the most widely used and best characterized are
amphiphilic azobenzene derivatives [94]. In Section 2.3, a revision of the photochemistry
of azobenzene can be found, providing the fundamentals for optical manipulation of pho-
toswitchable systems introduced in this chapter.
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Figure 4.4 – Photoisomerization of azo–PC. Switching between its cis- and trans-
configurations is achieved with UV-A and blue light, respectively. (A) azo–PC was synthesized
from the photoswitchable diacylglycerol PhoDAG-1 in high yield [152]. (B) UV/vis-spectra
of SUVs for both photolipid isomers.
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Preparation of photoswitchable vesicles
In this work, synthetic phospholipid molecules modified with an incorporated azoben-
zene switch (photolipids) were synthesized and their behavior in a membrane was studied.
Azobenzene-containing compounds have been used to control the permeability of syn-
thetic bilayer membranes [191, 192], but only a few proof-of-principle studies have investi-
gated the possibility of observing shape transformations of vesicles that were doped with
custom-designed photoswitchable amphiphiles [193–195]. Importantly, for these studies,
the photosensitive part of the molecules was often located at the hydrophilic end of the
bilayer membrane and not embedded within the hydrophobic center. In addition, phos-
pholipid molecules, in which one or both of the acyl chains were functionalized with an
azobenzene group, have been synthesized, and their optical properties and photoreactivity
have been studied [196]. The formation of lipid bilayer membranes and vesicles from pure
photoswitchable lipids has not been reported.
Photoswitchable lipid molecules can undergo a fast and reversible change in their
molecular configuration upon spectrally defined illumination and prepared GUVs from
100% photolipids. A new synthetic route was developed3 to obtain the photoswitchable
phosphatidylcholine derivative (azo–PC, Fig. 4.4A). It is based on attaching the phospho-
choline headgroup to the photoswitchable diacylglycerol, PhoDAG-1, as described earlier
by Frank et al. [152]. Similar to azobenzene, azo–PC could be isomerized between its
cis- and trans-configuration on irradiation with UV-A (365 nm) and blue (465 nm) light,
respectively. The illumination periods were chosen to be at least 30 s to guarantee that the
photostationary state of the sample was reached. The absorption spectra for both the UV-
adapted and blue-adapted states in chloroform are displayed in Fig. 4.4B. Photoswitching
could be repeated without any sign of decomposition or photobleaching, so that the blue-
or UV-adapted UV/vis-spectra could be reproduced over multiple switching cycles. How-
ever, in both the molecular and membrane configuration of the lipids, an unknown portion
of the molecules will remain in the alternative isomerization state4. An investigation of
this portion could in principle be done by NMR studies and will be addressed in future
research.
To observe the effects of photoisomerization in a lipid environment, a solution of SUVs
was prepared from pure azo–PC. The sample was analyzed by DLS and sequentially il-
luminated with UV-A and blue light. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the SUV diameter changed
by 3% when the sample was switched between the two photostationary states. This size in-
crease could be attributed to an increased footprint in the bilayer membrane of cis-azo–PC
when compared to trans-azo–PC. As such, the sudden change in molecular configuration
3All work related to the synthesis of azo–PC work was done by Dr. James Frank in the group of
Prof. Dirk Trauner (Chemistry Department, LMU Munich) and is therefore described elsewhere [153].
4The ratio of trans- to cis-isomers is actually given by a chemical equilibrium that can be adjusted by
the parameters temperature and illumination intensity and duration. For simplicity, it will be referred to
the cis- and the trans-state instead of UV-adapted or visible light-adapted state throughout this chapter.
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Figure 4.5 – Dynamic light scattering of SUVs. Study of the average diameter increase
of small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) on UV-A illumination by DLS.
resulted in a change of the area-to-volume ratio of the entire vesicle, which is known to be
a sufficient condition for inducing macroscopic shape changes [16].
Photoswitchable vesicle mechanics
Next, the effects of lipid photoswitching on membrane properties was investigated. There-
fore, a sample of GUVs was prepared from pure azo–PC via electroformation [149]. The
GUVs were observed using dark-field microscopy, which does not require fluorescent la-
beling of the membrane. As the membrane is subject to intense white illumination by
the halogen lamp of the microscope, the majority of azo–PC lipids within the vesicle
membrane can thus be assumed to be in the trans-state. A fiber-coupled light-emitting
UV-A-diode (λ = 365 nm) is used as a source of illumination for photoisomerization. To
make photoswitching from trans to cis more effective and to simultaneously observe the
vesicles using the dark-field, a long-pass (LP) filter (λ < 505 nm) was added to the micro-
scope illumination path and permitted to regulate the efficiency of the switching process.
In general, photoswitching from cis to trans above 505 nm was observed to be significantly
slower and less efficient compared to the fast photoisomerization observed for white light
illumination which includes wavelengths around λ ≈ 440 nm, where the absorption of the
(n, π∗) - transition has a maximum (cf. Fig. 2.5B). A NIR optical tweezer was employed
to trap indivial vesicles and allow for their further investigation.
Similar to the experiment shown in Fig. 4.3, a weak counter-flow was applied to a
trapped vesicle by moving the microscope piezo stage in the horizontal direction (Fig. 4.6A).
Importantly, the flow speed for each experiment was kept at low values to avoid signif-
icant membrane stretching, which was verified by measuring the vesicle circumference.
Application of UV-A light led to instantaneous visible fluctuations of the GUV membrane
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Figure 4.6 – Deformation and bending rigidity of photolipid vesicles. (A) Sketch of the
experimental setup. (B) Deformation in dependence of applied flow speed for cis- and trans-
state of the photolipids. (C) An optically trapped vesicle (scale bar: 10 µm) shows visible
deformation under UV-A-illumination. (D) Reversible changes in deformation and bending
rigidity on illumination with UV-A and visible light.
and a further deformation of the vesicle shape (Fig. 4.6C). This observation suggests that
changes in the mechanical properties of the membrane can be quantified by the bending
rigidity κB [142]. To estimate the change of κB on photoisomerization, the bending rigidity
was measured as described in Section 3.2. The flow speed-dependent deformation
D = |a− b|/ (a+ b) (4.3)
of the GUV with half axes a and b for both the trans- and cis-configurations of the
photolipids was measured and plotted for comparison (Fig. 4.6B). Almost no deformation
was observed for vesicles under the dark-field illumination, whereas vesicles that were
exposed to low intensity UV-A light (≤0.5 kW/cm2) displayed a strong elongation in the
flow direction. For this case, energy conservation relates the bending energy to the fluidic
deformation (Eq. (3.4)). As detailed in Section 3.2, this results in an expression for the
bending rigidity of vesicles reading
κB =
W
1/2
∫
S (c1 + c2)
2 dA− 8π
(4.4)
Applying Eq. (4.4) to the data shown in Fig. 4.6B, a strong decrease of the bending rigidity
by almost two orders of magnitude was found from κtrans = (1.0± 0.6)×10−17 J to κcis =
(5.4± 1.8) × 10−19 J before and after UV-A illumination. Similar results were found for
GUVs of different sizes, and for different flow speeds (see Appendix A.6). Furthermore,
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the values for the bending rigidities in the cis-state were found to match literature values
measured for vesicles in the fluid phase [172]. The large change in the bending rigidity
induced by photoswitching is in the same regime as a structural phase transition within the
bilayer [172, 197]. Importantly, the vesicle deformation, along with the bending rigidity,
was found to be fully reversible and switching back and forth was possible over multiple
cycles (Fig. 4.6D).
Light-induced shape transformations
In both theory and experiments, the bending rigidity has been identified to be an impor-
tant factor to trigger shape transformations of GUVs [183]. Based on the findings in the
last section, the possibility of controlling vesicle shape transformations merely with light
were investigated. For these experiments, the GUVs were not trapped by a laser beam
and no additional flow was applied to control vesicle deformation. For illumination with
high intensity UV-A light (>1 mW cm−2), the emergence of vesicle shape fluctuations was
observed upon photoswitching (Figure 4.7). These eventually led to strong deformation
or shape transformations such as budding, protrusion formation or pearling.
Several examples for budding and invagination phenomena of GUVs before and after
photoswitching are shown in Fig. 4.8. The transitions usually happen on a time scale
of only a few seconds (Fig. 4.8A). Once the UV-A light was switched on, membrane
fluctuations increased, probably being caused by the emergence of local bending moments,
and the GUV eventually separated into two vesicles conjoined by a thin membrane thread.
When white light was switched on, these vesicles often split into two separate smaller
vesicles. Budding or invagination can take place on several sites (Fig. 4.8B,C). Figure 4.8D
shows how UV-A light can trigger the ’exocytosis’ of a smaller vesicle from a GUV.
Fine-tuning the illumination intensity and duration allowed to control a single budding
or vesicle-splitting event with a high degree of spatiotemporal control. The temporal
evolution of this process is shown in a kymograph in Fig. 4.9. As mentioned earlier,
an LP filter was used to allow for viewing of the vesicles in the dark-field during UV-A
illumination. For the incomplete budding event shown in Fig. 4.9, the LP filter was not
removed when switching UV-A illumination off (orange frames). If, in contrast, the LP
filter was removed entirely from the illumination path, the sample was irradiated with
white light also containing the wavelength range below 505 nm. This renders cis-to-trans-
isomerization of the photolipids so efficient that the stronger external stimulus caused
a faster transition to the photostationary state and sequential rupture of the membrane
thread. Remarkably, this observation also supports previous theoretical models which
suggested that the stimulus rate might contribute to shape regulation [175].
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Figure 4.7 – Shape changes of azo–PC vesicles. The observation was done with dark-field
microscopy and perpendicular illumination first with white light followed by illumination with
UV-A light and λ > 505 nm.
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Figure 4.8 – UV-A light-induced budding of photoswitchable vesicles. White frames:
white light illumination; gray frames: UV-A illumination and λ > 505 nm. Scale bars: 10 µm.
(A) Budding of several vesicles within a few seconds. White light illumination can cause an
irreversible rupture of vesicles. (B) Budding and invagination events. (C) Budding at several
sites. (D) On irradiation with UV-A light, a vesicle exits a larger vesicle.
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Furthermore, the membrane protrusions could undergo further elongation and mem-
brane tube formation. This was observed to happen within seconds for low-intensity UV-A
illumination (< 1 mW cm−2) of already deformed vesicles. The emergence and dynamics
of pearling transitions (Fig. 4.9) could be reversibly controlled. UV-A illumination of a
tube-shaped vesicle caused its compartmentalization into several connected daughter ve-
sicles arranged like a pearl chain. Again, this process was completely reversible. Also,
complete membrane fission and rupture of the vesicle chain was observed if the membrane
was switched rapidly from cis to trans (Fig. 4.9B).
In conclusion, the introduction of membrane bending moments through photoswitching
alone can result in rapid membrane compartmentalization and fission. This makes photo-
switchable vesicles a valuable tool for either the controlled formation of different chemical
reaction spaces or as a minimal model system to mimic biological cell fission.
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Figure 4.9 – Spatiotemporal control of budding and pearling. White and gray frames
as in Fig. 4.8; orange frames: illumination with λ > 505 nm. Scale bars: 10 µm. (A) The
kymograph shows the temporal evolution of the cross-section indicated by the two white
arrows. In a final step, the vesicle is split by intense white light illumination. (B) On a
timescale of seconds, an elongated tube undergoes a pearling transition induced by UV-A
illumination. (C) Intense white light illumination causes rupture of a pearl chain.
4.3 Local storage of mechanical energy
Finally, the relationship between UV-A illumination density and azo–PC membrane me-
chanics was investigated in more detail to devise a strategy for transferring controlled
membrane deformations into mechanical work. This was achieved by optically trapping
azo–PC vesicles for different UV-A illumination intensities at a constant flow speed. The
experimental configuration was identical with the one used for the deformation measure-
ments (see Fig. 4.6A).
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Figure 4.10 – Tuning mechanical membrane properties light. (A) Dependence of trapped
vesicle shape on UV-A illumination intensity for three vesicles. Full laser illumination intensity
is 70 mW. Filled symbols indicate deformed vesicles, empty symbols stand for the formation
of a tube. The flow speed was 20 µm s−1. Vesicle length is measured from the position of
the optical tweezer to the most distant visible membrane piece. (B) Dark-field microscopy
snapshots of a deformed vesicle (first row) and an example of tube formation for increasing
illumination intensities (second row). The yellow circles indicate the position of the optical
trap. The scale bar measures 10 µm.
Figure 4.10 shows the illumination-dependent increase of the length of three repre-
sentative vesicles of similar size in case of a constant applied flow. Here, vesicle length
is defined as the distance between the optical tweezer and the most distant part of the
vesicle in radial direction. In the regime of low intensity UV-A light (cf. Fig. 4.6), an
abrupt onset of vesicle deformation was observed. At increasing illumination strengths,
the elongation of the vesicle displayed a linear dependence with the illumination intensity,
reminding of a Hookean spring. As mentioned earlier, vesicle elongation remained stable
and the process was reversible if both the flow speed and illumination intensity were kept
constant. Eventually, at intense irradiation powers (≥ 1 mW/cm2), a membrane tube of
tens of micrometers in length could be pulled from the vesicle. For a further increase of
UV-A illumination strength, also here, a Hookean regime was observed. If the UV-A light
was switched off, the tube retracted back into the vesicle while undergoing a fast pearling
transition (Fig. 4.11).
It was observed that, for intermediate and high UV-A intensities and the presence of
counter-flow, the membrane tubes could be repeatedly pulled out from a single vesicle
with a high success rate and at arbitrary positions around the vesicle. While laser-induced
tube pulling has been shown before [185], the possibility of switching it on and off for a
constant trapping laser power offers a new mode of control.
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Figure 4.11 – Local energy release of a membrane tube. Pulled from a vesicle with
an optical tweezer in presence of a counter-flow of 20 µm s−1. The yellow circles mark the
position of the optical tweezer in the dark-field microscopy snapshots. If the UV-A light is
switched off (with LP filter inserted and thus, illumination with λ > 505 nm), the membrane
tube retracts from the optical tweezer while undergoing a pearling transition.
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Figure 4.12 – Excerting local forces using photoswitchable membrane tubes. (A) The
distance between two vesicles connected by a membrane tube can be decreased when switching
off the UV-A illumination. The tube undergoes a pearling transition. (B) The length of a
membrane tube is controlled reversibly by UV-A light.
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First, at constant laser power, the evolution of a tube is accomplished at constant
temperature and for unchanged chemical composition by only changing membrane me-
chanical properties. Second, the local release of stored stretching energy is enabled by a
light switch in an arbitrary point in time. Pulling the tube out of the optical trap requires
retraction forces in the order of pN to overcome the trapping force of the optical tweezer
[198]. Forces of this magnitude are observed in the context of filopodia retraction in living
cells [199]. Here, it was observed that a bilayer tube alone can exert forces caused by
conformational changes of the membrane lipids. Considering a tube length of 10 µm, this
force corresponds to an estimated stretching energy according to
Estretch = 1 pN · 10 µm = 1× 10−17 J, (4.5)
which is orders of magnitude higher than thermal energy at this length scale [14]. Also,
without the use of an optical tweezer, thin membrane tubes could be used to excert local
forces in reaction on UV-A illumination. In Fig. 4.12, two examples are shown where an
optically switched membrane tube regulates the distance between attached larger mem-
brane objects. Membrane tubes were always observed to be longer when UV-A-illuminated
and could retain their original length when restoring the initial illumination conditions
(Fig. 4.12B).
In summary, it could be shown that mechanical energy in an order of magnitude that
is relevant for cellular processes can be stored in a prestressed photoswitchable membrane
tube. Using a light switch, distances on the microscale can be adjusted and bilayer thick-
ness can be tuned with molecular precision.
4.4 Discussion: Switching membrane mechanics with light
It was shown that photoisomerization of membranes made entirely of photolipids allows
for unprecedented control of membrane mechanics and vesicle shape transformations on
a timescale of only milliseconds to seconds. By varying intensity and dynamics of the
optical stimulus, controlled vesicle shape changes such as budding transitions, invagination,
pearling, or the formation of membrane tubes were achieved.
The immediate effect of photoswitching on membrane mechanics was characterized
using optical tweezers and flow measurements. Membrane bending rigidity changes up
to 1.5 orders of magnitude on UV-A illumination. Furthermore, an increase in vesicle
diameter was measured and thus an increase of membrane area could be predicted. On
a molecular level, both is usually related to a change in molecular fingerprint [169]. For
azobenzene molecules, in addition to shape and dipole moment changes, the end-to-end
distance of the trans- and cis-isomers is known to change by 3.5 Å [200]. A calculation of
the geometric change of azo–PC molecules is however not possible without the knowledge
of the ratio of the two isomers in the membrane for a certain illumination.
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Figure 4.13 – Switching membrane configurations with light. Sketch of the structural
changes of individual azo–PC molecules and membranes with and without UV-A illumination.
Illuminated azo–PC-membranes show a lateral size increase and become thinner.
With an increasing amount of cis-azo–PC in a UV-A illuminated membrane of 100%
azo–PC, the membrane occupies more space in lateral direction (Fig. 4.13). This could
likely change the diffusion coefficient. At the same time, on average the membrane becomes
thinner, which could affect permeability. Both area expansion and thinning can contribute
to the observed decrease in bending rigidity. In the simplest model, illustrated in Fig. 4.13,
trans- and cis-azo–PC-isomers are randomly distributed in 2 dimensions. However, in
reality the aggregation of isomers is more likely leading to the formation of nano- or
microdomains and has been reported before for azobenzene-containing membranes [191,
201]. In contrast to previous experiments, the present photolipid system allows for the
investigation of pure phospholipid bilayer effects without any additional surfactants.
Using photoswitchable GUVs, it was possible to mimic the morphology
changes similar to those seen in cells. Dividing and organizing lipid membrane vesi-
cles into artificial reactions sites that enclose (bio)chemical reagents renders it possible to
emulate function and behavior of protocells. For example, budding and subsequent fission
of vesicles remind of cell division. In vivo, this process is usually connected to a cascade
of complex biochemical reactions involving many reagents [202]. However, it has also been
shown that certain bacterial cells (L-forms) are able to divide without the existence of a pro-
tein cell division machinery [203]. Instead, these bacteria utilize a mechanism that involves
the formation of membrane protrusions and a subsequent resolution of the cell body into
smaller daughter cells. These events involve membrane budding and self-reproduction of
cellular vesicles seemingly without the requirement of active force generation. Figure 4.14
shows a comparison between protrusion-resolution events of L-form Bacillus subtilis cells
(Fig. 4.14A,C) and pearling transitions of azo–PC vesicle tubes (Fig. 4.14B,D). Their
striking similarity illustrates that the presented photoswitchable vesicles could serve as a
valuable model system to further study the dynamics of cell fission events and, in general,
processes that involve membrane budding such as endo- and exocytosis.
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Figure 4.14 – Mimicking bacterial reproduction. Comparison between bacterial reproduc-
tion events by protrusion resolution mechanism (taken from Leaver et al. [203]) and pearling
transitions of azo–PC-vesicles [153]. The illumination with UV-A light is indicated in the
pictures. (A) and (C): still images of reproducing bacteria. (B) and (D): UV-A light-induced
pearling transitions of azo–PC membrane tubes. While the reproduction of bacteria takes
minutes, pearling transitions of vesicle tubes can be induced within only a few seconds.
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Figure 4.15 – Cell filopodia dynamics. (A) Filopodia (red dye) are cellular membrane
protrusions involved in migration (image by T. Deerinck, NCMIR). (B) Sketch of filopodia
structure and mechanics when pulled with an optical tweezer [204]. (C) Measurement of
filopodia retraction dynamics by Romero et al. [205]. (D) Measurement of retraction of a
membrane tube pulled from an azo–PC vesicle. The dashed red line indicates the vertical
position of the optical tweezer.
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Secondly, it was observed that membrane tubes could be repeatedly pulled
out from a single vesicle with a high success rate and at arbitrary positions
around the vesicle. These protrusions remind a lot of cell filopodia (Fig. 4.15A),
which are cellular protrusions that are involved in cell motility and migration. Their
mechanics and dynamics is still not entirely understood, especially concerning the inter-
play of cytoskeleton, cell membrane and membrane proteins under conditions of tensile
stress [199, 204, 205] (Fig. 4.15B). The possibility of light-triggered storage and release of
stretching energy from filopodia-like membrane protrusions on demand might allow for a
bottom-up approach [206] modelling of the fundamental aspects of filopodia mechanics.
In light of these findings, the question arises how cellular shape transformations such
as budding, invagination, division or fusion could be initiated and regulated in response to
a mechanical stimulus of the plasma membrane alone [207]. The obtained results demon-
strate that even in the absence of any active intracellular force-generating system such as
the cytoskeleton, the introduction of membrane bending moments through photoswitches
can result in rapid membrane compartmentalization and fission. In this context, photo-
switchable vesicles represent a minimal model system to disentangle effects originating
from the membrane mechanics and effects due to the active network of the cytoskeleton
under accurately controlled conditions.
Chapter5
Cell-Fluid Coupling Spectroscopy
In the previous chapter, light was used to tune mechanical properties of custom-designed
vesicles, which can help to understand the mechanistic role of the cell membrane. The
present chapter focusses on entire cells that are in the following seen as individual objects
possessing a number of distinct mechanical properties. Mechanical changes of cells are
often closely linked to the pathophysiology of human diseases such as malaria [208], sickle
cell anemia [209], asthma [210], and cancer [154, 211]. In cancer research, for example,
malignant cells have been found to be softer compared to healthy ones, which is assumed
to facilitate leaving of a tumor site and shedding into the bloodstream [212, 213]. While
the role of intracellular forces has been recognized for many cellular processes, the impact
of the cell’s mechanical properties on its fluidic environment is usually overlooked. Con-
sequently, the question if fluidic interactions between eukaryotic cells may play a role in
mediating cell-cell or cell-substrate interactions through the fluid has not been thoroughly
investigated to date. However, it stands to reason that the cell’s mechanical properties
might also affect the microflow around themselves.
In this chapter, an optical method, Cell-Fluid Coupling Spectroscopy (CFCS), is pre-
sented that allows for distinguishing one cell from another by the fluidic interactions of the
cells with their environment1. Applying holographic optical tweezers (HOTs) allows for
controlled ’shaking’ of a single cell. Then the apparent vibration spectrum, which is char-
acteristic for each cell, is recorded using an optically trapped detector bead. In the first
section of the chapter, the principle of cell shaking will be introduced, including an instruc-
tion of how to interpret the so-called fluidic spectra and a suggestion for a mathematical
model. In the following, different applications will be demonstrated: a proof-of-principle
study shows that CFCS can be applied to distinguish single cells each other. In a more
advanced study, the technique is extended to a mechanical dynamical analysis, which is a
promising approach towards a mechanical characterization of cancer cells.
1Related work was published in Advanced Science (2016) under the title ”Detecting Swelling States
of Red Blood Cells by Cell-Fluid Coupling Spectroscopy” by C. Zensen, I.E. Fernandez, O. Eickelberg, J.
Feldmann, and T. Lohmüller [214].
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5.1 The cell as a mechanical filter
CFCS is a new diagnostic method to distinguish and discriminate single cells due to their
mechanical properties from other cells in a sample. In the following, its mode of operation
will be introduced, including the experimental strategy (cell shaking), data interpretation
(fluidic spectra) and a mathematical model. The latter relies on seeing the cell as a me-
chanical filter in terms of a signal processing approach. As a model system, red blood cells
are used, however the generalization of the method to other cell types will be demonstrated
in a later section.
Experimental setup for cell shaking
In CFCS, a single cell, e.g. from a blood sample (Fig. 5.1A), is moved in a known, periodic
fashion resulting in cell shaking (Fig. 5.1B). The emerging microflow in the vicinity is
recorded by a trapped detector bead. To experimentally realize CFCS, a multiple beam
optical tweezer setup based on a spatial light modulator was built around an upright
light microscope (see Section 3.1 for details). The setup allows to create arbitrary arrays
of 1064 nm laser spots for trapping the cell of interest. Depending on the geometrical,
mechanical and optical properties of the cell, the configuration can be customized in order
to confine the cell in a very controlled manner in three dimensions. The use of NIR laser
traps with a wavelength within in the second biological window reduces the danger of
photodamage to a minimum [124, 215].
Examples of cells trapped in typical measurement configurations with a line of three
identical focused NIR laser beams are shown in Fig. 5.1B–F. In Fig. 5.1C and D, the laser
traps were periodically rotated around the axis of the first beam with a maximal angular
displacement of 50◦ and a repetition rate of 2.14 Hz. As soon as the laser beam pattern
changed, the cell reoriented in order to follow the force gradient [7]. In this way, the cell
can be forced to move in an arbitrary rhythmic pattern by periodically moving the laser
beam array making use of the adjustable picture rate of the spatial light modulator (see
Fig. 5.1C). Figures 5.1E and F present overlays of two horizontal and vertical shaking steps
of RBCs, respectively. Figure 5.1G, in contrast, shows cell shaking of a lung cancer cell in
vertical direction. In this case, five laser beams were used for optical trapping. We usually
chose oscillation frequencies in the low Hz regime. The application of higher frequencies
would in principle enable a faster measurement and with this, a better resolution of the
detected properties. However, as the maximal displacement of the cell movement decreases
dramatically and the detection is limited by the data acquisition sampling (here by a
framerate of 50 fps of the digital camera), shaking frequencies are chosen to be less than
10 Hz in this proof-of-principle study. Examples for CFCS measurements using frequencies
about an order of magnitude higher can be found in Section 5.3.
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The movement of the cell in the surrounding medium resulted in the emergence of a
flow field in the vicinity of the cell. To measure the microflow dynamics, an individual
silica bead, typically 1 − 2 µm in diameter, was optically trapped with an independent
optical tweezer (λ = 532 nm) located a few micrometers away from the cell during a cell
shaking experiment. Videos of sufficient length (tens of oscillation cycles) were recorded
with a digital camera approriate to the cell shaking frequency. By realigning the laser, the
detector position can be varied arbitrarily. A tracking of the particle movement allows for
detecting small disturbances in its Brownian movement, such as the water wave stemming
from the shaken cell. In this way, the detector particle works like a microphone recording
any vibration in the vicinity of the investigated cell. Due to the frequent repetition of
the rhythmic cell shaking, the otherwise too weak signal can be detected as a peak in the
Fourier spectrum of the detector particle.
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Figure 5.1 – Experimental configuration for cell shaking. (A) Dark-field microscopy
image of a diluted blood sample (10.000 fold). While the majority of cells are RBCs, also a
white blood cell can be seen. (B) A single, shaking red blood cell. A detector bead is trapped
next to the cell and serves as a read-out of the microflow. (C) Three consecutive steps of a
laser pattern of a line of NIR laser beams and an independent green laser beam (λ = 532 nm).
(D) Corresponding alignment of a trapped RBC and a 1.3 µm detector bead as used for the
cell shaking setup. Vertical (E) and horizontal (F) cell shaking of RBCs trapped with a line
of three laser beams. (G) Vertical cell shaking experiment with a lung cancer cell.
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Fluidic force spectra and flow field mapping
In accordance with the chosen shaking pattern as shown in Fig. 5.1, the cell displacement
is in the order of µm and can easily be observed by eye through a microscope (Fig. 5.2A,B).
Center-of-mass tracking routines [138, 216] allow for a measurement of the response of the
cell on the spatiotemporal force field. To determine the force transmission through the
fluid, in other words, cell-fluid coupling, the emerging microflow at the detector bead in a
few µm distance is recorded. The measured quantity of a cell shaking experiment is thus
the track of an optically trapped detector particle whose Brownian motion is affected by
cell-fluid coupling.
Typically, the flow causes shifts of the detector particle of only a few tens of nm and
cannot be distinguished from the thermal motion in the time trace of the flow detector
(Fig. 5.2C). Due to the periodicity of the input signal, however, the magnitude of the Fast
Fourier-transformed (FFT) detector time series reveals several characteristic sharp peaks
that can be assigned to the external driving and allows for a very sensitive detection of
the periodic fluidic forcing due to inherent noise elimination (Fig. 5.2D). For this reason,
a discussion of the tracked data in frequency space is equal to band-pass filtering of the
noisy time series. The obtained fluidic force spectra provide a characteristic fingerprint
of the flow field dynamics at a certain detector position. Examples for FFT-transformed
detector signals are shown in Fig. 5.2D–F2. Since any dynamics is usually overdamped
in biological systems, the Fourier transformed input signal possesses peaks at the same
frequencies as the measured fluidic spectrum Sdet. The first peak (denoted as S1 in the inset
in Fig. 5.2D) in all frequency plots is associated with the shaking frequency. All further
peaks are overtones that appear at integer multiples of the base frequency and characterize
the shape of the local fluidic field during cell shaking in the frequency domain.
For a dipolar and thus, symmetric movement pattern (Fig. 5.2F), the odd Fourier
modes 1, 3 and 5 are strongly pronounced independent of the detector position. The
height of the first overtone indicates the relative flow field strength in the respective spa-
tial direction (here: y-direction) [13]. The direction is thereby chosen with respect to the
expected maximum signal strength, which is usually equivalent to the direction of the
shaking pattern. For a more complex shaking pattern as presented in Fig. 5.2D and F,
a strong variation of the measured Fourier peaks is observed, corresponding to the non-
uniform flow field during optical shaking at different detector positions. Via a scan of the
detector bead at different locations, the fluidic field around a shaken cell can be mapped,
which demonstrates the potential and flexibility of the presented approach.
2Throughout the present chapter, the FFT signal will be given in arbitrary units as FFT displacement.
In principle, for a known geometry of the moving object, a conversion to a force is possible for the Fourier-
transformed time traces (see Section 2.4). Chapter 6 will be dedicated to force measurements using power
spectral density analysis applied on spherical detectors.
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In the following, the focus however lies on the description and measurement of the
microflow for a fixed detector position in order to analyze the coupling between cell and
surrounding fluid. It is clear that the fluidic spectrum measured in this case will depend on
the input pattern, which has an effect on the emergence of Fourier modes or overtones. On
the other hand, the observed spectrum will also change with respect to properties of the
object which is shaken. Examples for such detectable physical quantities are the geometry
of the cell, but also its mechanical stiffness. Both cause an alteration of the fluidic force
spectra.
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Figure 5.2 – Fluidic force spectra for different RBC shaking experiments. (A) Overlay
of microscopy images of the cell movement. The three cell positions are defined by an array
of optical traps as shown in Fig. 5.1C. Tracked time series of (B) the RBC movement and (C)
the detector bead. (D) FFT displacement of the time series shown in C. The inset shows the
signal heights Si with respect to the first 8 Fourier modes. (E) and (F): Flow field mapping
in the vicinity of a shaking RBC for two different shaking patterns. The experiments were
done in a slightly hypotonic medium (ηm = 0.15) and the same cell was used throughout all
measurements with the detector bead in different positions.
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Signal processing model
From a signal-processing perspective, cell-fluid coupling spectroscopy can be described by
the conversion of an input signal, defined as the temporal dynamics of the laser beam
array, to an output signal, here the fluidic spectrum measured at the detector. During
an experiment, the signal is converted from an optical to a mechanical signal and back,
according to a signal transduction, then filtered, and finally transmitted through the fluidic
environment. In this picture, the cell is seen as a mechanical filter applied for signal
processing. Please note that the cell is an analog filter, while input and output are digital
signals. This requires first a digital-analog conversion (DAC) from the programmed laser
pattern to a physical signal whch can be done with an SLM, as well as an analog-digital
conversion (ADC) of the cell movement accomplished by video recording the detector
movement. Figure 5.3 summarizes the signal processing model of cell shaking.
For a mathematical description of the fluidic coupling process, the information con-
tained in a fluidic spectrum as shown in Fig. 5.2D is summarized in a vector of the discrete
absolute values Sn of the Fourier peaks of the order n = 1, 2, 3, . . . according to:
Sdet = (S1, S2, S3, . . .) (5.1)
Above, the transition from a fluidic force spectrum (Fig. 5.2D) to a peak signal vector
(inset) was already illustrated. The transition to a signal vector is equivalent to a removal
of thermal noise from the Fourier modes describing the signal shape. Since the peaks Sdet
represent a fingerprint for each investigated cell, the Fourier spectra stand for the filter
properties of a cell shaken with a known input sequence. Within this model, any cell
property can be seen as an analog filter fcell summing up to a collective filter by applying
successive convolutions:
fcell = f (1)cell ∗ f
(2)
cell ∗ f
(3)
cell ∗ . . . (5.2)
The collective filter fcell acts on the laser input signal I (t, x0) given by the spatiotemporal
variation of the optical field. The resulting signal is transmitted through the fluid which can
be described by a spatial, and thus time-independent, filtering with ftrans. If the position
of the detector bead is not varied, the spatial dependency can be dropped (x = x0). The
entire process then reads
ftrans (x0) ∗ fcell (t) ∗ I (t, x0) = Sdet (t, x0) and (5.3)
ftrans (x0) · f̂cell (ν) · I (ν) = Ŝdet (ν) , (5.4)
in time (t) and frequency (ν) domains, respectively. Equations (5.3) and (5.4) illustrate
that for a known input signal, the filter properties fcell can be derived by measuring the
local, time- and space-dependent response S (t, x0). From a signal processing point-of-view
(see Fig. 5.3), the evaluation of Eq. (5.4) for the shaking frequency ν1 and its overtones νi
for i > 1 represents an ADC that provides the vector Sdet (n) to the input signal by the
application of several filter steps.
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Figure 5.3 – Signal processing model of CFCS. In a signal processing model of fluid-
coupling spectroscopy, the digital input signal is digital-analog converted (DAC), transduced
and filtered by the cell, and finally transmitted through the fluid before it is digitized (ADC)
by video recording the signal. The cell is seen as an analog filter.
Knowing this, one can make use of the fact that any difference in filtering will also
have an impact on the detector signal Ŝdet (ν). Thus, not only the filter functions fcell (ν)
are characteristic for a certain set of parameters in a cell shaking experiment, but also the
signals detected at a detector bead in the vicinity. In the next section, the recorded fluidic
spectra will be used in order to distinguish cells by their mechanical (filter) properties. The
general procedure is to compare the components Si of Ŝdet (ν) for different cells with each
other. This is equivalent to a comparison of the peaks in the Fourier spectra associated
with the higher modes of the shaking frequency.
It is therefore important to understand the role of Fourier modes with respect to a
periodic input pattern: While the first Fourier mode, S1, represents the shaking frequency
and its intensity reflects the detected strength, the higher Fourier modes S2, S3, S4, ...
characterize the shape of the detected fluidic wave. This shape depends on the nature of
the filters applied to the input function, and thus, on the mechanics of the shaken cells. If a
mode is more pronounced, the respective superharmonic frequency appears stronger in the
shape of the wave. As an example, the input function introduced in Fig. 5.1C is expected
to show a strong 3rd Fourier mode (and multiples of it), since every period possesses three
identical steps. We will use this input function in the following section for cell shaking
experiments (see Fig. 5.1D).
To further illustrate the principle, Fig. 5.4 shows how the shape of a signal, and thus
the relative Fourier peak height, is influenced by the application of different filters. For
simplicity, only consider two subsequent filter steps are considered that are a Gaussian
filter and a sawtooth-shaped filter. Both filters are defined by their lengths σ and ρ at full
width half maximum, respectively. Applying the Gaussian convolution kernel fsmooth with
widths σ on the input signal leads to a different degree of smoothing:
fsmooth ∗ I (t, σ) = S (t, σ) (5.5)
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Figure 5.4 – Effect of digital filtering. Illustration of different filter kernels applied on an
input function consisting of three steps. The filter strength varies with the width of the filter
in time domain given by the parameters σ and ρ. (A) Resulting time domain plots after
successive application of a Gaussian filter and a sawtooth filter on the input function. (B)
Peak signal vector components corresponding to the filtering steps shown in A.
In the second step, asymmetric sawtooth filters fsaw of different widths ρ are applied on
the signal smoothed with a Gaussian filter width of σ0 = 0.014:
fsaw (t, ρ) ∗ fsmooth (t, σ0) ∗ I (t) = S (t, σ0, ρ) (5.6)
Figure 5.4A clearly illustrates that filtering with different kernels has an effect on the signal
shape depending on the filter strength. Each filter shows a characteristic response also on
the Fourier spectra (Fig. 5.4B).
A quantification of such trends in the framework of filter theory would require re-
modeling of the filters needed to transform the input function to the measured shape by
deconvolution operations. The individual peak trends for a given mode show a similar
decreasing behavior for a change of the filter parameters, but follow different trends that
stand for distinct aspects of the signal shape.
5.2 Distinguishing swelling states of RBCs
In the last section, the technique of cell-fluid coupling spectroscopy was established. We
motivated that a fluidic force spectrum obtained from a single point detector is already
sufficient to discriminate between individual cells. The microflow around single cells can
be mapped on the dependency of different Fourier peaks. The method will now be applied
to detect small differences between single cells. We choose human RBCs as a reliable
and reproducible model system [216]. RBCs provide the advantages of relatively simple
structure, a very narrow size distribution and well-investigated mechanical parameters
[217–219].
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RBC shaking experiment
RBCs were exposed to solutions of different tonicity to induce cell swelling and therefore a
controllable and reproducible difference between the cells in each blood sample [220, 221].
Changing the salinity induces a change in tonicity and hence in cell stiffness and shape
without the need of drug treatment or biochemical modification [220, 222]. Here, hypotonic
media are compared by a hypotonic dilution parameter ηm, which stands for the relative
ratio of water with respect to cell medium (PBS):
ηm =
V (H2O)
V (PBS) .
Figure 5.5A shows dark field pictures of five representative cells in media with increasing
ηm. Individual cells were trapped with a line of three laser traps as described before. To
avoid photodamage, the power of the trapping laser was limited to 20 mW per beam and
kept constant for all measurements. Due to the optical forces, the cell is slightly stretched
and aligned to the laser array so that a reproducible configuration for all measured cells
is achieved (Fig. 5.5B). Geometrical differences between increasingly hypotonic states of
the RBCs could then easily be determined by measuring the aspect-ratio and revealed a
swelling with increasing ηm (Fig. 5.5C).
To investigate cell-fluid coupling, the shaking pattern from Fig. 5.1C was chosen at a
repetition rate of 2.14 Hz and cell shaking experiments were performed more than 10
times for each medium. During a cell shaking cycle (Fig. 5.5D), it was found that the
cell shape was slightly altered. The part of the cell experiencing the largest displacement
was seen to bend from the length symmetry axis with respect to the rest of the cell.
To further investigate this observation, a bending angle was measured, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.5E, for different hypotonic media and thus swelling states of the RBCs. As expected,
swollen cells could be seen to bend less than the cells in isotonic medium (Fig. 5.5F). The
measurement revealed a maximum bending angle for ηm = 0.15 which does not coincide
with the maximum aspect ratio of the same cells shown in Fig. 5.5C. This illustrates that
mechanical properties may significantly differ from geometric properties.
In a rough approximation, RBC bending can be described by the flexural rigidity which
is defined as the resistance offered by a non-rigid structure while undergoing bending. The
flexural rigidity Dflex of a plate reads [223]
Dflex =
Eh3e
12
(
1− ν2p
) (5.7)
and depends on Young’s modulus E, the Poisson ratio νp and the elastic thickness of the
plate he. The dependencies of Dflex are both nonlinear and depend on each other. A
change in aspect-ratio (Fig. 5.5), e.g., would strongly affect E and he, which explains the
possibility of a non-monotonous dependence of the bending angle on an isolated parameter
change as illustrated in Fig. 5.5E. The presence of the optical tweezer stretching the RBC
in axial direction complicates the situation even further since it will vary with different cell
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Figure 5.5 – Swelling and bending of RBC. ηm denotes the ratio of water to PBS. (A)
Increasing ηm causes swelling of RBCs visible in dark-field microscopy. (B) Representative
bright field images of RBCs for the same ηm in the experimental configuration. (C) Box plot
of the aspect-ratio of RBCs in the configuration shown in B. (D) Snapshots over one period
of shaking. (E) Maximum bending angles for representative RBCs of different hypotonicities
ηm. A definition of the bending angle β is illustrated in red color. (F) Dependance of the
bending angle β as defined in B on the hypotonic dilution ηm. The plots in (C) and (F) are
based on a statistic of more than 200 cells, error bars denote the error of the mean.
geometry and stiffness and hence affect νp, which is the ratio of transverse to axial strain
as experienced by the force field. Even though for an accurate modelling of the elastic
cell properties these assumptions might well serve as a framework, for the moment, it is
only important to realize that a set of different but entangled mechanical properties exist.
These result in nonlinear and characteristic response curves as shown in Figs. 5.5C and
5.5F.
Cell-fluid coupling of RBCs
We applied CFCS to investigate whether differences in mechanical properties also have
an effect on the microflow around the RBCs. To get a first idea, the center-of-mass of
three individual cells were tracked in different hypotonic media (Fig. 5.6A) during the cell
shaking experiment illustrated in Fig. 5.1C. For simplicity, only one spatial direction, here
the x-direction, is considered. It is evident that the periodic signal appears rounder for the
recorded center-of-mass movement of the more isotonic, and thus softer, cell. This trend
is reproducible when repeated with cells in the same medium.
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Figure 5.6 – Cell-fluid coupling. Comparison of (A) center-of-mass tracks of shaking RBCs
and (B) recorded fluidic force spectra for RBC media of different hypotonicity for the cell
shaking experiment illustrated in Fig. 5.1D.
The flow field measured at the position of the detector bead was then compared to the
respective center-of-mass track (Fig. 5.6). In the spectra, it is already possible to recognize
trends such as a decrease of the 3rd order Fourier peak or an increase of the 6th mode, each
with respect to the 1st Fourier peak, as discussed in the last part of the previous section.
The idea of the normalization to the ground mode is to exclude the strength of the force
field for a characterization of the cells. Instead, the relative height of the Fourier peaks
will be compared that are related to the signal shape of the spatiotemporal flow. The flow
pattern is supposed to be sensitive to changes in cell stiffness.
To further confirm the trends in Fig. 5.6B, CFCS measurements were repeated with a
larger statistics of five different hypotonic media and more than ten cells per medium. We
found that the fluidic spectra were highly reproducible and characteristic for each medium
since the data was distributed in a very narrow range. Figure 5.7A shows the average
Fourier peak values Sηm (n) vs. the corresponding Fourier peak order n for different ηm:
Sηm (n) =
1
S0 (1)
·
∑
N
Sηm (n) (5.8)
The average Fourier peaks are derived from single detector spectra from a large statistics
of N cells exposed to an increasing dilution parameter. They are normalized to the av-
erage value of the first order Fourier peak in isotonic medium S0 (1). By comparing the
detector bead data for each Fourier peak order separately, it was found that in general, the
amplitude trends Sηm (n) decrease for higher values of ηm. The significance of these trends
already allows distinguishing different hypotonic states of erythrocytes by fluidic readout.
This observation demonstrates that variances in cell shape or deformability as induced by
cell swelling here lead to a measurable change of the hydrodynamic environment.
We now consider the ratio of specific Fourier peaks for a signal strength-independent
evaluation. Figure 5.7B and C shows two examples of Fourier peak ratio dependencies
Sηm (n) /Sηm (m) on the hypotonic dilution ηm. To illustrate possible trends, the ratio
of the 3rd (m = 3) and the 6th (m = 6) order to the first three possible Fourier orders
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Figure 5.7 – Trends of average fluidic spectra. (A) Average fluidic spectra for different
hypotonic dilution values ηm as defined in Eq. (5.8). For each average spectrum, more than
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6th Fourier peak are marked with symbols (*,+). The ratio of the 3rd (B) and the 6th (C)
Fourier peak to a choice of other Fourier peak modes of the respective spectrum are shown as
a function of the hypotonicity of the medium ηm.
(m = 1, 2, 4) were chosen. As discussed before, these modes were chosen due to the specific
shape of the shaking sequence: since there are three ’substeps’ within one oscillation period,
the superharmonic modes divisible by three are affected in a similar way. The ratio of
Sηm (3) and Sηm (6) to the ground mode Sηm (1) reflects how pronounced one substep is
relative to the overall oscillation. As can be seen in Fig. 5.7, both peaks show a similar
trend and are decaying for larger ηm, with the exception of the 6th order peak that shows
a maximum for Sηm (6)/Sηm (1) for ηm = 0.15. Interestingly, these trends appear as well in
the ratios to higher Fourier modes n = 2 and n = 4, confirming the importance of Fourier
modes 3 and 6.
Comparing the discussed trends in Fig. 5.7B and C to the aspect-ratio and bending
angle plots of RBCs (Figs. 5.5C and F), a strong similarity becomes obvious. The fact
that the trends match each other indicates that Fourier peaks can indeed be used as a
measure for mechanical cell properties such as size or stiffness. As mentioned before, an
actual modelling would however require a very detailled description of all parameters and
a better understanding of the roles of the respective Fourier modes.
In summary, CFCS is capable of distinguishing RBCs in suspension based on their dis-
tinct fluidic spectrum measured at an arbitrary point in the vicinity. The results illustrate
that a variation of cell shape or stiffness results in a characteristic difference in the flow
around these cells, which can be detected by CFCS.
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5.3 Dynamical mechanical analysis of single cells
While RBCs represent a very reproducible model system, variations in size or shape can no
longer be neglected for more complex objects such as most eucaryotic cells. Consequently,
an extension of the experimental strategy becomes necessary. In the last section, see
e.g. Fig. 5.6, it was motivated that in a cell shaking experiment both cell movement
and fluidic response measured at the detector bead can serve as a means to distinguish
mechanical parameters of the shaken cell. So far, these experiments were restricted to
a single frequency. This frequency was chosen somewhat arbitrary, only matching the
technical constraints such as image acquisition frequency and time. A mechanical response
curve has the potential to provide a more detailed picture of cell mechanics and can be
obtained by sweeping the frequency in a defined range. This approach is similar to a
mechanical dynamical analysis [224], which is a technique for the characterization of soft
materials in terms of dynamic moduli. Here, I suggest an experimental strategy of how the
cell shaking experiment introduced in the previous section could be extended to a setup
for dynamical mechanical analysis on a single cell level. To demonstrate the feasability
of the strategy, two different applications are presented. First, the focus lies on the role
of the medium and how a change in viscosity alters the results. Second, the response of
cancer cells is investigated.
Detection of changes in viscosity
In cell-fluid coupling, obviously, the properties of the fluid environment play a significant
role. To illustrate this, the viscosity of the standard RBC medium was increased by adding
26 mg/mL Polyethylenglycol (PEG, 20 000 g/mol). The CFCS experiments described in
Section 5.1 were performed on single RBCs with increasing frequencies and the same
number of oscillations, each. For these experiments, a scientific camera was synchronized
to the input oscillation and an automatized frequency sweep was designed (see Section 3.1).
A sketch of the procedure and an illustration of the input function applied on a single RBC
are shown in Fig. 5.8A.
With a statistics of only four individual RBCs, frequency sweeps were performed in
both media (RBC medium and PEG medium). Figure 5.8B shows the average fluidic force
spectra of the track of the cell movement that reveal significant differences in the amplitude
trends. While the 1st Fourier mode, which is roughly proportional to the cell displacement
for the simple input function used, is similar for both viscosities, higher Fourier modes are
clearly suppressed in PEG medium. This finding suggests that for a higher viscosity, the
cell movement is more sinusoidal and thus follows the input function more closely. The
overdamped Langevin equation (2.16) with Eq. (2.3) reveals for the velocity ẋ of the RBC
that
ẋ (t) ∝ Fext (t)
d · η
, (5.9)
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Figure 5.8 – Local viscosimetry using RBC shaking. (A) RBCs are shaken using a simple
two-step pattern moving in horizontal direction (see red arrow) at increasing frequencies.
(B) Averaged Fourier peaks in media with different viscosity (RBC and PEG medium) for a
statistics of 4 RBCs at a shaking frequency of 16 Hz. (C) Trends of the 2nd Fourier mode
(marked by * in B) of the cellular displacement pattern for different frequencies. The box
indicates the data set plotted in B. (D) Corresponding measurement at the SiO2 detector
bead.
where Fext (t) includes all external forces dominated by the input force field and d denotes
the diameter of the red blood cell. Consequently, a higher viscosity causes a smaller change
rate in the movement ẋ, which explains the stronger decrease of higher Fourier modes for
the PEG medium (see Fig. 5.8). In this way, Eq. (5.9) already allows the use of single cell
shaking experiments to compare local viscosities for a fixed frequency. For a quantitative
measurement, however, the external force as well as the expression for the drag force, γ,
would have to be further refined.3
A higher statistics and thus higher accuracy of the results can be obtained by frequency
sweeping. In Fig. 5.8C, the frequency sweep corresponding to the 2nd Fourier mode is
shown as an example. We pick this mode as it is the first overtone above the ground mode
3In Section 6.2, such a quantification will be made for a spherical gold nanoparticle pushed by a simple
step-force. In this case, the Langevin equation can be solved analytically.
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and thus related to the shape of the tracked signal rather than to the signal strength.
The movement in PEG medium shows less statistical variation and a smaller displacement
and thus a smoother curve progression. This fits the expectations since PEG has a higher
vicosity and with it, a higher drag coefficient η, compared to RBC medium. With this,
Eq. 5.9 hence clearly predicts a smaller position change rate (or velocity) of the shaken
RBC.
We recognize that in our setup, all shaking frequencies between 16 Hz and 28 Hz could
be used for a distinction of differently viscous media. The same is true for measurements
at the detector bead (CFCS measurements, Fig. 5.8D). Since the detector bead is spherical
with a radius r, its velocity follows Stokes’ law:
ẋ (t) = Fext (t)6πr · η (5.10)
Still, the exact form of the cell’s response on the input function should be known for a
quantitative determination of local viscosities. The use of a detector bead ensures a spatial
resolution in the order of the detector radius (here: µm), which could be further decreased
by using appropriate detectors such as gold nanoparticles (see Chapter 6).
Frequency sweeps of cancer cells
CFCS can also be applied to larger cells, such as eucaryotic cancer cells. We have already
motivated that frequency sweeps provide a higher statistics and thus a better accuracy of
the results, which becomes especially important if the shape reproducibility of the shaken
cells cannot be guaranteed. In the following, the two widely used lung cancer cell lines
A549 and H20304 are compared. A549 possesses a higher metastatic activity and thus, a
higher degree of malignancy [225]. Since the latter is believed to have an impact on the
mechanical properties of cells [213, 226], a mechanical frequency sweep might be able to
distinguish between cancer cells of different malignancy.
We used the same experimental setup and procedure as for the described frequency
sweeps of RBCs and increased the number of focused laser beams to 5 for a more stable
confinement of the position of the larger cells. The cancer cells were shaken at different
frequencies applying a simple up-down movement of the laser array (cf. Fig. 5.1G). Fig-
ure 5.9 shows the resulting average fluidic spectra for the measurement of two different
cancer cell lines at a shaking frequency of 2.14 Hz. The average spectra are clearly distinct,
especially regarding the first two even (2nd and 4th) Fourier modes. For an interpretation
of these results, one could argue in the following way: The input function consists of sym-
metric force steps and thus possesses odd Fourier contributions only. The response in cell
movement will however be smoother and also slightly delayed, depending on the viscous
environment but also on the rigidity of the cell. This causes the emergence of even Fourier
modes and represents a filtering of the input function by the cell seen in the framework of
signal processing (cf. Section 5.1). In this way, as the even Fourier modes are stronger in
4Cell culture was done in cooperation with I. Fernandez in the group of Prof. Eickelberg (LMU Munich).
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Figure 5.9 – Fluidic spectra of lung cancer cells. CFCS measurements were performed on
two different lung cancer cell lines (A549 and H2030). The cell shaking frequency was 2.14 Hz
and the input function was a simple dipolar up-and-down movement of the laser array. The
latter consisted of five NIR beams to provide a stable experimental configuration. The 2nd
(*) and 4th (+) Fourier modes are indicated.
case of A549, these cells can be assumed to be softer than H2030 cells. A correlation of
cell stiffness and metastatic potential can nowadays be seen as established [212, 227–229].
The results shown here demonstrate that mechanical properties might result in changes
of shear flow around cancer cells which may influence cell-cell interactions and processes
as metastasis (see following section). However, more experiments would be required for a
confirmation of these findings.
Next, a frequency sweep of the up-down movement of the two cancer cell lines was
performed to gain insight into cell-fluid coupling. For comparison and to monitor how the
input signal is transferred from its original state to the final reception at the detector bead,
both cell movement (Fig. 5.10A) and silica bead displacement (Figure 5.10B) are tracked
for all applied frequencies. In Fig. 5.10A and B, examples for an input frequency of 18 Hz
are given. In this case, periodic averaging with respect to the input period length reveals
an average cell displacement of 0.5 µm resulting in a perturbation of the detector bead of
only 40 nm after a transmission of the mechanical signal through the fluid. With increasing
frequencies, the cell displacement decreases and becomes more sinusoidal (Fig. 5.10C). For
the detector bead displacement, potential changes in strength or shape of the detected
signal could not be resolved (Fig. 5.10D).
A plot of the signal strength for both cell and detector displacements versus the fre-
quency of the oscillation for both cell lines is shown in Fig. 5.10E, F. Again, the average
displacement of the cell is proportional to the 1st Fourier mode of its tracked movement.
For both cell lines, cell displacement decreases for increasing frequencies. No significant
difference can be detected between A549 and H2030. Interestingly, comparing the fre-
quency dependent detector bead displacements (Figure 5.10F), the data associated with
the A549 cell line shows clearly higher values compared to the H2030 measurement. Cer-
tainly, a higher statistics, control measurements and frequent repetition would be necessary
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Figure 5.10 – Frequency sweeps of cancer cells. Tracks of cancer cell movement (A)
and detector bead displacement (B) in x-direction. The insets show a periodic average of
the tracks revealing an average displacement of 0.5 µm and 40 nm, respectively. (C) Periodic
averages of cell movement for three different frequencies. (D) Periodic averages of detector
bead movement for three different frequencies. (E) Frequency sweep of the 1st order Fourier
mode does not reveal significant differences. (F) Frequency dependence of the detector bead
displacement.
to prove the statistical relevance of the observation [230, 231]. However, the differences
in the signal detected at the trapped microbead could be interpreted in a way that small
differences in cell mechanics or geometry might indeed be picked up by an appropriately
positioned detector bead. This would enable a reliable classification of cell stiffness on a
single cell level.
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We used an optically trapped particle to measure the microflow around a shaking cell.
Analyzing both the trace of the cell and the detector bead in Fourier space provides
information about the cell’s reaction on optomechanical stimulation and the transduction
of the cell’s motion through the fluid. Measurements of red blood cells exposed to different
hypotonic media showed that different cellular edematous states result in a specific fluidic
pattern around these cells. We motivated that this principle can be used to disentangle
different mechano-biological features in the Fourier space by seeing them as independent
analog filters. In a variation of the cell shaking technique, a frequency sweep was applied
to lung cancer cells and for viscosity detection. These proof-of-principle experiments are
the first step towards a noninvasive dynamical mechanical analysis on the single cell level
with a fluidic readout.
The growing interest in the field of mechanobiology [154] has given rise to the deve-
lopment of a large number of measurement techniques at the single cell level [106, 232]. As
illustrated in Fig. 5.11, existing approaches can in general be divided into local approaches
(Fig. 5.11A), and global approaches (Fig. 5.11B) [232]. Many techniques still lack sen-
sitivity and feasability in practical applications [4]. Most techniques require mechanical
contact to probe the cell. In this context, CFCS is a novel, all-optical remote sensing
technique for force sensing around single cells. It allows for both, a global read-out by
tracking the movement of the entire cell and a local force measurement in the vicinity of
the cell, using a detector bead (cf. Section 5.2, Fig. 5.6).
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Figure 5.11 – Global and local force measurement techniques, modified from Ref. [232].
Techniques to measure local (A) and global (B) mechanical properties of individual cells.
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The quick and reliable classification of cells in suspension is an important is-
sue for diagnostics and medical care [233, 234]. Strategies to distinguish healthy from
malignant cells, for example, range from biochemical fluorescent labeling [235], Raman
spectroscopy [236], coherent diffraction imaging [237], optical tweezer techniques [226] and
photoacoustic flow cytometry [238] to microfluidic approaches [239]. Optical techniques
mostly provide information about biochemical differences between cells, such as the molec-
ular composition of the cell membrane [240] or protein expression levels [241]. In recent
years, however, many examples in the literature have shown that cells can also be reliably
distinguished based on their physical properties such as stiffness and shape [232, 242–244].
CFCS is a both contactless and label-free technique. Hence, it holds the po-
tential to complement existing strategies in cell diagnostics as it is based on the detection
of mechanical parameters. In Section 5.2, I demonstrated that even small differences in
mechanical properties can be resolved as a mechanical fingerprint based on a very low
number of cells (cf. e.g. Section 5.3, Fig. 5.9). In future research, a closer investigation
of parameter trends with appropriate filters could account for a detailed model linking
viscoelastic properties of a cell to the fluidic response at the location of a detector bead.
In difference to the other techniques (cf. Fig. 5.11), CFCS provides the means
to analyze the impact on the fluidic coupling caused by shear flow. The notion
that cells sense, interact with and respond to the stiffness of substrates has been reported
by several groups [18, 19, 246]. A similar role of cell-fluid interaction is less investigated,
but cannot be neglected. These interactions might be highly important for biological
functions that involve either more than one cell, such as wound healing, or communication
of single cells through the fluid, in general. The latter is relevant for the metastasic process
Primary tumor Vascularization Detachment Intravasion
Extravasion
Growth of 
secondary tumor
Adhesion to 
blood vessel wall
Circulating 
tumor cell
Figure 5.12 – Metastatic process. Cells detach from a primary vascularized tumor, penetrate
the surrounding tissue, enter nearby blood vessels and circulate in the vascular system. Some
of these cells eventually adhere to blood vessel walls and are able to migrate into the local
tissue, where they can form a secondary tumor. The step which is assumed to be most
relevant in cell-fluid coupling is indicated by a dashed red frame (image adapted from Wirtz
et al. [245]).
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(Fig. 5.12, [245]). Yet, it remains an unanswered question what the interplay of chemical
and mechanical signaling during metastasis might look like. Presumably, for the settlement
of circulating tumor cells to a vessel, shear flow plays an important role. By means of
different biophysical assays it has already been shown that cells behave differently under
flow depending on their mechanical properties [154, 247]. If the exact process were known,
one could aim for the alteration of certain mechanical properties such as the membrane
stiffness with special drugs to prevent cancer progression.
It may sound trivial that differences in cell shape, stiffness or deformability are likely
to have an effect on the hydrodynamic coupling between cells and their environment. On
a single cell level, however, only little is known about the impact of such a forcing. On the
other hand, for bacteria, fluid-mediated coupling was already shown to be an important
factor for guiding swarm behavior and biofilm formation [247–249]. Eucaryotic cells in
vivo are constantly exposed to a periodic stimulation in the low Hz to mHz regime such
as breathing or heart beat [13, 250, 251]. However, for fluidic coupling experiments, the
challenge must be faced that relevant forces are often much smaller than thermal forces.
An approach to address this challenge is introduced in the next chapter.
Chapter6
Optofluidic Force Measurement with
Optically Trapped Particles
The smallest ever measured force, 24 yN = 24× 10−24 N, was applied on a cloud of ul-
tracold rubidium atoms in an optical cavity under ultracold and vacuum conditions [252].
The resulting force sensitivity is only four times worse than the theoretical limit given
by Heisenberg uncertainty principle. However, at the mesoscale (see Introduction), where
objects are diffraction-limited and forces are hidden by thermal noise, it is impossible to
achieve such a low resolution. Motivated by the emerging field of photonic force microscopy
[6], sophisticated vehicles [253–255] were fabricated to guarantee the highest possible sen-
sitivity of nanotips. Using these for force detection enabled a resolution of a few hundreds
of fN in resolution.
In this chapter, a different approach is proposed that relies on the post-elimination
of thermal noise [108, 256] by periodic averaging of the recorded time series rather than
improving the sensitivity of the instrument [257, 258]. The first section introduces the
basic working principle: Sub-Brownian forces are measured by using an optically trapped
detector particle that is pushed in a periodic fashion1. To demonstrate the applicability
of the method, it was applied for deriving quantitative values in different systems that
are presented in the second and the third section2. For a measurement of the scattering
force on gold nanoparticles, a resolution of less than 3 fN is obtained. This is an order of
magnitude smaller than any measurement of switchable forces performed on nanoparticles
in solution with single beam optical tweezers to date. Next, a spatially extended microflow
was considered around both an artificial microswimmer and a flagellated bacterium. To
conclude, the application of fN-sensitive force measurements in biological systems is dis-
cussed.
1A corresponding article entitled ”Pushing nanoparticles with light — A femtonewton resolved mea-
surement of optical scattering forces” by C. Zensen, N. Villadsen, F. Winterer, S.R. Keiding, and T.
Lohmüller, was published in Advanced Science in 2016 [259].
2For a comparison of micro-screws to bacteria, previously published data recorded by Kirchner et
al. [11] were revisited to obtain a measured force.
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6.1 Principle of fN-resolved force measurements
Ultrasensitive force measurements in a fluidic environment are based on a thorough analysis
of the fluctuating movement of a point-like detector. The latter is represented by a small
spherical bead trapped with an optical tweezer in a defined position. In this way, it is able
to pick up even small vibrations and hence acts as a microphone at subpixel-resolution.
For using metal nanoparticles as optofluidic detectors, the technique was previously named
nanoear [10].
An optically trapped particle in a liquid environment exposed to an additional external
force can be described by the Langevin equation, Eq. (2.16), extended with an external
driving term Fext (t),
mẍ (t) + κx (t) + γẋ (t) = ξ (t) + Fext (t) , (6.1)
where ξ (t) stands for thermal forces and m, κ, γ represent particle mass, trap stiffness and
drag coefficient, respectively. For reasons of simplicity, a one-dimensional description is
considered. A sketch of the forces acting on the particle is given in Fig. 6.1A, illustrating
that the presence of a force results in a displacement of the particle. Equation (6.1)
is in principle valid for all magnitudes of external forces. Here, investigations focus on
the resolution of external force fields whose temporal average on the time scale of the
measurement is smaller than the thermal forces:
〈Fext (t)〉  〈ξ (t)〉 (6.2)
In detail, the particle’s position standard deviation due to Brownian motion is considered
to be much larger than the displacement due to a single push by Fext (t). Hence, the effects
of Fext (t) cannot directly be seen in the time trace as it will be overwhelmed by thermal
fluctuations. A strategy to resolve forces fulfilling Eq. (6.2) is the application of a periodic
repetition of the force stimulus. Therefore, Fext (t) has to be switchable. In terms of a
lock-in approach, Brownian noise can then be bypassed.
m
−κx
−γx
Fext
ξ(t)
Fext
0
time
A B
tp
.
Figure 6.1 – One-dimensional model of particle movement described by the Langevin
equation. (A) Sketch of the forces acting on a spherical particle of mass m following the
Langevin equation (6.1) in presence of a harmonic potential of strength κ and viscous drag η.
The thermal forces ξ (t) are significantly larger than a single push of Fext (t). (B) Temporal
force profile of Fext (t) according to Eq. (6.3).
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In principle, any arbitrary periodic force profile could be used. However, for the present
proof-of-principle study and to allow for an analytical study, a force profile of step-like
shape Fext (t) is considered that is switched between a force plateau Fext and zero force
in a periodic fashion (Fig. 6.1B). Its time series can be modelled using the Heaviside step
function, H,
Fext (t) = Fext ·
k=N−1∑
0
[
H (t− ktp)−H
(
t− ktp −
tp
2
)]
(6.3)
with N = tmtp being the number of repetitions of force steps, tm the total measurement
time, and tp the period of the force step. An analytic solution of Eq. (6.1) with Eq. (6.3)
can be given either in real space or in the Fourier domain.
Periodic averaging
To obtain a force from the displacement of a particle in a harmonic potential with a Gaus-
sian position distribution, the displacement must be multiplied with a ’spring’ constant,
κ. The force resolution is then a result of the trap stiffness and the imaging resolution,
here given by the standard deviation of the position distribution,
∆F = κ · σ, (6.4)
when neglecting the uncertainty in the trapping constant ∆κ. If a mechanical stimulus
is repeated periodically, its resolution is no longer limited by the standard deviation of
the position distribution. It is rather limited by the averaged standard deviation, σavg =
σ√
N
, with N , the number of repetitions. The averaged standard deviation corresponds to
averaged position data and provides a minimal force sensitivity of
∆F = σavgκ =
√
kBTκ
N
. (6.5)
In the last step, the conversion of κ and σ via Eq. (4.4) was used. Hence, sub-Brownian
forces can be resolved by increasing the number of repetitions of a single force pulse.
Following the same line of argumentation, by averaging a tracked time series with respect
to the repetition period of the external force profile Fext (t), the spatial displacement is
revealed with subpixel resolution.
Power spectral force measurement
Periodic averaging is a simple and intuitive method to reveal periodic patterns in a noisy
time series. One drawback is, however, that it relies on seeing the movement of the particle
as a mass-on-a-spring problem. It is hence not suitable for more complex or nonlinear
dynamics. As an alternative, Eq. (6.1) with the external force given by Eq. (6.3) can be
solved analytically in the Fourier space. In Section 2.2, the Langevin equation was solved
for appropriate conditions in the Fourier space resulting in Eq. (2.50). The corresponding
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expression for the power spectral density (PSD) in one spatial direction, 〈S (f)〉, was given
by Eq. (2.22):
〈S (f)〉 = kBT2π2γ · (f2 + f2c )
+
〈
F̂ext (f)2
〉
tm (2πγ)2 · (f2 + f2c )
(6.6)
Here, fc = κ2πγ is the corner frequency corresponding to the trap constant κ. Importantly,
this equation holds for external forces of arbitrary shape. In the next step, the square of
the expectation value of the Fourier transform of the step-function, Eq. 6.3, is calculated:
〈
F̂ext (f)2
〉
= Fext4π2f2 ·
(
sin πftm
cos π2 ftp
)2
. (6.7)
A derivation of this expression requires multiple application of trigonometric relations and
integration rules and can be found in Appendix A.2. With this, the expression for the
expectation value of the PSD of a fluid-immersed particle exposed a series of periodic
force steps reads:
〈S (f)〉 = 12πγ2
1
f2c + f2
(
2γkBT +
F 2ext
8π2f2 · tm
·
(
sin πftm
cos π2 ftp
)2)
(6.8)
The first term of the sum can be recognized as the diffusive part whereas the second
summand is the result of the periodically pushing force Fext (t). A plot of Eq. (6.8) is
shown in Fig. 6.2 (blue line). The periodic step force Fext only influences the power spectral
density at the repetition frequency f0 = t−1p and uneven higher harmonics. Otherwise, the
plot represents the typical curve for an optically trapped particle. The issue of motion
blurring and aliasing due to the finite recording exposure time and frame rate is addressed
using the corrections and fitting methods described in the papers by Wong et al. [113]
and Berg-Sørensen et al. [109]. Their impact for parameters typical for the experimental
configuration used in the following is demonstrated in the yellow and red curves in Fig. 6.2.
For low frequencies (f  fc) and without the scattering force, the trap stiffness can be
derived from the average, frequency-independent height of the power spectrum S0:
κ =
√
2πγkBT
S0
(6.9)
Thus, the trap stiffness κ = 2πγfc can be estimated even though the time resolution of
the detection is well below the corner frequency fc.
The ultimate goal of this section is to determine the force excerted on an optically
trapped particle from the measured displacement spectrum. Applying a measurement
time of tm = 2ktp, where k is an integer, and using Eq. (6.8) without the diffusional
contribution, the peak power at the repetition frequency f0 = t−1p is:
〈S (f0)〉 =
tm
8π4γ2 ·
F 2ext(
f2c + t−2p
) (6.10)
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Figure 6.2 – Frequency dependence of the PSD. Sketch of an idealized power spectrum of
a particle in a trap exposed to a series of periodic force steps according to Eq. (6.8). The used
parameters are: f0 = t−1p = 31.25 Hz, tm = 65.54 s, T = 308 K, γ = 108.45× 10−11 kg s−1,
fc = 603Hz, Fext = 20 fN. For higher harmonics of the repetition frequency f0, which
corresponds tothe first peak, an alteration of the peak heights due to the corrections becomes
visible.
If the parameters of the surrounding fluid are known, this expression contains only mea-
surable quantities and can finally be solved for the force Fext:
Fext =
4π2√
tm
·
√
2π2γ4κ2 + 12γ
2t−2p ·
√
〈S (f0)〉 (6.11)
Note, that besides the trap stiffness κ, the parameters particle radius, temperature and
viscosity are included through the drag coefficient γ = 6πηr, considering that η = η (T ).
Consequently, they influence the uncertainty of the force determination. In the following,
an example for the applicability of Eq. (6.11) will be given, including an estimation of the
experimental error due to these parameters.
6.2 Measuring the scattering force on plasmonic particles
The plasmonic nature of metal nanoparticles results in a significantly enhanced and strongly
wavelength-dependent mechanical response on incident light in the visible regime [71, 120,
121]. Consequently, gold nanoparticles have been shown to be a good choice for sensi-
tive force detection [10]. Here, the resolution of sub-Brownian scattering forces on a gold
nanoparticles of a diameter of 80 nm is demonstrated. To derive a value for the optical
scattering force, the analysis strategy outlined in the previous section will be applied.
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While scattering forces have been considered theoretically for decades [114] and the
emergent field of photonic force microscopy builds on measuring net forces on nanoparticles
in solution [6], to our knowledge isolated scattering forces on a single gold nanoparticle have
never been determined experimentally. The optical force on a plasmonic nanoparticle can
be decomposed into two contributions [260]: the scattering force, and the gradient force
(see Section 2.3 for a general introduction to optical forces). The scattering force represents
the momentum transfer from the external radiation field to the nanoparticle by scattering
and absorption [99, 261] and points along the axis of the energy flux of the light beam.
In contrast, the gradient force is directed along the intensity gradient of the beam. If the
gradient force exceeds the scattering force, particles can be trapped by light [70].
However, measuring scattering forces is challenging due to the inherent thermal fluc-
tuations caused by the surrounding liquid. The application of strong laser light close to
the plasmon resonance resulting in strong scattering forces goes along with substantial
heating, also known as plasmonic heating [262–264]. Low scattering forces, on the other
hand, are hidden by the inherent thermal fluctuations of the particle. Hence, a possible
strategy to overcome both the challenge of the force sensitivity and the low scattering force
is to apply a periodic scattering force to a trapped gold nanoparticle (Eq. (6.8)).
Experimental setup
A switchable optical scattering force is introduced to the system by coupling a resonant
laser through a single-mode fiber perpendicular to the trapping beam. The switching
process (on/off) is controlled by blocking the laser output periodically with a chopper
wheel. The resonant fN scattering forces on single gold nanoparticles (diameter: 80 nm)
were measured in a non-resonant single beam optical tweezer with dark field detection
[125].
High speed 
camera
1064 nm
CW
532 nm
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Lamp
z
xy
Figure 6.3 – Laser microscopy setup. Sketch of the microscopy setup for fN precise measure-
ment of scattering forces. A gold nanoparticle is trapped in water with a focused NIR laser,
while chopped green laser light from a fiber pushes the particle orthogonal to the trapping
beam (Ref. [259], Fig. 1). Further details can be found in Section 3.1.
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Fig. 6.3 shows a sketch of the laser microscopy setup. A nonresonant 1064 nm CW
laser was coupled into an upright microscope and focused through a water immersion
objective. The laser power of 50 mW (measured after the objective) resulted in a trap
stiffness of 2.6 fN/nm, allowing for stable optical trapping of a single gold nanoparticle
over tens of minutes. Trapping took place in water with a temperature of 24 ◦C, however,
laser irradiation would lead to an increase of the particle temperature to 50 ◦C. Inside
an optical trap, fluctuations of the heated particle or Hot Brownian Motion [40] needs to
be taken into account via Eq. (2.8), resulting in an effective particle temperature of only
35 ◦C (please see Appendix A.4 or Ref. [259] for a detailed derivation of the temperature
in the vicinity of the particle surface).
The 532 nm laser was coupled through an optical single-mode fiber. The output end of
the fiber was stripped down to the 125 µm cladding diameter and placed on the microscope
cover slide, with the fiber output propagating along the x-axis (see Fig. 6.3). With this,
the 532 nm laser beam is perpendicular to the trapping laser beam, which propagates along
the −z-axis. The relative position of the trapped nanoparticle and the fiber was controlled
using a piezoelectric stage. The fiber end was positioned 75 µm away from the trapped
particle in the x-axis. The beam diverges slightly at the fiber output. Therefore a CCD
camera was used for beam profiling, and determined the beam width at the particle to
be 6 ± 2 µm corrected for the refractive index of water. Since the diameter of the gold
nanoparticle (80 nm) was much smaller than this beam width, a spatial intensity gradient
can be neglected. Irradiation with laser light at the plasmon resonance frequency therefore
results only in a forward-directed scattering force. The power density of the resonant laser
was chosen to be so low that heating effects do not play a role here. This was confirmed
by control measurements for the particle position distribution with the green laser on and
off showing that this difference in temperature cannot be resolved.
It is also important that the possibility of thermophoresis that would push the particle
along a temperature gradient due to plasmonic heating [264] can be neglected for the
present experimental conditions. A gold nanoparticle is in thermal equilibrium within
picoseconds after the irradiation with a laser beam due to the high thermal conductivity of
gold [265]. Throughout the measurements, the exposure time of the optically trapped gold
particles was in the range of several milliseconds. Although the particles are only irradiated
from one side, the particle temperature is therefore completely uniform [266]. Videos
were recorded with a high speed camera at an image acquisition rate of 500 Hz and an
exposure time of 1.9 ms. The rotational frequency of the chopper wheel was synchronized
with the image acquisition frequency using a home built frequency splitter. In a typical
experiment, 211 chopper cycles with a frequency of 31.25 Hz, i.e. one sixteenth of the
image acquisition frequency, were considered. In order to determine the scattering force
on a single gold nanoparticle, two different calibration and analysis methods corresponding
to the strategies in Section 6.1 will be presented. The first is a rough approximation of the
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particle in a trap as a Hookean spring, while the second represents an analytic solution of
the full problem.
Data evaluation in real and Fourier space
Figure 6.4A shows a typical displacement time series of a gold nanoparticle, including
both pushing with maximal laser intensity and the thermal fluctuations. The position
distribution shown in Fig. 6.4B is Gaussian, justifying that the potential can be assumed as
harmonic. Additionally, the width of the position distribution could be used to determine
the force constant of the optical trap via the equipartition theorem. Figure 6.4C represents
a zoom of the displacement time series showing two periods of chopping, again with no
visible sign of the switching of the scattering force. By averaging the tracked time series
with respect to the chopping period, the spatial displacement is revealed with subpixel
resolution. In Fig. 6.4D, two cycles were averaged with all the following events resulting
in a maximal displacement of 6.6 nm.
Analysis of particle movements in optical tweezers can also be done using the PSD of
the particle movement [109]. The system was calibrated based on traces of the trapped
particle without the scattering beam. Using Eq. (6.8) and Fext = Fscatt = 0, the particle
movement can then be described in terms of a frequency-dependent PSD by
〈S (f)〉 = 4πγkBT
κ2 + 4π2γ2f2 , (6.12)
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Figure 6.4 – Periodic averaging of particle displacement. (A) Raw trace of a trapped
particle for tm = 65.54 s and 211 repetitions of the scattering force pushes. (B) Position
distribution plot of the time series shown in A. (C) Detailed view of A showing the first
two pushing cycles. The displacement caused by the scattering force is hidden by thermal
fluctuations. The displacement time trace averaged with respect to tp clearly shows the
displacement resulting from switching the optical scattering force on and off and revealing a
mean displacement of the particle of 6.6 nm.
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Figure 6.5 – Measured PSD. (A) PSD plot of the movement of a trapped gold nanoparticle
with tm = 65.54 s using 500 fps. The black line is a fit providing a force constant κ =
2.4 fN/nm. Blue dashed line: average of logarithmic windows. (B) PSD plot as in A but in
presence of a chopped scattering beam (532 nm, 31.25 Hz chopper frequency). Large green
dots highlight the measured PSD at the chopping frequency and higher harmonics. The black
line is now a plot of the analytic conversion from the peak height of the first harmonic to a
corresponding value of 23 fN. (C) and (D) are zooms of A and B. Note, that the first noise
peak in A does not overlap the third harmonic of the chopping frequency.
showing the typical f−2-drop for high frequencies and a constant plateau for low frequen-
cies. Figure 6.5A shows the PSD based on the measured data shown in Fig. 6.4A. The
black line is a fit to the measured PSD above 20 Hz as described in the paper by Berg-
Sørensen et al. [109], taking aliasing and blur into account. As discussed above, starting
from the second harmonic, the correction does indeed account for small differences (cf.
Fig. 6.2).
The fit including the temperature of 35 ◦C and the associated viscosity η = 0.7191 mPa s
according to [267] results in a force constant of κ = 2.6 fN/nm. The corresponding corner
frequency is fc = 603 Hz in agreement with previous work on gold nanoparticles [71, 121].
The characteristic bent at the corner frequency, known from typical tweezer power spectra,
is not seen because the corner frequency is higher than the Nyquist frequency of the
detection. Below 10 Hz the PSD is dominated by mechanical noise, for instance drift.
In addition, two noise peaks were always present at 94.14 Hz and 100 Hz. Now turning
on the chopped green scattering laser beam, a significant peak is seen at the chopping
frequency as well as at odd harmonics (Fig. 6.5B). Zooms into a more narrow frequency
range presented in Fig. 6.5C and D reveal that the peak at the chopping frequency is very
sharp. All measured peaks nicely fit with theory.
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Measurement of fN scattering forces and comparison to theory
Since the force constant is known from the calibration measurement, the first order peak
corresponding to the chopping frequency, t−1p = 31.25 Hz, can now be used to determine
the magnitude of the scattering force using Eq. (6.8). With this, the data presented
in Fig. 6.5A reveals a measured scattering force of 23 fN. If the averaging technique
demonstrated in Fig. 6.4B is used, an average displacement ∆x = 6.6 ± 0.9 nm is found
providing a scattering force of Fscatt = κ∆x = 16± 4 fN. This agrees well with the value
found by PSD analysis. The averaged standard deviation corresponds to averaged position
data like the one shown in Fig. 6.4C and provides for N = 211 a minimal force sensitivity
of
∆F = σavgκ =
√
kBTκ
N
≈ 2.2 fN
exploiting the relation of κ and σ via equipartition theorem.
Having characterized the system allows us to test whether the scattering force scales
linearly with the power of the scattering beam. A series of measurement was done on a
single particle kept at the same position. For each measurement the power was changed
and 210 chopping events were measured. In Fig. 6.6, solid squares correspond to a mea-
sured value of the scattering force. The values for the optical scattering force are in the
low fN regime and show the expected linear relationship with respect to laser intensity
(Fig. 6.6A). A discussion of the error bars taking into account statistical uncertainties of
the measured signal, the trap stiffness κ, deviation in the particle size r, and uncertainties
in the temperature, T , can be found in Appendix A.3. The experimental error is in the
same order of magnitude as the sensitivity of the measurements.
In order to test the spatial variation across the scattering beam, the position perpen-
dicular to the beam direction was varied by moving the fiber relative to the trap. The
resulting measured scattering forces are plotted in Fig. 6.6B. As expected, based on the
Gaussian beam shape, the data points can be fitted with a Gaussian curve matching the
beam width measured independently as described earlier. The maximal scattering force
predicted from the fit of the spatial variation is F expscatt = 21.1 fN. The error for the maxi-
mum measured force was 3.0 fN.
Now, the experimentally observed scattering force can be compared to theoretical cal-
culations (see Section 2.3 for a general introduction). A number of different approaches
exist [260, 271, 272], all relying on a knowledge of the refractive index of gold nanoparti-
cles. Here, the scientific community mostly agrees on the dielectric function for bulk gold
provided by Johnson and Christy [123] in 1972. However, it should be mentioned that
large deviations in the dielectric function have been reported by several different groups
[268, 273]. All these studies have been done for bulk gold, not for single particles. There-
fore, finding experimental methods like the one presented here is crucial in predicting and
understanding optical scattering forces.
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The calculation of the theoretical optical scattering force is done using an adapted
version of the Matlab toolbox provided by Nieminen et al. [98, 115]. The algorithm is based
on the T-matrix approach to scattering theory first presented by Waterman [274, 275]. The
T-matrix method allows for calculating the optical force excerted by a Gaussian laser beam
on a single spherical gold nanoparticle. In the present case of a spherical, isotropic particle,
the T-matrix method is closely related to Mie theory [72]. For the calculation of the optical
scattering force exerted by a 532 nm laser on a 80 nm gold particle, a beam waist of 7 µm
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Figure 6.6 – Measurement of fN forces and comparison to Mie calculations. The insets
are sketches of the experimental configuration. Solid squares mark measured forces. The error
bars correspond to a maximum error estimation. (A) Measured scattering force versus applied
output power of resonant laser light for N = 210 force pulses repeating with a frequency of
31.25 Hz corresponding to 32.77 s measurement time. (B) Measured scattering force for a
spatial displacement along the Gaussian profile of the scattering beam for N = 211. The red
curve in is the theoretical curve based on Mie simulations and Ref. [123]. Its width matches
the full width half maximum value of 8.0±1.8 µm from the Gaussian fit of the measured data
(black dashed curve). (C) Comparison of the calculated scattering force with respect to the
radial position of the particle for different refractive indices of gold. The refractive indices are
taken from Johnson and Christy [123], Babar and Weaver [268], Hagemann et al. [269] and
Rakić et al. [270].
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at the particle position is assumed, which was interpolated from a previous measurement
of the beam. The optical scattering force exerted by a 532 nm laser on an 80 nm gold
particle could be calculated. The refractive index of water used in the calculations is 1.33.
The choice of the refractive index of gold has a significant influence on the theoretically
calculated values of the scattering force. In Fig. 6.6C, the scattering force for four different
refractive indices of gold are compared. The resulting scattering forces differ by up to 6.9 fN
(up to 42 %). This huge value spread due to different refractive index data reflects the
difficulty of predicting optical forces theoretically.
Finally, the results of the simulation with the parameters of the spatial variation ex-
periment are compared with corresponding measurements in Fig. 6.6B. It is seen that the
spatial dependency of the theoretical scattering force is a Gaussian curve with a maximum
of F theoscatt = 21.1 fN (solid red curve). The maximum scattering force of the fit of the mea-
sured spatial variation is 21.1± 5.8 fN which is in excellent agreement with the theoretical
prediction assuming a refractive index of gold as reported by Johnson and Christy [123].
To conclude, their data set seems indeed best to fit the refractive index of gold nanopar-
ticles at a wavelength of λ = 532 nm (cf. Fig. 6.6B).
6.3 Detection and measurement of fluidic force fields
Fluidic coupling is an important communication strategy in biological microfluidics, that
applies for example in blood flow [276] or bacteria swarming [277, 278]. Two different fluid
dynamic interactions can be distinguished: (i) stochastic fluctuations that are important
for chemotaxis [279] and (ii) long-range deterministic coupling that governs cell-cell and
cell-surface interactions [280].
As mentioned in Chapter 1 and 5, the experimental investigation of the latter is however
challenging since the expected forces are usually overwhelmed by thermal forces manifest-
ing in stochastic fluctuations. Even though fluidic fields around individual bacteria [280]
and so-called bacterial carpets [281] could be determined using tracer particles, a quan-
titative determination of the forces has not been done. In the previous two sections, an
ultrasensitive technique to measure fN forces was developed, which will now be applied
to study fluidic force fields. Therefore, two different model systems will be considered.
First, an artificial microswimmer [282–284] is employed to create an accurately defined
flow field. Second, the results will be compared to the fluidic spectrum of an optically
trapped bacterium.
A light-driven rotation of a colloidal microswimmer can be realized already with a
conventional, non-polarized laser beam that allows a simultaneous trapping and rotation
of an object with shape anisotropy [285]. This is due to a momentum transfer through the
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deflected laser light that exerts a torque in distance r from the center-of-mass [286]. This
torque is in equilibrium with the viscous drag γ of the rotating microswimmer:
Fopt · r = γ · 2π · frot (6.13)
Without the presence of gradient forces exerted by the optical tweezer, a chiral micro-
swimmer would propel along its long axis, which has been realized earlier by Ghosh and
Fischer using magnetized micro-screws in homogeneous magnetic fields [145, 146]. In the
following it will be demonstrated that a high degree of control can also be achieved using
optical forces.
Creation and detection of flow fields with light-driven micro-screws3
Colloidal micro-screws with a diameter of 530 nm and a length of 2.35 µm were fabricated
from silicon dioxide (SiO2) by glancing angle deposition4. The resulting structure consisted
of a helical part and a ’head’, represented by a silica bead with a diameter of 500 nm
(Fig. 6.7A). A single-beam near-infrared (NIR, λ = 1064 nm) optical tweezer was used to
trap a micro-screw in a fluidic environment along its long axis (Fig. 6.7B) in an upright
microscopy setup. Under dark-field illumination, the white-light Rayleigh scattering of a
trapped micro-screw allowed for its precise optical tracking. Two configurations, head up
and head down, could be distinguished: While for the first case, Brownian motion was
seen as typical for trapped microparticles, in the second case (head down), a rotation of
the micro-object around the center of the optical trap is observed. In the following, only
the rotational case will be considered.
Figure 6.7D shows frequency spectra of the tracked movement of the micro-screw for
two different laser powers of the trapping laser. The width of the peaks around the mean
rotation frequencies frot can be seen as a measure for the quality and reproducibility of the
rotation for a given micro-screw. As expected for a helical scatterer, the rotation frequency
frot showed a linear increase with increasing power of the trapping laser. Applying a
modulation on the trapping laser power between two fixed values P1 and P2 induced a
time-dependent micro-flow. Experimentally, the modulation was achieved by rotating a
cover slide half-sputtered with Au-Pd in the trapping beam, which resulted in a nutation-
like movement of the micro-screw in the optical trap (Fig. 6.7C).
Notably, the micro-screw’s frequency spectrum shown in Fig. 6.7E now reveals two
frequencies and overtones: First, an average rotation frequency fav with a mean value of
around 7.5 Hz which corresponds to the average trap power between the two powers P1
and P2. Second, the modulation frequency fmod appears. The reason for this is that with
the laser power, also the trap constant κS , which determines the micro-screw’s position
3The presented results build on experiments performed by Dr. S. Kirchner. A detailed description of
the experimental results and setups used can be found in her PhD thesis at LS Feldmann, LMU Munich,
published in 2015 [287]. For the present thesis, the raw data was evaluated to obtain a measured force.
4Colloidal micro-screws were fabricated by D. Walker in the group of Prof. P. Fischer (MPI for Intelli-
gent Systems, Stuttgart, Germany). Details can be found in Ref. [146].
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distribution in radial direction, experiences a modulation with fmod. The time-dependence
of the harmonic potential thus leads to an additional oscillation in radial direction. The
modulated micro-screw motion, as skteched in Fig. 6.7C, can be summarized in terms of
an equation of motion in polar coordinates (r, ϕ):
mrr̈ (t) = −κ (P (fmod, t)) · r (t)− γrṙ + ξr (t) (6.14)
mϕϕ̈ (t) = −γϕϕ̇ (t) + ξϕ (t)
The equation system (6.14) is a set of ordinary linear differential equations that pos-
sesses a stochastic driving term. Here, mi and γi denote the effective masses and drag
coefficients for radial and angular motion and ξr (t) and ξϕ (t) stand for translational and
rotational random thermal forces, repectively. A possible coupling of the two equations
caused by the stochastic forces is not considered. The trapping laser power modulation is
represented by a power-dependent, radial spring constant κ (P (fmod, t)) with P (fmod, t)
being a rectangular function, alternating between a maximum value P1 and a minimum
value P2 with a modulation frequency fmod. The solution for the angular movement is of
the form
ϕ (t) = ω0 (P (fmod, t)) · t = 2π · frot · t,
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Figure 6.7 – Movement of colloidal micro-screws in an optical trap. (A) SEM image
of a single micro-screw. (B) Sketch of the rotation of a micro-screw in an optical trap. (C)
Sketch of the nutation-like movement of a micro-screw in an optical trap with modulated
laser power. (D) and (E): Frequency spectra of tracked movement in one spatial direction of
a micro-screw trapped with an optical tweezer corresponding to the configurations sketched
in (B) and (C).
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where ω0 is a constant angular velocity that depends on the laser intensity. In the last step,
the linear relationship between P and ω0 = 2π · frot as visible from the inset in Fig. 6.7D
is inserted. The stochastic driving force causes a nonvanishing offset of the screw from the
symmetry center of screw motion in the 2D plane. It is in the order of the width of its
position distribution
σ (P ) =
√
kBT
κ (P )
The dynamics of the radial movement, following the first line of Eq. 6.14, is that of a
driven damped spring with a power-dependent spring constant κ (P (fmod, t)).
Flow field measurement
To detect the micro-flow around the micro-screw, an SiO2 particle (diameter d = 1.76 µm)
was trapped with a second NIR laser beam with equal laser power in a distance of a few
µm to the rotating micro-screw (Fig. 6.8A). The stationary flow field around the rotating
micro-screw trapped with constant laser power leads to a fixed displacement of the detector
bead from its equilibrium position in the optical trap [288]. Hence, the frequency spectrum
of the detector does not show any distinct peaks in this case. For a modulation of the laser
intensity, which induces time-dependent and periodic micro-flow, the detector spectrum
reveals a peak at the modulation frequency fmod = 9 Hz (Fig. 6.8B). This peak represents
the radial component of the movement of the micro-screw caused by the laser modulation
which is transmitted through the fluid as a mechanical wave.
In the next step, the magnitude of the periodic microflow is derived. For this, the
displacement time series of the detector bead is averaged with respect to the modulation
frequency fmod as described in Section 6.1. This reveals a subpixel sinusoidal displacement
in both spatial directions, with a maximal displacement of 〈x〉mod = 7 nm and 〈y〉mod =
9 nm, respectively (Fig. 6.8C). For a trap constant κdet = 13.0 fN/nm of the detector,
which was determined by equipartition (see Section 2.4), a measured force can then be
calculated by multiplying the trap constant with the average displacement. Forces in the
order of magnitude of tens of fN could be detected depending on the distance between
detector and microscrew, with a force threshold of 26 fN (see Fig. 6.8D).
The decay of the velocity field in the equatorial plane from a point-force source
Fsource · δ (r = 0)
in a distance r can be formulated via the Oseen tensor G, using Eq. (2.25):
vmeas (r) = Fsource ·G (r) =
Fsource
8πη ·
(1
r
+ r · r
r3
)
, (6.15)
where η represents the dynamic viscosity of water. The associated hydrodynamic force
measured at the position of a detector bead, Fmeas, can be assessed by multiplication
with the viscous drag Ddet of the spherical detector particle. In order to fit the force
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Figure 6.8 – Flow field measurements around an optically modulated microscrew.
(A) Dark-field image of the experimental configuration, including a rotating micro-screw as a
source of flow and an 1.76 µm SiO2 bead as flow detector in a distance of 1.5 µm. (B) Frequency
spectra measured at the source and the detector, respectively. The modulation frequency was
9 Hz. (C) Displacement trace of detector particle dominated by Brownian motion. Averaging
with respect to Tmod = f−1mod = 0.2 s yields average displacements 〈x〉mod and 〈y〉mod of a
few nm. (D) Measurement of the force field in different distances. At 5.89 µm, no signal was
measured. Each datapoint corresponds to a measurement of different micro-screws modulated
with a known frequency of 5 - 10 Hz. The solid line corresponds to a fit of the source force
Fsource with Eq. (6.18).
stemming from the micro-screw, the one-dimensional Langevin equation is used to describe
the movement of the detector particle located at a distance r0 from the rotating micro-
screw.
0 = −κdet · x (t)− γdet (ẋ (t)− vmeas (r0))− ξ (t) , (6.16)
On averaging of Eq. (6.16) over the modulation period Tmod = f−1mod, all thermal contribu-
tions vanish so that the expression for the measured force reads:
Fmeas (r0) = κdet · 〈∆x〉mod = γdet · vmeas (r0) (6.17)
Using Eq. (6.15) leads to an expression for the net force Fsource from a rotating micro-screw
modeled as a point source:
Fsource =
4
3 ·
r0
d
· κdet · 〈∆x〉mod (6.18)
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Application of Eq. (6.18) to the data yields an average value of
Fsource = 89± 45 fN.
The solid black line in Fig. 6.8D describes the resulting fit of Eq. (6.17). This value is
an average of different micro-screws, which explains the rather high error bar since the
angular rotation speed is highly depending on the exact shape of the micro-screw [289].
The magnitude of the force however fits the expectations of forces relevant for bacteria
interacting in swarms at low Reynolds numbers [290]. When using a mechanical lock-in
strategy, directed periodic fN forces can be distinguished and measured with spatial reso-
lution around a source of microflow.
Measurement of the force exerted by Bacillus subtilis5
The feasability of force measurements around individual bacteria will now be demon-
strated. A flagellated bacterium (Bacillus subtilis) was trapped using a constant laser
power (Fig. 6.9A). A track of a detector bead motion located nearby revealed a sharp
peak in the frequency spectrum at 62 Hz (Fig. 6.9B). In this case, the spectrum shown
is the geometric sum of the displacement spectra in both x and y directions. In control
experiments with a mutant of Bacillus subtilis which does not possess flagella no such
peak could be observed. Consequently, the detected signal was associated with bacterial
swimming [11].
Averaging of the time series in real space reveals the detector displacement caused
by the periodic microflow around the bacterium (Fig. 6.9C). A clear oscillation of the y-
displacement was observed as a function of time, while ∆x vanishes within the experimental
uncertainty/resolution. The peak detected in Fig. 6.9B can thus be attributed to a force
in y-direction and the one-dimensional description derived above can be applied.
To determine this force, the optically trapped bacterium is compared to the micro-
screw experiment decribed in the previous section. For this, the spectral peak in the
measurement of bacteria is associated with the modulation frequency fmod applied in the
micro-screw rotation experiments. Both Fourier peaks represent a periodic force pulse
and with it, a time-dependent flow field around the source. Using Eq. (6.17), a force of
Fmeas = 651 fN is derived from the data of Fig. (6.9)B. With Eq. (6.18), the force exerted
by the bacterium then results in
FB.subtilis ≈ 1.13 pN.
Our experiment shows that an optically trapped bacterium generates an oscillatory flow
field which can be studied quantitatively. This oscillatory component could be a con-
sequence of the precession of the cell body within the optical trap. To further analyze
5The data used was recorded by Dr. S. Kirchner. For details on bacteria culture, experimental design
and results, please see Ref. [11].
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Figure 6.9 – Measurement of the Flow field around Bacillus subtilis; after Kirchner et
al. [11]. (A) Sketch and dark field images of the experimental configuration and a bacterium
Bacillus subtilis. (B) Measured frequency spectrum of the detector bead revealing a sharp
peak at 62 Hz. The trap constant of the detector bead was 33 fN/nm. (C) Detector time series
averaged with respect to the detected frequency resulting in average x and y displacements
over on period tp.
hydrodynamic coupling of bacterial cells, the dynamic behavior of rotating helices trapped
e.g. in holographic tweezers are suited as a model system.
6.4 Discussion: Optical measurement of fN forces in bio-
logical systems
In photonic force spectroscopy [6, 291, 292], micro- or nanoparticles are confined in the
focus of an optical tweezer and pick up the microfluidic vibration spectrum originating from
a source acting on the surface of the detector bead. The small size of these optofluidic force
detectors allows for a local resolution down to the nanoscale. With complex particle shapes
or hybrids consisting of at least two materials as force detectors, high sensitivities of less
than 100 fN have been achieved [20, 253, 255, 258, 293] and based on their anisotropy, these
objects offer advanced readout possibilities To push these limits even further, a mechanical
lock-in strategy was developed and implemented enabling the detection of fN forces in fluid
and at room temperature with a spherical detector. These forces were measured in three
different model systems to demonstrate the applicability of the technique. The strategy is
based on a periodic repetition of a force pulse which is picked up by a spherical detector
bead and analyzed in frequency space.
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The limits of force resolution were explored using plasmonic nanoparticles
as sensitive detectors. In Section 6.2, the scattering force acting on a single gold
nanoparticle was expeirmentally determined and found a resolution threshold of 2.2 fN,
corresponding to a detector displacement of a few nm. This is significantly below the
force sensitivity obtained before in the context of optical tweezers applications in liquids
[6, 254, 255, 258]. Regarding measurements of switchable forces with conventional optical
tweezers, the force sensitivity could be improved by an order of magnitude compared to
previous experiments [257], which permitted the determination of the scattering force on
a plasmonic nanoparticle. Further, the refractive index of gold can be derived from the
scattering force. The presented method thus allows, in principle, for a determination of
the dielectric function of individual gold nanoparticles, which has not been done to date
[268]. Such an experiment would however require a variation of the incident wavelength
by e.g. a tunable diode laser. For λ = 532 nm, it could already be shown that the results
would best fit the data of Johnson and Christy for bulk gold [123].
An improvement of the method could be achieved by a more elaborate detection system
such as a photodiode and an automatization of the measurement procedure. Combining
the method with single particle spectroscopy, for example by measuring the Rayleigh scat-
tering, would enable the determination of optical properties of nanoparticles of arbitrary
shape and material. Vice versa, measured optical parameters could be compared to theo-
retical calculations of translational and rotational diffusion of nonspherical nanoparticles
[294, 295] or Hot Brownian motion [37, 38]. This would permit a validation of fundamental
theoretical results in nanooptics and fluctuation theory.
Femtonewton sensitive detectors are highly desired for intracellular force
measurements. Since the cellular meshwork possesses a pore size of 10–100 nm [296],
particles of these dimensions could provide additional insight in subcellular processes. So
far, only few experimental approaches use nanoparticles as sensitive force detectors. Plas-
monic nanoparticles provide the advantage that no labeling is necessary. Moreover, these
are often based on optical tweezers interfering with the cellular environment [52]. Having
identified gold nanoparticles as a promising candidate for sensitive force measurements, the
detection of endocytosed nanoparticles (40–80 nm) could be demonstrated inside a living
cell (Fig. 6.10). By probing local perturbations within the cell cytoplasm by single particle
tracking [297], periodic intracellular forces could be detected in a tweezer-free approach
[298].
This approach paves the way for localized force mapping of living cells with fN res-
olution, which offers a broad applicability for investigating the heterogeneous nature of
intracellular processes. However, for an accurate calculation of intracellular forces, the
formulas derived in the present chapter are no longer valid as anomalous diffusion [51]
must be taken into account (see Section 2.2 for a short introduction).
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Figure 6.10 – Gold nanoparticles as intracellular force detectors. Gold nanoparticles
of three different diameters are endocytosed by a CHO cell and can be seen in dark-field
microscopy. A more quantitative distinction can be done by scattering spectroscopy. Single
particle spectra of the three exemplary particles shown can be found in Fig. 3.6.
Hydrodynamic coupling in arrays of individual objects is a valuable test
bench for intercellular communication. Over the last decade, self-propelled mi-
croswimmers of decreasing size have been developed and fabricated to understand propul-
sion mechanisms at low Reynolds numbers [299, 300]. Here, time-reversible swimming
motion does not lead to any directed movement [23]. To model the complex locomotion
strategies of microswimmers [22], custom-designed particles such as the presented micro-
screw can be considered [146, 301, 302].
While the mechanistic understanding of swimming at low Reynolds numbers has be-
come textbook knowledge today [303], the coupling between the individual swimmers is
not very well investigated. This is certainly also due to a lack of appropriate techniques
to measure such hydrodynamic coupling in simple setups. In theoretical work, even a
synchronization between individual microparticles has been predicted [278, 304]. In Sec-
tion 6.3, a time-dependent flow measurement around different sources of microflow was
demonstrated. In difference to the scattering force measurement, here, the particle acts as
a sensor that does not alter the force field. It was shown that a light-driven micro-screw is
a good model system for bacterial propulsion since it can produce microflow of comparable
magnitude in its environment.
Some examples of arrays useful for synchronization measurements are given in Fig 6.11,
ranging from artificial light-driven microswimmers (Fig. 6.11A) over flagellated bacteria to
cells exposed to a time-dependent trap configuration (’cell shaking’, see Chapter 5). Fig-
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Figure 6.11 – Experimental configurations for fluid coupling experiments. (A) Array
of light-driven micro-screws; (B) array of self-propelling bacteria; (C) array of red blood cells;
each cell is aligned using three laser beams. (D) Left: NIR double trap overlayed with a single
green laser beam. Right: Two optically trapped gold nanoparticles.
ure 6.11D shows a configuration that could be used to test theoretical results in statistical
physics of systems where the condition of detailed balance is violated [305]: A double NIR
optical tweezer traps two individual gold nanoparticles. An additional green laser aligned
with one of the traps introduces non-equilibrium conditions by heating one of the two
particles. The common principle for all configurations in Fig. 6.11 is that in an array, no
additional external detector particle is used to detect the microfluidic vibrations emitted
by neighbouring objects, but the interacting objects itselves act as detectors.
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Chapter7
Conclusion: Controlling Mesoscale
Mechanics with Light
In a fluidic environment and at room temperature, Brownian noise dominates most mesoscale
forces so that many common force measurement techniques become deficient. In this thesis,
novel optomechanical methods were devised that are capable of detecting and quantify-
ing changes in mechanical parameters of biological model systems. To circumvent thermal
fluctuations, microfluidic force fields of known spatiotemporal modulation were introduced
and combined with optofluidic detection. Using this concept, a force resolution of a few
fN allowing for nanometer precise particle manipulation was achieved.
In Chapter 4, the light-controlled changes of mechanical properties and shape trans-
formations of photoswitchable vesicles were investigated. The photosensitive vesicles were
produced by electroformation from 100% photoswitchable phospholipids (azo–PC). Under
UV illumination a decrease of the membrane bending rigidity of up to 1.5 orders of magni-
tude was found. This demonstrates that the photoisomerization of azo–PC on a molecular
scale caused macroscopic changes of the mechanical membrane properties. This change in
membrane bending rigidity also resulted in shape transitions of the entire vesicles. Several
shape transformations, namely budding, pearling or invagination, were observed and could
be controlled by the illumination conditions. Shape transitions of vesicles are commonly
controlled by parameters such as temperature, chemical composition or osmotic pressure,
which exhibit long ramping times and are often irreversible. The use of light as a stimulus
opens unprecedented possibilities to trigger vesicle mechanics by adjusting strength and
dynamics of the illumination. By ’flipping’ an external UV light switch, mechanical energy
in an order of magnitude that is relevant for cellular processes can be stored locally. For
this, a thin membrane tube was pulled from a vesicle under UV illumination by using a
focused laser beam, which remained stable. For switching on visible light, the photolipids
were switched in the visible light-adapted photostationary state and the tube retracted
back. Thinking one step ahead, this effect could be used in order to regulate forces and
distances on the nanometer scale on demand. Combining a local control of light with the
light-induced shape transitions might further enable chemical microreactors. In conclu-
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sion, photoswitchable membranes represent a unique model system that allows to improve
the understanding of intrinsic membrane forces in living cells.
In Chapter 5, focused laser light was utilized to ’shake’ individual cells in a known
pattern by a holographic laser array. In order to study the coupling between cell and fluid,
a ’detector’ particle was positioned in the flow field using an additional optical tweezer.
Fourier transforming its displacement time series revealed a characteristic spectrum, or
fingerprint, of the cell’s shape, mechanical properties, its movement and its fluidic envi-
ronment. Variations in any of these parameters could be traced by analyzing changes in
Fourier peak ratios of the characteristic detector displacement spectrum. In the presented
experiments, a variation of (i) the stiffness of red blood cells depnending on the osmotic
conditions, (ii) the viscosity of the cell medium and (iii) the cell type were considered.
The method of cell-fluid coupling is minimally invasive and requires neither mechanical
contact nor fluorescent labeling. Performing flow-detection in a few µm distance from the
cell enables a measurement of the microflow that a neighboring cell is actually exposed
to. Additionally, cell-fluid coupling spectroscopy could serve as a means to distinguish
one cell from another by their characteristic fingerprints from, e.g., a whole blood sample.
In Section 5.1, an efficient signal processing model was proposed harboring the potential
to disentangle the different factors leading to the measured detector spectrum. In this
approach, the cell is modeled as an ’analog filter’. To quantify the observations, however,
a deeper understanding, more accurate calibration and detailed modeling of transduction
of mechanical properties in the fluid are necessary.
In Chapter 6, the resolution limits in optofluidic force detection were explored. An
optically trapped gold nanoparticle was pushed periodically from the side by the scattering
force of light resonant with its particle plasmon. Based on simulations of Mie scattering,
fN optical forces and nm displacements of the particle are expected. Using an analytical
model, scattering forces between 3 fN and 21 fN could be derived. To the best of my know-
ledge, this represents the smallest switchable force measured in fluid at room temperature.
fN forces could potentially be important e.g. for hydrodynamic cell-cell interactions. To
investigate this, measurements of the microfluidic field around an artificial microswimmer
and a swimming bacterium were evaluated and indeed revealed forces in the fN to pN
range over distances several µm away from the bacterial cell.
In summary, the high spatiotemporal precision of light was exploited to manipulate
and measure biological systems at the micro- and nanoscale. The switchable character of
light was employed to regulate dynamics and mechanics of biophysical model systems on
a timescale faster than diffusion. In terms of spatial control, nanoparticles combined with
a mechanical lock-in readout were used to realize nanometer-precise force probes.
AppendixA
Appendix
A.1 Molecular collision frequency and speed
A simple model is used to describe the collision frequency between a small particle with
the molecules in the surrounding liquid (molecule density ρ). Assuming a spherical particle
and that the molecule diameters are negligible with respect to the particle, the effective
collision area A equals its cross-sectional area:
A = πr2 (A.1)
The volume that must be considered for the collisions is given by the volume swept by the
particle within a measurement time interval t:
V ≈ A〈v〉t (A.2)
Here, 〈v〉 is approached as the average speed of the molecules. In other word, the particle
is assumed being at rest since its speed is much smaller than the speed of the molecules.
Now, the Maxwell-Boltzmann probability density function for the molecular speed of noble
gases is used in order to estimate the speed of the liquid molecules:
〈v〉 =
√
8kBT
πm
(A.3)
In case of water, the average molecule speed results in 〈v〉 = 587 m s−1. The average
speed of the small particle is orders of magnitude smaller and can be derived from the
equipartition theorem, Eq. 2.5.
Using that the number of molecules per volume n can be derived from the molecules
density ρ and the molecular mass M by n = ρ ·M−1 ·NA, the collision frequency fcol and
the mean free path λ can be calculated with the following formula:
fcol = n
dV
dt
= nH2O · r2
√
8πkBT
m
(A.4)
λcol =
〈v〉
fcol
=
(
nH2O · π · r2
)−1
(A.5)
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Example values for particles with sizes relevant in this thesis (80 nm gold particle, 1 µm
beads, 1 µm cells) in water as a surrounding liquid (nH2O = 3.34× 1028 molecules/m3,
M = 18 g mol−1) are summarized in the following table:
material d in m ρ in g cm−3 m in kg fcol in molecules/s λcol in m
gold 80× 10−9 19.3 5.17× 10−18 9.9× 1016 6.0× 10−15
SiO2 1× 10−6 2.65 1.39× 10−15 1.5× 1019 3.8× 10−17
cell (water) 10× 10−6 1.00 5.24× 10−13 1.5× 1021 3.8× 10−19
Figure A.1 – Collision frequency and mean free path of spherical particles of different
material.
We recognize that the mean free path λcol is much smaller than the particle diameter,
illustrating the high number of collisions. If the resulting average speeds of the particles
in water are considered, which can be derived using the equipartition theorem, Eq. (2.5)
〈v〉 =
√
3kBT
m
, (A.6)
Reynolds numbers can be derived using Eq. (2.1):
material d in m 〈v〉 in m s−1 Re
gold 80× 10−9 0.048 3.8× 10−3
SiO2 1× 10−6 0.0030 3.0× 10−3
cell (water) 10× 10−6 0.000 15 1.5× 10−3
water molecule 3× 10−10 586 0.1758
Figure A.2 – Reynolds numbers for thermal motion of small particles at room tem-
perature.
For viscosity η = 1.0 mPa s and density ρ = 1.0 g cm−3, room temperature values were
assumed from common textbook sources. In the last line, the values for a water molecule
(m = 3.0× 10−26 kg) are given for comparison, using Eq. (A.3). Due to the very high
velocity of water molecules, here, Reynolds numbers are no longer low.
In the experiments of this thesis, the flow speeds of applied flow are smaller than the
thermal average speeds 〈v〉. With this, we can assume low Reynolds numbers throughout.
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A.2 Fourier transform of the periodic step force Fext (t)
Fext (t) is an oscillatory driving force with a period length tp, and a total length in time,
tm = 2k · tp, with k an integer:
Fext (t) = Fext ·
k=N−1∑
0
[
H(t− ktp)−H(t− ktp −
tp
2 )
]
(A.7)
where FS is the magnitude of the force, H is the Heaviside step function and N = tmtp is
the number of oscillations. The definition of the Fourier transform is applied on Fext (t):
F̂ext (f) = Fext ·
∫ ∞
−∞
k=N−1∑
0
(
H (t)−H
(
t− tp2
))
e−i2πftdt (A.8)
= Fext ·
(
k=N−1∑
0
e−i2πfktp
)∫ ∞
−∞
(
H (t)−H
(
t− tp2
))
e−i2πftdt
= Fext ·
(
k=N−1∑
0
(
e−i2πftp
)k)∫ 12 tp
0
e−i2πftdt
= Fext ·
1− e−i2πftm
1− e−i2πftp ·
i
2πf ·
(
e−iπftp − 1
)
In the first transformation, a nontrivial algebraic identity is used [306]. In a last two steps,
the integration is done and the geometric series expression is applied. The use of several
trigonometric identities results in
〈
F̂ext (f)2
〉
= F
2
ext
4π2f2 ·
(
sin πftm
cos π2 ftp
)2
(A.9)
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A.3 Maximum error calculation
The errorbars ∆F of the plot are based on a maximum error calculation, taking into
account statistical uncertainties of the measured signal, the trap stiffness κ, deviation in
the particle size r, and uncertainties in the temperature, T , by a linear addition of the
maximally possible deviations from the calculated force by uncertainties ∆Fi
∆F = ∆Fσ + ∆Fκ + ∆Fr + ∆FT (A.10)
The relative contributions of all quantities is of comparable magnitude. ∆Fσ is the stan-
dard deviation of the noise of the measured signal in an interval of a few Hz around the
peak. ∆Fκ is the standard deviation of the fitted κ within a series of measurement. ∆Fr
is the maximal deviation of the calculated forces for the uncertainties of the particle radius
(∆r = 4% of the particle radius r). The uncertainty of the T and with this, of the viscosity
η (T ) is assumed to be 2 K as discussed earlier.
∆F is maximal for the largest forces measured where all uncertainties ∆Fi contribute
with an equal order of magnitude. For decreasing force values, ∆F decreases down to the
standard deviation of the noise in the PSD, as expected. The experimental error is in the
same order of magnitude as the sensitivity of the measurements.
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A.4 Optical heating of a gold nanoparticle
The theoretical description of the movement of the gold nanoparticle is provided by the
Langevin equation (2.16). The noise term ξ (t) involves the water temperature in the
vicinity of the surface of the gold nanoparticle.
Irradiation of a gold nanoparticle with light goes along with absorption of photons. For
plasmonic metal nanoparticles, this is a strongly wavelength dependent process and leads
to a significant temperature increase of the particle [307]. This holds especially if the
focused trapping laser has a high power density, even though it is off-resonant with the
particle plasmon. For this reason, we can no longer use the measured temperature of
the fluid (24 ◦C) in the Langevin equation. The analytical model described by Eq. (6.6)
involves the temperature T of the water close to the gold surface. Since the width of the
position distribution of the gold nanoparticle in the experiments here is less than a particle
radius and no significant cooling effects are therefor expected, the surface temperature of
the particle can be used in good approximation.
The amount of absorbed laser power is Q = σI with σ the absorption cross-section
and I the mean power density averaged over the area of the absorption cross-section.
To determine the temperature distribution around the particle we used the commercial
simulation software COMSOL Mulitphysics to solve the heat transfer equation numer-
ically. We assume that the particle is surrounded by an infinite liquid volume with
a fixed temperature at infinity. The material parameters used for the calculation are
Cgoldp = 129 J kg−1 K−1 and Cwaterp = 4200 J kg−1 K−1 for the heat capacity at constant
pressure, λgold = 318 W m−1 K−1 and λwater = 0.6 W m−1 K−1 for the thermal conductiv-
ity and ρgold = 19 300 kg m−3 and ρwater = 1000 kg m−3 for the density of gold and water
respectively.
By applying Mie theory, the absorption cross-section of a gold nanoparticle in water
irradiated with a 1064 nm trapping laser can be calculated to be σ = 9.68× 10−5 µm2.
Here, ngold = 0.26 + 6.97i (Johnson and Christy [123]) and nwater = 1.33 were used as the
refractive index of gold and water, respectively. The power density of a Gaussian beam
propagating along the z direction is given by
I(x, y, z) = 2P
πw(z)2 exp
(
−2(x2 + y2)
w(z)2
)
w(z) = w0
√
1 + z
2
z20
where P is the total laser power, w0 is the beam waist and z0 is the Rayleigh length.
For the simulation, measured values of the power of the NIR laser (P = 50 mW) and the
beam waist (w0 = 550 nm) are used. The Rayleigh length z0 = 480 nm is chosen such
that the divergence angle of the beam matches NA = 1. Simulations along the lines of
Nieminen et al. [115] provide a stable trapping position for a distance ztrap = 258 nm
from the focal plane. Therefore, the average power density at the particle position is
I = 8.25× 106 W cm−2, and, consequently, a heating power of Q = 8.0 µW.
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Figure A.3 – Temperature increase with respect to the distance from the center of the gold
particle.
The resulting temperature distribution is shown in Fig. A.3. The temperature increase
at the particle surface is TNIR = 25.8 K, which is a maximum estimation of the real
temperature. For the analysis used in this work, the water temperature at the particle
surface is relevant. For an estimate, Hot Brownian motion of the gold nanoparticle in case
of being confined in a weak harmonic potential is considered. An effective temperature
can be estimated using Eq. 2.8 [40] which applies for standard trapping conditions of gold
nanoparticles of comparable size. Even if the the particle position distribution has a width
of less than one particle radius, fluctuations in axial direction have been reported to be
higher and thus, the approximation of a weak harmonic potential is justified.
Known variations in the input variables account for uncertainties in the order of magnitude
of 1 K. The power density of the resonant laser was chosen so low that heating effects
do not play a role here. This was confirmed by control measurements for the particle
displacement with the green laser on and off showing that this difference in temperature
cannot be resolved. For the error calculations, an uncertainty of the temperature of 2 K
is assumed which is in the order of magnitude of all uncertainties. Throughout this work
and for all calculations, a temperature of T = 308 K is assumed. At this temperature, no
formation of microbubbles is expected [308, 309].
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A.5 Reaction scheme of azo–PC
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Figure A.4 – Reaction scheme. azo–PC was synthesized from the photoswitchable diacyl-
glycerol PhoDAG-1 in high yield. Phosphoramidite chemistry was used to install the phospho-
choline headgroup. azo–PC could be isomerized between its cisand trans-configurations with
UV-A and blue light, respectively. Please see Ref. [153] for further details on the synthesis.
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A.6 Measured vesicle bending rigidities
The bending rigidities of 16 azo–PC vesicles in both UV- and white light-adapted pho-
tostationary states were measured (1-7 measurements per value, the given error is the
standard error of the mean) as described in Section 3.2. The sizes of the vesicles ranged
between 2 µm and 15 µm. In most cases, the bending rigidity decreased significantly and
vesicle No. κtrans/10−19J κcis/10−19J ratio
1 48 · 103 (12± 60) · 103 4.0
2 15.0± 7.8 1.8± 0.5 1.3
3 18.4 1.0 18
4 3.2± 2.9 2.2 1.5
5 (3.7± 3.7) · 103 (1.5± 0.4) · 103 2.5
6 5.05± 0.14 1.14± 0.05 4.4
7 140± 49 6.1± 1.2 23
8 1.07± 0.42 0.21 5.1
9 0.82± 0.38 0.07 12
10 0.5 0.096± 0.016 5.2
11 1.6± 0.4 0.37± 0.04 4.3
12 9.2± 5.3 1.3 7.1
13 4.6± 1.7 0.28± 0.08 16
14 0.69± 0.26 1.07± 0.19 0.64
15 0.082± 0.034 0.031± 0.007 2.6
16 0.35± 0.1 0.22± 0.02 1.6
Figure A.5 – Bending rigidities measured by deformation of individual GUVs. For
each vesicle, several cycles of photoswitching were performed to obtain an average value.
reversibly for switching a vesicle between the UV-A- and white light- adapted states. These
values agree (within two orders of magnitude) with bending rigidities already reported for
fluid vesicle [172]. In two cases, very high bending rigidities were measured, even though
the change between the two states is of the same magnitude, which could indicate multil-
amellar membranes.
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List of Abbreviations and Variables
ADC analog-igital conversion
CCD charge-coupled device
CW continuous wave
CFCS cell-fluid coupling spectroscopy
CGH computer-generated hologram
DAC digital-analog conversion
DFC dark-field condenser
DLS dynamic light scattering
FCS fetal calf serum
FFT Fast Fourier transformation
GLMT Generalized Lorenz-Mie theory
GUI graphical user interface
GUV giant unilamellar vesicle
HOT holographic optical tweezers
LED light-emitting diode
LMU Ludwig Maximilians-Universität
LP long-pass (filter)
LUV large unilamellar vesicle
MSD mean squared displacement
NA numerical aperture
NF notch filter
NIR near-infrared
PBS phosphate buffered saline
PEG polyethyleneglycole
PSD power spectral density
RBC red blood cell
SLM Spatial Light Modulator
SUV small unilamellar vesicle
UV ultra-violet
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A absorption
α = α′ + i · α′′ complex polarizability
B magnetic flux density
c 299 792 458 m s−1 speed of light in vacuum
δij Kronecker delta
d dimensionality
D = kBTγ diffusion constant
Dα generalized diffusion constant
E Young’s modulus
E electrical field
Estretch stretching energy
ε dielectric constant
ε0 8.854 187× 10−12 F m−1 dielectric constant of the vacuum
F curvature energy
fcell = f (1)cell ∗ f
(2)
cell ∗ . . . analog cell filter
ftrans transmission filter
Fdrag drag force
Fext external force
Fgrad drag force
Fharmonic spring force
Frp radiation pressure
Fscatt scattering force
γ damping constant, drag coefficient
η dynamic viscosity
ηW viscosity of water
ηm hypotonic dilution parameter
f0 = 12π
√
κ
m mechanical resonance frequency
fc = κ2πγ corner frequency
G Oseen tensor
Gfield field momentum
Gmech mechanical momentum
he elastic thickness
H magnetic field intensity
I input signal vector
kB 1.380 64× 10−23 J/K Boltzmann constant
κ trap stiffness
κB, κG, κS mean, Gaussian, spontaneous bending rigidity
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L length
L angular momentum
λ wavelength
m particle mass
µ magnetic susceptibility
µ0 1.256 637× 10−6 N A−2 magnetic permeability of the vacuum
N number of particles
n refractive index
νp Poisson ratio
p pressure
prp radiation pressure
p dipole moment
Ψ spherical wavefunction
Q quality factor
ρ density
r radius
R reflectivity
Re Reynolds number
S (f) power spectral density
S Poynting vector
Sdet = (S1, S2, S3, . . .) Fourier peak signal vector
σ standard deviation
σscatt scattering cross-section
T temperature
T Maxwell’s stress tensor
tm measured time
tmom = mγ momentum relaxation time
tp period length
ttr = γκ trap relaxation time
T transmission
v velocity, flow speed
V volume
ω angular frequency
ξ (t) thermal/stochastic force
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